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Preface
Overview and Summary of First International Seminar on Seismic Base Isolation
for Nuclear Power Facilities, Yao-Wen Chang (ANL - USA), Takashi Kuroda
CShimisu Corp.-NP - Japan), Alessandro Martelli (ENEA-DRI - Italy)
Purpose of Seminar
The First International Seminar on Seismic Base Isolation of Nuclear
Power Facilities was organized by the authors of this paper. It was held in
San Francisco, California, U.S.A., on August 21-22, 1989, in conjunction with
the tenth International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor
Technology (SMiRT-10).
The purpose of the seminar was to provide an international forum for
discussion on the application of base isolation to nuclear power plants and of
its effectiveness in reducing seismic loads and permitting standard plant
designs. It also provided an opportunity for technical interchange between
base isolation system designers, structural engineers, and nuclear power plant
engineers.
Seismic isolation is certainly one of the most significant earthquake
engineering developments in recent years. This was clearly demonstrated by
the very large attendance at this seminar and the various papers presented.
Isolation systems act as filters that reduce the seismic forces and increase
the ability of isolated structures and their contents to withstand the
damaging effects of earthquake motions.
Topics Discussed at the Seminar
Topics included were:
•

overview of current activities in seismic isolation;

•

perspectives of seismic isolation for building and nuclear power plants;

•

experimental and analytical studies of base isolation bearings;

•

observed motions of seismically isolated structures under earthquakes;

-a, fire resistance, and other environmental effects on isolation
bearings;
•

design experience of base isolated structures;

•

base isolation bearing properties, design, codes and standards;

•

effects of long-period ground motion on base-isolated structures;

•

soil-structure
structures;

•

panel discussions - issues, solutions, and future outlook.

interaction

effects

in

the

design

of

base-isolated

It should be mentioned that the subjects discussed at the seminar were
not limited to nuclear applications. In fact, including papers and discussions on the application of seismic isolation to non-nuclear buildings and the
other industrial, structures was Judged of great importance and opened many new
avenues of information interexchange.
The above topics were presented primarily by invited speakers who are
leading experts in their fields. The 18 invited papers are all published in
this special issue.
There were four sessions in the Seminar:
1.

Recent Developments in Seismic Base Isolation
Seidensticker, Argonne National Laboratory, USA);

(chaired

by

R.W.

2.

Application of Base Isolation to Nuclear Power Plants (chaired by A.
Kartelli, ENEA, Italy);

3.

Application of Base Isolation to Buildings (chaired by A.J. Eggenberger,
National Science Foundation, USA);

H.

Testing and Analysis of Seismic Isolation Systems (chaired by T. Kuroda,
Shinizu Corporation, Japan).
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A parcel discussion was held at the end of Session M, moderated by A.J,
Eggenberger and A. Martelli.

The panelists were some of the invited speakers

who represented the various application fields.
At the conclusion of Session 2, a visit was organized by Prof. J.M. Kelly
to his experimental laboratories at Berkeley.

During this visit, tests were

carried out on high-damping steel-laminated elastomer bearings, bolted to the
supporting

plates; these demonstrated

the capability

of such bearings to

withstand very high loads.
Success of the seminar was demonstrated

by the participation of 72

experts from many countries, a large number for a post-SMiRT conference.
Present Status of Seismic Base Isolation Applications
Seismic isolation systems have been widely used for bridges, buildings,
and non-nuclear plants and structures in high seismic areas such as Japan, New
Zealand, and California.

Examples of new applications were described in the

papers of Izumi, Skinner, and Eggenberger.

Furthermore, new construction of

base-isolated large buildings are also in progress in many countries, such as
Italy and Japan, as described by Giuliani and Hasebe.
Seismic

base

isolation has also been adopted

for nuclear plants by

Electricite de France (the paper of Coladant provides a description of these
applications).

Furthermore, the continued use of this technique is foreseen

for future Japanese liquid-metal reactors (LMRs) and light-water
(LWRs) as stated by Kato et al.

reactors

It has also been adopted in the advanced U.S.

LMR project PRISM (the paper of Gluekler et al.).
Adva?i-_ges of Seismic Base Isolation
There was general agreement among the participants in the seminar, based
on experience gained though the application to civil structures and industrial
plants, that seismic isolation concepts offer sufficient advantages for a
wide-ranging use in several domains.
must be cited:

In particular, the following advantages

the seisraio safety margins that can be provided by the isolated struetares are much larger than those corresponding to the nonisolated design,
because isolation systems are relatively insensitive to increases in
ground acceleration which must be accommodated;
seismieaiiy-isolated structures can be placed at sites with high seismic
hazards, without significant economic impact;
furthermore, the use of seismic isolation makes the design less sensitive
to the uncertainties related to the ground motion and to the possible
changing of standards during design or construction;
seismic isolation can reduce the economic risk of industrial plants by
avoiding damage to inner components, which are frequently very costly and
sensitive to seismic loads; in fact, under certain conditions of extensive equipment damage, a company may suffer loss of market share;
seismic isolation permits a broader use of standard plant designs which
can significantly reduce the cost of the industrial plants;
use of seismic isolation facilitates international cooperation between
seismic and nonseismic countries. Such cooperation may be very important
for very costly projects like those related to nuclear reactors;
isolated structures may be designed to be lighter with respect to the
nonisolated (i.e., use fewer commodities). This also contributes to cost
saving for industrial plants, in particular for nuclear reactors;
the use of seismic isolation systems permits design of industrial plants
to routine normal operation requirements, thus limiting plant
complication;
if necessary, some existing plants and structures, not designed to
withstand large earthquakes, can be made much more earthquake resistant
to such earthquakes by retrofitting with seismic isolation systems.

Pgrspeetiyegfor framedlateAppy cationof Seismic
On the basis of exp rienee already achieved, seismic isolation already
can be considered as a "mature" enough technology for wide-ranging use in
civil engineering structures and construction and for many industrial plant
types. It can be readily applied (in addition to bridges):
to important public buildings, especially for those critical for
emergency and disaster planning (hospitals, emergency control centers,
energy and communication distribution centers, etc.)
to non-nuclear industrial plants and structures that house costly
components and electronics equipment (especially where loss of such
equipment can cause loss of market share or loss in national defense
capability);
to structures for which standardization is advantageous.
Applications already exist for use in important public buildings; e.g.,
the San Bernardino Law and Justice Center, the USC Hospital, and the Los
Angeles County Fire Command Center in the U.S.
With regard to industrial structures it is important to note that the
reasons which led Giuliani to design a set of isolated buildings in Italy (the
SEAT buildings at Ancona) were: (1) reduction of construction costs; and (2)
especially, achievement of much higher confidence in prevention of earthquakeinduced damage to highly costly electronic equipment inside the building.
Similar reasons led to the use of base isolation of the Japanese Computer
Center Building described by Hasebe et al.
Finally, concerning standardized structures, it is worthwhile citing that
some examples already exist (for instance, the working centers of the Italian
Telephone Company), but wider application of this aspect of isolation is
anticipated, such as for electric substations, etc.
In addition to the experiences described above, seismic isolation may
also be useful for other non-nuclear plants that are particularly sensitive to
earthquakes, but which are usually not designed (in many countries at least)
to withstand very large earthquakes; e.g., some chemical plants. For existing

pis*JUS in this category, isolation may be an attractive and cost-effective way
to seisjnieally retrofit them.
Furthermore, seismic retrofitting by use of base isolation may also be
advantageous for historic buildings and monuments, making them far more
resistant against possible seismic damage. The first example of application
is the Salt Lake City and County Building in Utah, USA (described by Bailey
and Allen in this issue). However, it is evident that such use of seismic
isolation may also hold considerable promise in countries like Italy, where so
many historic monuments are located in seismic areas.
To conclude this section, we wish to stress that all isolated structures
should be extensively instrumented, monitored, and events promptly reported to
increase knowledge on the behavior of actual isolated structures. One of the
purposes of such data reporting is to add confidence to the use of seismic
isolation in a wide-ranging applicability to high risk plants, such as nuclear
reactors. To this end, data obtained from the large use of seismic base
isolation for buildings of relatively small sizes, monitored in detail, is
also very important. This is the policy being followed in Japan, as pointed
out by Matsumara et al.
Perspectives
Facilities

for

Application

to

Nuclear

Reactors

and

Other

High-Risk

Recent studies conducted in several countries have shown that seismic
bass isolation has great potential for nuclear reactors and, in general, for
other high-risk plant applications. The advantages of this technique appear
to warrant intensive efforts to resolve some of the outstanding problems. The
remaining problems are technical in nature rather than in feasibility. This
is clearly explained in the various papers presented.
For nuclear reactors, not only can seismic isolation reduce seismic
loads, but its use also permits a broader use of standard plant designs, which
is essential to make nuclear energy safer and, at the same tine, to keep it
cost competitive with other energy sources.
This certainly underscores
growing worldwide interest in seismic isolation for nuclear power plants.
Although seismic isolation is of particular interest for the LMRs (due to
their specific features, such as thin walls of vessels and piping) it is
anticipated that application nay become important for all innovative nuclear

-7reactor types, due to general demand of increased safety for future plants and
the need, especially in some countries like Japan, for constructing power
plants in high seismieity areas (see the papers of Kato et al. and Martelii et
al.).
Furthermore, it has been found in many probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) studies that external events, and in particular earthquakes, may become
the dominating contributors to the overall plant risk. Thus, use of isolation
holds considerable promise to obtain a better balance of risk contributors.
Need for Further R&P and Development of Codes and Standards
In spite of the very encouraging results that have already been obtained,
further R&D work (especially confirmatory development) is still considered
necessary to fully demonstrate adequacy of seismic base isolation to high risk
plants, such as nuclear reactors. This work, which is already in progress in
some countries (as described in various papers), must be addressed mainly to
numerical model development and to further experimental activities.
Numerical work includes detailed (three-dimensional) analysis of single
isolators for design optimization purposes, as well as studies on the dynamic
overall behavior of the isolated structures and inner components. Sloshing
phenomena and response of interface piping (i.e., systems linking isolated and
nonisolated structures) require particular attention.
Experimental activities should investigate items such as the dynamic
behavior of the isolated systems (taking into account multiaxial excitation),
bearing scale effects, effects of the energy content in earthquakes at low
frequencies, aging, soil-structure interaction, etc. They should lead to the
assessment of reliable qualification methods, namely, numerical analysis, of
the seismic isolation systems.
Further dynamic tests are also necessary for analysis of the response of
the isolated structures (including components contained in the plants and
interface piping); to this aim, experiments on both reduced- and full-scale
mockups and even in-sltu tests of real structures are of interest, in addition, we must continue to carry out seismic monitoring of isolated buildings.

8studies are also still needed for improvement of isolation
tearing properties and the fabrication processes of such bearings. Also,
various types of isolation systems should be studied and tested.
Finally, development of appropriate design rules for the use of seismic
isolation is essential. This is true for all applications of seismic isolation,, and especially for nuclear reactors. Proposals have been prepared for
civil engineering structures (such as additions to the Uniform Building Code
in the US to cover design of seismieally isolated buildings) and for nuclear
reactors (the preparation of design guidelines of ENEA and GE for design
guidelines for seismically isolated nuclear power plants using high-damping
steel-laminated elastomer bearings, described by Martelli et al.). However,
these proposals still contain several parameters whose values need to be
further refined or still need to be determined through appropriate analytical
and testing development.
Conclusions
The remarks made previously in this overview make clear the great
worldwide interest in seismic isolation for both nuclear and non-nuclear
applications. They point out the high level of maturity reached by this new
technology, which has already enabled its wide use in several important
structural engineering projects.
Wide application of seismic isolation to nuclear reactors, though very
promising, still requires important R&D efforts, which were already under way
in several countries at the time of the seminar.
It is noted that a fairly large amount of the information needed for the
uses of seismic isolation of nuclear reactors can (and will be) provided by
experience on the behavior of isolated non-nuclear structures.
For all of these reasons, it is essential to proceed immediately with
organisation of a second international seminar on seismic isolation for
nuclear reactor power plants. This second seminar should explicitly blend
faotn nuclear and non-nuclear applications. An appropriate time to conduct
this senimar is in connection with the 11th International Conference on
Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, to be held in Tokyo, Japan, in
August 1991.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
COMMENTARY ON U.S. R&D PROGRAMS FOR SEISHIC BASE ISOLATION
A. J. Eggenberger (NSF - USA)*
Today I would like to talk about base-isolation systems research. Before I
do that, 1 will tell you a few things about the purpose and role of my organisation.
As you a>-> aware, 1 work for the National Science Foundation (NSF). NSF is
an independent agency of the U.S. Federal Government established in 1950 to
promote and advance scientific and engineering progress in the United States.
We do this by sponsoring scientific and engineering research and by supporting
selected activities in science and engineering education. It is important to
note that NSF itself does not conduct research.
Most proposals for research come to NSF from educational institutions and
other organizations rather than from individuals. The NSF aJso accepts
proposals for basic and applied research from commercial firms, and we
especially welcome those from small businesses that have strong capabilities
in research and development.
You should note that NSF strongly encourages collaboration between industry
and university researchers, and between industry and state and local governments.
The NSF yearly budget is about $2 billion/yr. I work in the Engineering
Directorate which represents about ten percent of that budget, or a little
over $210 million/yr.
More specifically, I would like to talk with you about our activities in
the Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Program where the major portion of the
research in base-isolation systems is being conducted.

Presently Vice Chairman, Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board.
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The programs in the Directorate of Engineering at NSF are organised to
achieve four major goals.

These goals are (1) to ensure that the U.S. is at

the leading edge of engineering research in all fields; (2) to assist U.S.
engineering schools in producing the world's best engineers; (3) to find ways
for the U.S. to benefit from the full research potential of universities,
colleges, industry and government resources; and C O to ensure that sufficient
fundamental knowledge and expertise is available along with cross-discpiinary
activities to stimulate advances in engineering in the private sector.
The Earthquake hazard Mitigation Program is abnut a $16 million/yr program.
In

the

earthquake program

we encourage

research

in structural systems,

architectural and mechanical syctems, siting and geolechnieal systems, and
earthquake systems integration.
These four elements, located within the Biological and Critical Systems
Division,

are

critical

because

they

significantly

affect

the

economic

viability and manpower needs of the nation or because they are central to
maintaining the public and private capital investment infrastructure of the
country.
Over the past ten years or so, ti s NSF has supported fundamental research
on base-isolation systems for mitigation of the effects of earthquakes on
structures and equipment.
in

the

base-isolation

The initial research came at a time when interest

concept

was growing

worldwide. The NSF sponsored

research has lead to many advances and the results have been incorporated into
many developments.

Worldwide applications of this technology range from

buildings to bridges and include special structures such as nuclear power
plants.

The National Science Foundation provided research support which acted

as the catalyst that led to the first major implementation of base isolation
in the United States at the Foothill Communities Law and Justice Center in San
Bernardino County, California.
Since the NSF research effor' began, there have been efforts proposed by
other U.S. government entities and these are in various stages of implementation.

First, the Energy Technology Engineering Center {ETEC) coordinated

the development of a Seismic Technology Program Plan (STPP) for the Department
of Energy {DOE) for advanced reactors.
representing

university,

architect/enginter

national

organizations.

This plan was developed by a team

laboratory,
These

reactor

institutions

manufacturers, and
are

the

Energy
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Technology

Engineering Center, the University of Southern California, the

University of California-Berkeley, California Institute of Technology, Argonne
National Laboratory, General Electric, Rockwell, and Bechtel.
The six-year proposed research project contains five elements:

(1) seismic

isolation verification, (2) seismic qualification of standardized plants, (3)
utilisation of inherent strength, (1) validation of core seismic analysis, and
(5) validation of piping design.
For

the

seismic-isolation

research tasks:
analyze

element, the research

is divided

into six

(1) select and test candidate isolation systems types, (2)

isolated plants, (3) acquire and assess long-period ground-motion

data, (*U acquire and assess experience data, (5) assess multivariate hazard
effects, and (6) prepare seismic design guide input.
notice

The important thing to

is that this research is very focused and it is aimed at nuclear

reactors.
The nest research plan devoted to base-isolation research is another U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) project and is associated with the New Production
Reactor (NPR).

Last year Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), on behalf of DOE,

assembled a working group of experts on base isolation for the purpose of
advising DOE if base isolation should be given consideration for the NPR.
Again, this was a focused study and aimed at two reactor types:
water

reactor

(HWR), and

the heavy

the modular high-temperature gas-cooled

reactor

(MHTGR) . This study resulted in several conclusions and recommendations, one
of which

was a

implementation.

research and

development

(R&D) plan

for

base-isolation

This fast-track R&D program for base isolation includes the

following:
1. Materials R&D
elastomers
polymers
metallic energy absorbers
2. Large-Scale Experimental Methods and Testing
full-scale aseismic component test
system shake table test program
3. R&B on System Response
U. Quality Assurance
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5, Documentation for Confirmation of Continued Performance R&D.
This research program can be conducted in a time period varying between three
and five years with the net result being implementation of base isolation for
the NPR project.
Since the research implementation in 1982, and subsequent completion of the
San Bernardino County building, many U.S. researchers have asked why the baseisolation concept has not been implemented in the U.S. at a faster pace. Even
though there are currently several base-isolation projects under way or in the
planning stage in the U.S., the response to the above query is that additional
research is needed to allow the concept to be implemented in the course of
general professional practice of structural engineering.
The NSF has provided the University of California at Berkeley, through
their principal investigator, Dr. James M. Kelly, a grant to develop a
coordinated multidisciplinary U.S. research plan that addresses the issues
that are blocks to accelerated implementation of the base-isolation concept.
ihe first phase of the development of this plan was to collect the appropriate
research data being generated by others and, in particular, the Japanese. Dr.
Kelly assembled a team of researchers to go to Japan and determine the stateof-the-research there and then use these data to assist in preparation of the
research plan. The expectation of this research project is the development of
a detailed research plan for base-isolation research in the U.S. This plan
will be written such that the research will be goal oriented and each
individual research project will be coordinated with the other research
projects in the group, thus allowing a systems approach to the research. As
noted previously, completion of the research contained in the overall plan is
expected to accelerate implementation of the base isolation concept in the
U.S. by professionals.
Base isolation has applications not only in California, but across the U.S.
At this time, it would appear that the first widespread implementation of
base-isolation systems will be in California. The reason for this is that
current economics of the base-isolation systems are such that, in a competitive environment, base-isolation systems are more appropriate to higher
seismic loadings. The past five years have shown that the greatest interest
in tne subject is in California with applications also in Utah.

There are several interesting observations that resulted from planning and
conducting the research expedition to Japan. Initial investigation into who
should be contacted in Japan resulted in the conclusion that base-isolation
research is being conducted by the private sector in Japan, with one general
exception: the government of Japan is supporting base-isolation research in
connection with their nuclear program. Hence, we concluded that most data
would be available from the private sector, and we scheduled workshops with
them. We met with research groups in manufacturing industries who supply
base-isolation systems, with research groups in the construction industry that
carry out base-isolation research, and the research groups that contract
research from the government's nuclear program. Most of our time was spent
with the research groups in the private sector that support their own research
with internal resources.
This research is conducted in laboratories
associated with the manufacturing and construction companies or research
institutes directly connected to these groups.
It is important to contrast this with the method of research support for
base-isolation systems in the U.S. Like Japan, the U.S. has an effort in base
isolation associated with the nuclear program (DOE). Contrasting the overall
Japan program with the U.S. program indicates that the principal means of support for base-isolation research in the U.S. is the National Science Foundation where the level of support is approximately $500,000/yr.
It is difficult to determine the size of base-isolation research support in
Japan. However, in speaking with executives of Japan's "big six" construction
companies, we determined that the total sales for the "big six" are about 750
to 10Q0 billion yen/yr per company. Of that amount, approximately one percent
is spent on research. Currently, about four percent of the research effort at
the "big six" is in the area of base-isolation research. This translates to
about $14,000,000 to $19,000,000/yr as contrasted with the NSF expenditure of
$500,000/yr. In the U.S., engineering and construction companies historically
generally allocate between 0.2 and 0.4 percent of sales to R&D with essentially no resources directed toward base-isolation research. Hence, we noted
that the Japanese private sector is giving significant support to baseisolation research and the U.S. private sector is apparently providing little
support to the concept.

We learned that the Japanese companies view the base-isolation concept as
an important new element in seismic engineering and earthquake hazard mitigation. This is true because Japan is a seismically active area and because
base isolation is a new and advanced technology that will aid the individual
Japanese companies to obtain or maintain a competitive edge in their businesses. It was obvious to the participants that the U.S. needs to continue
research efforts in base isolation in a fashion that will also allow U.S.
engineering and construction companies to maintain and obtain a competitive
edge in their businesses. Unfortunately, the U.S. depends heavily on NSF
a.id other government agencies for research support in the civil engineering
fields
This research effort could be supplemented by additional resources
from the U.S. private sector, hence providing technological, social, and
business benefits to the U.S.
The report on the research expedition to Japan is complete and is available
from Dr. Kelly at the Earthquake Engineering Research Center located at the
University of California-Berkeley.
The detailed research agenda for a coordinated United States Seismic
Isolation Research Program (USSIRP) is being formulated currently, The R&D
areas that are being considered are: ground motion, modeling and dynamic
response, design criteria, materials, and economic aspects.
Individual projects are being developed at this time and it is important
that they focus on integration of the current state-of-the-art and the projected needs for implementation of this seismic strategy. The projects will
form an integrated coordinated project with individual goals and carefully
defined scopes of work and schedules. It is expected that the entire USSIRP
Kill require about five years to complete.
The end product will be analysis and design methodologies that will allow
base isolation to be implemented as a matter of the standard-state-of-the
practice.

SEISMIC ISOLATION OF NUCLEAR POWER iPLANTS ~ EDF's PHILOSOPHY
Ch. Coladant (EDF - France)
The elastomer bearing pads used since 1963 as supports for prestressed
concrete pressure vessels (PCPVs) was quickly chosen by Electricity de
France (ED) to improve the capability of nuclear power plants (NPPs) to
withstand strong earthquakes and to reduce the seismic loads on structures and equipment.
The standardized units for 900 and 1300 HW(e)
pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants have moderate seismic design loads
of 0.2 and 0.15 g, respectively. These design loads were exceeded by the
site dependent spectra of Cruas (France) and Koeberg (South Africa). To
keep the plant design unchanged and to take the advantages of
standardization, these units were put on laminated bearings with or
without sliding plates. For the future French 1500 HW(e) fast breeder
reactors (FBRs), which are more sensitive to seismic loads, the base
isolation is considered by EDF at the beginning of the design, even for
low ground motions of 0.2 9.
The buildings are placed on laminted
bearings while the reactor block is supported by springs and dampers. The
isolated plant has identical costs as a conventional design such as SPX1
at Creys-Halville.

Introduction
The amount of seismic activity in France is moderate, thus the seismic
levels chosen by EOF as standards for the design of a pressurized-water
reactor (PWR) or fast breeder reactor (FBR) are low. In certain cases,
however, the seismic intensity or the site-dependent spectra can be higher
than the standardized values. The adaptation to stronger seismic conditions
requires all of the studies to be repeated; it is then a new project and,
hence, the loss of standardization.
As far back as 1973, EDF embarked on studies of elastomer bearing pads to
assess their behavior under seismic loads and their effects on structures. In
the scope of studies for export, EDF and SPIE-BATIGNOLLES Joined in the
development of antiseismic pads with friction plates. The first application
was the Koeberg nuclear power plant (NPP) (South Africa), then Cruas (France)
(although no sliding plates were used at Cruas).
Not long after, EDF began preliminary studies for the 1500-HW(e) Fast
Breeder Reactor SuperPhenix 2, and from the outset, the base-isolation concept
was taken into account.
It can be economically attractive to have base
isolation even for low earthquakes (0.1 - 0.15 g ) . To better minimize the
loads due to the vertical motion, an isolation by spring and dashpots with
vertical guides was adopted.
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The Base-Isolation Concept at EDF
As far back as 1968 earthquake loads have been taken into account in the
design or nuclear power plants in France.

Due to the conservatism of the

calculation methods, earthquake effects were found to be large and EDF therefore started investigating the possibility of reducing these effects, taking
into consideration more realistic properties of materials or using different
kinds of foundations.

The Bearing System for Gas-Cooled Reactor (OCR) Prestressed-Concrete Pressure
Vessels
The

ideas

of

improvement

in

the mechanical

properties

of

the

rubber

bearings began with the use of a welded wire mesh (1952) and then by use of
reinforcing piates (1956) (by Eugene FREYSSINET, the inventor of the pretensioning).

The first bridge resting on neoprene pads was built in France in

1954.
This new method
prestressed-concrete

of support was quickly used by EDF from
pressure

vessels

1963 for the

(GCR nuclear power plants) of Saint

Laurent, Bugey, and also o r Vandellos (Spain).

These vessels, from 70 to 85

thousand tons, rest on about 300 bearing pads founded on concrete pedestals.
The pads, similar to bridge pads, were used essentially for pretensioning,
shrinkage, and thermal expansion.

These pads, whose temperature can reach

UO°C, have excellent behavior, and most, after more than 20 years, show no
marked detelerious effects due to aging.

The Use of Bearing Pads Against Earthquakes
In 1972 EDF began studies on the effects of soil plastic deformation on the
global behavior of buildings.
expected.

A decrease of the response of the structure was

We realized quickly that it was easier to control the frequency of

the first mode of deformation, and that the best way was the use of neoprene
pads between soil and buildings.
we studied
possible

to
1

interface.

As sliding pads were also used for bridges,

the effects of sliding
dissipate

a

great

systems and

amount

of

it was shown

energy

through

that

the

it was

frictional

At the same time, for export projects, the civii works company SPIEBATIGNGLLES encountered greater difficulties meeting the seismic design
requirements of high seismicity areas with a standard plant design. They drew
the same conclusions as EDF, that the use of elastomer and sliding pads is
necessary.
Subsequently, EDF and SPIE-BATIGNOLLES joined together in
developing such a bearing.
The first studies were made with Teflon stainless steel as the frictional
interface, but because of the large displacements due to the value of the
coefficient of friction (5% for sliding plates was commonly used in France),
it was necessary to find another kind of interface. After much research the
result was perfection of the lead bronze stainless-steel frictional interface. The use of these two surfaces, with appropriate machining, leads to a
constant value of 0.2 for the coefficient of friction.
The sliding elastomer pads (Fig. 1) are patented worldwide under the names
of EDF and SPIE-BATIGNOLLES
Detailed descriptions of the sliding elastomer
pad are given in Refs. 1-4.
The Different Base-Isolation Systems Used by EDF
1. The Elastomer Pads
It is most significant that EDF chose seismic isolation pads similar to
those bearing pads commonly used for bridges, with the same material
(neoprene), the same dimensions, and, especially, the same slenderness ratio
(<0.2), because of their good behavior with time and the accumulated
experience.
These pads have an elastic behavior and an internal damping value of 5 to
8J. They can undergo a shear distortion of 120 to 150? and have significant
margins insofar as they are not slender {slenderness ratio <0.2).
(Note:
There is no shear deformation restriction due to buckling and overturning if
slenderness ratio <0.2.)
The elastomer pads easily filter the effects of shallow-focus earthquakes. For the far-field earthquakes, it is possible to use such pads if the
ground motion is defined by U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) RG.1.60
spectrum and the ground acceleration is below 0.2 g. If one wants to limit
acceleration in the structures to about 0.2 g which is a reasonable value for
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NPP in France, it becomes difficult to use these pads at sites where the
ground acceleration is larger than 0.2 g.

The difficulties arise from (a)

reduction of elastomer frequency; (b) increase of the elastomer displacement;
(c) increase of the elastomer pad thickness; and (d) the possibility of the
occurrence of uplift.^

Thus, it in absolutely

necessary

to add

viscous

dampers (bitumen or silicon grease dampers) to obtain at least 15% of the
critical damping.

EDF retains the options of putting dampers on the pedestals

beside the pads (see Fig. 2 ) , which allows a ground acceleration of 0.3 g
using the USNRC RG 1.60 spectrum.

2. The Sliding Pads (Elastomer Pads with Sliding Plates)
As the friction coefficient

is 0.2 between the mating surfaces of the

sliding pads, it is possible to use such pads when the spectral
acceleration

corresponding

to the elastic behavior of the pad

response

is £0.2 g.

Considering the cost, the use of these sliding pads is effective for 0.25 to
0.30 g or greater, per USNRC RG 1.60.

Earthquakes and Standardization for the French PWR
The First PWR Units
Detailed design of the first PWR units, Fessenheim
account seismic loads.
safety

earthquake

1 and 2, took into

For this site the intensity of the French overvalued

[roughly an equivalent of the safe shutdown earthquake

(SSE)] was VIII on the MSK (Medvedev Sponheuer Karnik) scale, and a maximum
ground

acceleration of 0.2 g was chosen, associated with a soil response

spectrum, the so-called EDF spectrum (obtained by using a smoothed mean of
fight California earthquake spectra).
Seismic calculations were made using impedance functions for the soil and
mass-spring elements for the buildings.
The sane approach was chosen for the four units at Bugey, and as the site
was less seismic than Fessenheim, EDF chose the intensity of VII MSK and an
acceleration of 0.1 g with the EDF spectrum.

Note that the buildings and

equipment for the Bugey plant are slightly different than in Fessenheitn.

-19First JPWR Nuiti-Ufiit Contracts
A first contract for erection of 12 900-MW(e) PWR units enlarged

to 16

units, was quickly signed; a second contract followed, leading to a total
number of 28 900-MW(e) units.
When

EOF

discussed

the

first

contract,

only

three

sites

were

known

(Tricastin, Gravelines, and Dampierre), and

EDF did not want

to consider

designing

for each sites.

It was then

decided

three different NPPs specifically

to design and build totally

halls; i.e., a standard plant design.

identical nuclear

islands and

turbine

The only exceptions to this rule were

for the thickness and reinforcement of the rafts.

The Seismic Standard for the 900-MU(e) PWR
For standardization, EDF prescribed that the earthquake effects had to be
calculated for the most seismically active site known at that time.
Taking into account the known elements, EDF chose as a standard value an
overvalued safety earthquake (SMS) with an intensity of VIII on the MSK scale,
with a horizontal acceleration of 0.2 g and EDF spectrum (in other words the
same values as at tessenheim, which was the most seismic site under consideration).

As the soils of the known sites were essentially alluvial deposits,

EDF chose to take as design values (forces, displacements, floor response
spectra) the envelope of the results from different soils with a dynamic Young
modulus E varying from 500 to 2000 MPa (this is equivalent to a shear wave
velocity of 300 to 600 m/s).
In addition, the building displacements were computed for a modulus E of
350 MPa (V^=250 m/s).
Among the sites of the second multi-unit contract, there was a harder site
(Chinon, which had limestone); additional calculations were then made with a
modulus up to 10,000 MPa, and some equipment needed slight modifications.

The Influence of Shallow-Focus Earthquakes: The Nonstandard Sites
The studies made by both EDF and the French Safety Authority for the Rhone
Valley sites quickly showed a noticeable seismicity due to earthquakes with a
shallow focus (focal depth <10 km) and a moderate magnitude (about U to 5 ) ,
but with an acceleration of up to 0.5 g.

Characteristic of this kind of

earthquake is that moderate damage is usually confined to a small area.

-20Studies made by Professor Ambraseys at Imperial Coliege (London) permitted
determination of characteristic ground response spectra.
During the construction phase at the Tricastin site, EOF had to check the
consequences of this type of seismic event, and verifications were carried out
using a soil response spectrum anchored at 0.3 g with considerable highfrequency content. The results had little effect on the equipment design due
to filtration of the high frequencies by the soil (deep clays and marls).
At the Cruas site, EDF found the same shallow-focus earthquake problem, but
there was no possibility of such filtration by the soil because the foundation
consisted of good limestone.
The Cruas site, before construction, presented the following characteristics:
(a) far-field earthquakes, with site effects covered by EDF spectruin anchored
at 0.2 g;
(b) shallow-focus earthquakes (Richter magnitude -5.5) with high-frequency
response spectrum anchored at 0.3 g (horizontal motion);
(c) rocky soil with a modulus E of 15,000 MPa (Vs=1500 tn/s).
It was obvious that Cruas was not a standard case, and it was necessary to
consider this site separately.
At about this time, two standard 900-MW(e) PWR units were being planned for
Koeberg, South Africa. At Koeberg, with the USNRC RG 1.60 spectrum scaled at
0.3 g, it was even more unfavorable due to the frequency content of the input
to the structure.
The Use of Aseismic Bearing Pads for NPP
In these two cases, Cruas for EDF and Koeberg for the French group of
contractors, it would have been possible to redesign the existing plants to
accommodate the specific site conditions; i.e., soil and earthquake. It would
have been necessary to redo all the calculations, verify the stresses in all
the buildings and equipment, and make any modifications indicated by the
reanalysis. In addition to the cost and the duration of such studies, every
modification ran counter to the principle of standardization of all buildings
and equipment. Therefore the decision was made to keep the plant design
unchanged and to use seismic isolation at both Cruas and Keoberg.

-31,?, Koefcergi NPP
The reference plant used was the French unit at Gravelines, a unit of the
first multiyear contract.

The influence of the earthquake (0.3 g and USNRC RG

1.60 response spectrum) on the building and equipment would necessitate a
large number of modifications, which was unacceptable.
ment and

To not lose develop-

reference to the French plant standard, the French

contractors

therefore decided to use elastomer bearings coupled with sliding plates.
The twin units of Koeberg are the only nuclear power plants in the world
resting on sliding bearing pads.

Indeed, as seen in the section on "Elastomer

Pads," the design earthquake required by the owner was too strong for solely
elastomer pads.
2. Cruas WPP
A short time after Koeberg came the decision to build plants at Cruas.

For

the same reasons given above for Koeberg; i.e., standardization, delays, etc.,
the decision was made very quickly by EDF to use seismic isolation.
Because of the shape of the response spectra for the shallow-focus earthquake (Fig. 3 ) , only elastomer bearing pads were necessary; the sliding plates
were not necessary in this case.
As the maximum soil acceleration was 0.2 g for the standard plant, EDF
chose the frequency of the isolation system to obtain the same value on the
response spectrum corresponding to the internal damping of the neoprene pads
(5$).
Hz.

Due to the shape of the EDF spectrum, that lead to a frequency of 1
So EDF was sure that, in the frequency domain of Interest for the equip-

ment, all response spectra computed for Cruas could be enveloped by the
standardized response spectra for every floor, including the basemats, if the
neoprane isolation bearings were used (Fig. *4).

3. Other Construction Sites
Karun
The Iranian site of Karun River had a high seismicity and, like at Koeberg,
the USNRC RG 1.60 spectrum anchored at 0.3 g was used for the design studies.
The French constructors decided to use the same base-isolation system as used
in Koeberg; namely, the combined elastomer and sliding plate.

Extensive

-22discussions were held with the Iranian safety authorities, and a panel of
experts from different countries was asked to review the project. Finally,
the expert panel expressed a favorable opinion.
Construction was interrupted shortly after it began, with only part of the
isolation pads having been delivered.
La Hague

For some spent fuel pools of the reprocessing plant of La Hague, COGEMA
used similar neoprene pads for seismic isolation. Technical specifications
for these pads were quite similar to those used by EDF for Cruas.
TJie 23QQ-H}f(e) Pm Standards

At about the same time (1972), EDF began preliminary studies for a 1300HW(e) PUR with double-wall containment. The first project was Paluel (1977)
and, of course, the French policy of standardization was continued.
While it could have been possible to select the previous seismic standard
used at sites such as Cruas (rocky soil, 0.3 g, spectrum of shallow-focus
earthquake), a different course of action was taken.
With such an enlarged standard, there should not have been any problem with
using the conventional foundations. However, EDF believed that the number of
potential sites like Cruas was too small to justify the design of a standard
plant for the worst seismic conditions. Besides, it can be seen from the map
shown in Fig. 5 that only a few sites are nonstandard.
The only differences between the 900- and :300-MW(e) PWR seismic design
standards are the spectrum used and the range of soil moduli. Essentially for
export reasons, we changed the EDF spectrum anchored at 0.2 g for the USNRC RG
1.60 spectrum anchored at 0.15 g. Furthermore, due to the fact that some
sites may be rocky, the range of moduli, E, was extended up to 10,000 MPa (or
even 40,000 MPa).
For the 1300-HU(e) standard, no site is out of the seismic conditions. For
the 14KH)-HW<e) standard only one site, Le Carnet, is out of the seismic
conditions. Preliminary discussions with the French safety authorities about
the seismicity led to adopting the USNRC RG 1.60 spectrum anchored at 0.2 g
for that site. Therefore, for this future site (to be built after 1995), the

-23nuelear island buildings will probably rest on neoprone pads similar to those
used at Cruas,
Fast Breeder Reactor Plants
The Existing Plants
Phenix, a 250-HW(e) unit built by CEA and operated by EDF, is located in
the Rhone Valley, near Marcoule. The detailed design was done in 1967, and an
earthquake with a ground acceleration of 0.15 g was taken into account.
Verifications of a high-frequency spectrum have recently been performed.
The prototype plant SuperPhenix 1, in Creys-Malville [1200-MW(e)j, for
which the detailed design started in 1976, was designed for a horizontal
ground acceleration of 0.2 g with the EDF spectrum (i.e., the same as those
for the PUR standard plants). EDF realized rather quickly that, unlike the
PWR, the FBR reactor block (reactor vessels, roof slab, and other equipment)
was very sensitive to the earthquake loads, and required conducting more
sophisticated studies and tests on shaking tables.
Basic Design of the FBR Project
The first studies on a commercial-scale FBR started in 1976. They were
carried out with the same seismic conditions as for the other reactor plants
(0.2 g with EDF spectrum, and then 0.15 g with USNRC RG 1.60 spectrum). From
the beginning, it was decided to consider the consequences on the overall
design of the adoption of aseismic bearing pads.
Preliminary studies were therefore carried out with these values and
considering the cases with or without pads, with a wide range of soil moduli
in both cases. At this stage, studies were focused essentially en the civil
works quantities (concrete, reinforcement), floor response spectra, and
response of the main equipment.
These studies showed that the additional cost of civil works due to the
presence of the pads was low (2%) and could be compensated for by a savings in
cost on the equipment, especially if the effects of the pads are considered
from the beginning of the design. Thus, it is possible to obtain the maximum
benefit due to the pads, even under low ground acceleration conditions (0.1
g).

The decision to put the reactor building on pads was reached in 1979.

The Bifierent Sites
From

1981, all

preliminary

studies were

carried

out with

neoprene laminated bearings beneath the reactor building.
sites were envisaged:

the use

of

At that time, two

Creys-Malville and Saint-Etienne des Sorts (adjacent to

Phenix, near Marcoule).

These sites were attractive because of the proximity

of fast breeder reactors already under operation.
After discussions with the French safety authorities, EDF decided, for
every future plant in Creys-Malville, to take the ground response spectrum
from the USNRC RG

1.60 instead of the EDF spectrum, without changing

the

acceleration.
The seismicity of St-Etienne des Sorts was still more delicate to understand.

This site presents seismicity due to distant earthquakes or at the

border of seismoteotonie areas, plus shallow-focus earthquakes beneath

the

plant.
The effects of far- or intermediate-field earthquakes can be represented by
the USNRC RG 1.60 ground response spectrum anchored at 0.24 g for the horizontal motion and the shallow focus events by a fixed shape and high-frequency
spectrum anchored at 0.3 g (Fig. 6 ) .

In addition, the soil is good rock

(Vs>1500 m/s). Therefore, the choice of bearing pads was entirely Justified
for St-Etienne des Sorts.

Vertical Isolation of SuperPhenix (SPX2)
Detailed design of the main equipment of Creys-Malville (SPJM), supported
on the roof slab, showed clearly its sensitivity to vertical earthquakes, in
spite of

the rather

low vertical

ground notion

(2/3 of 0.2

g,

and EDF

spectrum).
The roof slab was larger for SPX2, so sensitivity to the vertical motion
was increased.
As a result, EDF proposed a new arrangement which had the ability to reduce
the vertical seismic loads and therefore to Increase the design margins.
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This arrangement

involved the vertical

isolation of the roof slab with

helical springs resting on the civil structures of the reactor pit.

To avoid

rocking motion on the spring, vertical guides at the top and bottom of the
reactor pit were used.
After studies were made on the reactor pit, it appeared that it was easier
to isolate the entire reactor block (civil structures of the pit, roof slab,
and vessels).

This was done by using springs located under the reactor block

(Fig. 7 ) .

Detailed Preliminary Studies on RNR 1500 (1983-1987)

In 1981, a choice was made between the two sites for a large 1500-MW(e) F8R
plant - Creys-Malville and St-Etienne des Sorts. Creys-Malville was chosen
because of the possibility of sharing common facilities.
Since the reactor building of SPX1 did not use seismic isolation, the
question of using such an isolation system was immediately raised.
Considering the previous studies on the benefits due to horizontal isolation, the use of such pads was not really doubted. On the other hand, vertical isolation was debated quite a bit. In fact, the benefit of the vertical
isolation springs is very limited for Creys-Malville, except for lower loads
on some components. Nevertheless, the concept of vertical isolation was kept
because it permits standardization and the possibility of adaptation to
different kinds of sites. This is due to the shapes of the response spectra,
which are very different for the cases with or without isolation (Fig. 8 } .
These detailed preliminary studies, which shall be used as a basis for the
detailed design, were performed with two isolation schemes:
(a) neoprene bearing pads beneath the whole reactor building to minimize the
effects of horizontal ground motions (including the possibility of using
viscous dampers);
(b) springs and dampers beneath the reactor block to minimize the effects of
vertical ground motion, with sliding guides at the top and bottom of the
reactor block to avoid rocking effects.
Detailed preliminary studies have been completed, and the detailed design
will start after adequate experience feedback from the operation of CreysMalville SPX1,

-26The Safety Point of View
The base-isolation systems with laminated elastomer bearing pads (with and
without sliding plates) have been discussed with safety authorities from
different countries (France, South Africa, Iran) and also with independent
experts.
Numerous questions were asked; EDF and SPIE-BATIGNOLLES were
required to present results of additional studies* even when these studies
have not been performed for conventional design.
From the safety point of view, it is advisable to emphasize to review
groups some important specific aspects: increased safety margins; need for
additional studies; uncertainties in the earthquakes; and replacement of the
bearings.
Safety Hargins
In the frequency domain of interest for most of the equipment, the response
spectra are lower using base isolation (Figs. 1 and 6 ) . This means that
seismic loads are reduced for standard components, as in Cruas or Keoberg, and
the seismic safety margins therefore increase. These margins are even more
significant because the components are in the upper floors where amplification
of these loads is very great for the conventional design approach. It is
important, however, to design the piping between the nuclear island and a
nonisolated building (such as the pumping station) to accommodate the possibility of greater differential horizontal displacement than the computed
value. This can be done, for example, by use of the natural flexibility of
the piping lines or by use of bellows.
Additional Studies
Many additional studies on seismic isolation have been performed by EDF or
SPIE-BATIGNOLLES. The effects of soil-structure interaction or structure-tostructure interaction were analyzed; effects due to variations in the pad
properties (shear modulus, coefficient of friction, etc.). Effects due to the
different positions between the center of masses and the center of rigidity
have also been analyzed. In addition, effects due to external loads such as a
hurricane or an airplane crash have been considered.
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Of special importance has been the study of the effects of seismic travelling waves on overall

structural

responses, even when they have not been

considered for conventional design.
horizontally

propagating

waves

It was found that the response due to the

was

approximately

equal

to

the

response

obtained by using the body wave assumption, except for design of the lower
raft and especially of the retaining wall, where some changes in response was
observed.

Uncertainties
While

frequencies

of

the

vibrational

modes

depend

on

the

structural

behavior of the buildings and on the nonlinear behavior of the soil, the
frequency of the first mode is well controlled.

Therefore, uncertainties of

the internal forces in the walls or the response spectra, and the internal
forces in the components, are clearly less than those uncertainties involved
in conventional foundation design.

Replacement and Inspection
Although the bridge pads in use in France and the pads beneath the vessels
of

the GCR

although

the

plants have shown

excellent

constitutive materials

behavior

have been

for over 20 years, and

selected

to ensure a

life

duration at least as great as that of the plant, provisions provided for pad
replacement are considered crucial.
The general arrangement of the isolation pads on the concrete pedestals
allows ample

room for

in-service

adequate instrumentation.

inspection at regular

intervals and

for

Samples are generally kept under the same condi-

tions of temperature and pressure for later tests.

Conclusions
For

a country

like France, which, on

the whole, has low or moderate

seismicity, but does have a few regions that clearly show higher
activity,

the use of base

isolation

seismic

is quite an efficient and economical

solution to meet earthquake design requirements.

-aaFor PWR plants, which are not extremely sensitive to the earthquake loads,
it appears cost effective to use a middle-level value for the ground acceleration; i.e., 0,15 or 0.2n g for the horizontal motion, and to design all units
with this seismic standard. This approach was chosen by EOF in the design of
PWR plants. When a site does not have this standard (so far only one site has
been found in France), the use of neoprene bearing pads for horizontal isolation usually permits a standardized plant to be placed at that site. However,
it will be necessary to perform some additional analyses; e.g., determination
of the response spectra for the isolated structure, evaluation of the effects
of vertical motion, etc. This may lead to a moderate cost increase in the
civil works for the nuclear island - at most, about 3% of such costs. However, all the benefits of plant standardization on equipment and/or components
are prt served, as in the case of Cruas, one of EDF's French sites that used
seismic isolation.
French fast breeder reactors are more sensitive to the earthquake loads.
If the base-isolation concept is considered from the beginning of the design,
it is possible even for a lower level of ground acceleration (0.1 g, for
example), so the cost of an isolated plant's reactor building and its
equipment is less than that of a conventional concept.
EDF's choice of aseismic pads and springs for the French RNR 1500, even for
a low-intensity earthquake, allows standardization of that plant design for
different kinds of sites. In addition, use of seismic isolation leads to an
increase in the seismic safety margins.
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UK CONTRIBUTION TO CEGB-EPRI-CRIEPI PROGRAM ON SEISMIC ISOLATION

N.M. Austin (NNC Ltd. - UK), S. Hattori (CRIEPI - Japan), E. Rodwell (EPRI USA), and G.J. Womack (CEGB - UK)

This paper summarises the test results obtained from a small scale
seismic isolation system consisting of a laminated steel/natural rubber
bearing and a viscodamper. Dynamic characteristics of the system; e.g.,
stiffness and damping, were measured for a variety of loading conditions. The results are suitable for developing a mathematical model of
the isolation system and providing data for use in the design of larger
scale bearings and viscodampers.
Introduction
Over the last decade the concept of seismic isolation applied to nuclear
power plants has generated a great deal of interest worldwide and a number of
comprehensive reviews on the topic have been published.1'

Understandably,

most of the design and research and development (R&D) effort on seismic isolation has come from countries where larger magnitude earthquakes are an everpresent problem; e.g., Japan, USA, etc.

In some areas of these countries

seismic isolation may in fact present the only feasible design solution for
potential sites of Liquid-Metal-Cooled Reactors (LMR's).
In an LMR, thermal loadings impose severe restrictions on the allowable
metal thicknesses because temperature transients in the liquid-metal coolant
can introduce large thermal stresses in components unless thin-walled sections
are used.

As a consequence, seismic resistance cannot be increased by simply

adding material to account for the additional seismic loads.

Thus, the thin-

walled components become vulnerable to seismic loads with potential buckling
failure being of particular concern.
In areas

of low-to-medium

acceleration,

e.g.,

UK and

seismicity,

North Western

0.2

to 0.3-g

Europe, the

zero-period
feasibility

ground
of

LMR

construction is perhaps not in question; however, here seismically isolated
structures

hold

the

promise

of

reduced

costs

through

lower

design

and

component qualification costs, increased margins of safety, and the potential
of plant design standardization.

The emphasis on quality control

is now

shifted more to the isolation system and less to equipment qualification.
With seismic isolation the design strategy is to decouple the structure
fron the potentially damaging earthquake motions.

One practical method of

-35seismie isolation is to mount the foundation raft of the nuclear island
complex on a matrix of vibration isolation units. A base-isolation system of
this type usually consists of a specially designed support system of laminated
elastomer bearings which act as low-pass filters to the earthquake horizontal
motion and reduce high-frequency loads on the structure. In addition, damping
devices, either outside, inside, or inherent within the bearing, can be
included to minimize resonance effects.
It is to this type of base-isolation system that most effort has been
directed within the UK nuclear power industry over the last five years.
It was alsc recognized during this period that there are many potential
basemat-isolation designs, each having a number of unresolved questions but
worthy of further consideration. This fact had also been recognized by the
power industries of Japan and the USA and subsequently a tripartite R&D
agreement was signed between EPRI, CRIEPI, and CEGB to collaborate on seismic
isolation research.
The UK contribution to the tripartite agreement has covered a number of
areas; e.g., consideration of the consequences of seismic isolation on
probabilistic risk assessment and effects of low-frequency ground motions for
beyond design-basis conditions. The main focus of the collaboration to date,
however, has been concentrated on the testing of reduced-scale seismic isolation systems to investigate in detail the characteristics of potential
isolation systems prior to full-scale testing.
This paper presents a summary of the test results obtained on a small-scale
model of a seismic isolation system considered for use in areas of low to
medium seismicity such as in the UK and North Western Europe.
Description of Seisaic Isolation Systea
The isolation system studied in the UK and submitted for inclusion in the
Joint USA-Japan-UK R&D program consisted of two discrete elements (Fig. 1):
laminated-steel natural-rubber bearing {Manufacturer: ANDRE Ltd. (UK)], and
operating with a GCRB viscodamper.

•"Viscodamper" is a registered trademark of GERB (West Germany).

-36The bearing's function was to provide load-bearing capacity with welldefined stiffness characteristics. The viscodamper was required to provide
energy dissipation at the design frequency to limit shear strains to the
design target.
Design guidelines exist for laminated elastomer bearings,^ and such
bearings have been used in various applications for many years, thereby giving
confidence in the feasibility of such a design to last for the lifetime of any
nuclear station. The use of viscodampers to minimize vibration amplitudes is
also Hell known and many applications of their use can be witnessed. The
viscodamper can be designed to give well-defined damping characteristics over
a range of displacements up to 100 mm making the system practical for areas of
medium seismicity.
Separation of the isolation system into two elements also allows attention
to be focused on optimising the performance of each individual element without
compromising the performance of the complete system. Testing of each element
is also simplified and with careful design nonlinear damping and stiffness
characteristics can be minimized; hence, confidence is increased in the
system's ability to perform in a stable and highly predictable way.
The reduced-scale system tested was a 0.3 scale bearing operating with a
viscodamper sized to provide 8 to 10$ of critical damping using a damping
fluid of the same type proposed for full-scale units {Figs. 2 and 3 ) .
Research and Development Test Prograa
The objectives of the test program were:
1. To confirm the following abilities of each element under various test
conditions:
- low shear stiffness and high vertical stiffness of the laminated
elastomer bearing
- energy dissipation of viscodamper.
2. To investigate the effect of the number of cycles and displacement
ar.plitude on the damping and stiffness properties of the viscodamper under
cyclic loading.
3. To exanine the effect of the vertical loads on the hysteresis of the
iaaimated elastomer.

-37«n. To investigate the failure modes and ultimate capacity of the laminated
elastomer,
§. To verify the restoring effects (self-eentering) of the isolation system
after a seismic event.
To meet these objectives, a comprehensive test program was devised which
investigated the following parameters:
vertical load, shear displacement
(static and dynamic), number of cycles, cyclic frequency, eccentricity of
piston in viseodamper, and ambient temperature.
Description of Test Rig
Testing of the reduced-scale seismic isolation system was performed by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries with funding from CRIEPI.
1. Figure 4 illustrates the schematic view of the test apparatus equipped with
the following characteristics which are designed to accomplish the purpose
of cyclic loading tests:
(a) Under the condition where the vertical load is imposed, the cyclic
loading in the horizontal direction can be simultaneously applied on
the test specimen.
(b) The vertical and horizontal stroke of the test apparatus is 100 and
±150 nan, respectively.
(c) An actuator of the test apparatus can provide a constant vertical load
up to 100 tons and 100 mm in stroke as well as the sinusoidal
horizontal load up to 50 tons and 150 mm in stroke.
(d) The test specimen (laminated elastomer - viseodaraper) is installed
between the base plate and the load plate which is kept horizontal by
parallel linkage mechanism, so the simple shearing deformation can be
imposed on the test specimen. Since sliding friction in the mechanism
cannot be eliminated completely, the resistance force due to sliding
friction was measured prior to the specified tests.
(e) Figure 5 illustrates the schematic view of the test rig for cyclic
test with viscodamper.
To perform the recovery test, the test apparatus described in Fig. 5 was
slightly modified to eliminate the effect of friction force.
In this test, a t00-ton horizontal hydraulic Jack with 500-nm stroke was
employed.
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For the failure mode tests a 100-ton hydraulic jack with SQQ-mm stroke was
instead of the 50-ton horizontal actuator.
Test Results
J. Laminated Elastomer Bearing
The bearings, both three- and five-elastomer layers, were designed in
accordance with British Standard BS 5100. Using the design equations in BS
5^00 it was possible to predict the static stiffnesses of the bearings under
shear or compressive loadings. The bearing stiffnesses could also be determined using the experimental rig shown in Fig. 1. The compressive stiffnesses
determined by static tests were 104 MN/m (five layer) and 156 MN/m (three
layer) for the five- and three-layer elastomer bearings, respectively. The
compressive stiffnesses predicted by BS 5400 were 92 and 151 MN/m which
compares well with the measured stiffness values (Fig. 6 ) .
The shear stiffness measurements were made both statically and dynamically.
The parameters of the dynamic tests were: vertical load, cyclic frequency,
and shear strain amplitude.
The results of these tests are illustrated graphically in Figs. 7, 3, and
9.
From these dynamic tests it is clear that while there is some scatter
between individual bearings to a first order approximately, the shear stiffness is independent of: shear strain y < 100$, vertical load P < 200J rated
load, and frequency F < 3 Hz. The BS 5100 design equation predicted static
shear stiffnesses of 0.555 MN/m (five layer) and 0.917 MN/m {three layer)
which are in good agreement with the test values.
High cycle testing (100 cycles) was carried out on the bearings operating
in conjunction with the viscodamper. In these tests the shear stiffness was
monitored and found to be independent of cycle number.
The dynamic tests recorded the load-displacement hysteresis loop (Fig. 10),
and it can be seen from these figures that the equivalent viscous damping
ratio is low and calculated to be only six percent. Again the damping was
found to be largely invariant with vertical load.

-39A final set of tests was carried out on the elastomer bearings which
determined the failure modes of the bearings (Fig. 11).
In the case of the five layer, bearing failure arose due to overturning of
the bearing unit at a shear strain approaching 400g. The overturning arose
because the bearings were fixed only by dowel pins in the test rig and at
large shear displacements the dowel pins tended to skip out of the location
holes. It is likely that by using a positive fixture; e.g., bolting, the
shear displacement could be increased even further before failure occurred.
In the case of the three layer, bearing ultimate failure occurred around
450 to 500$ shear strain when the steel-rubber laminate bond failed in the
bearing. It is clear from these results that a maximum design shear strain of
250$ will provide sufficient margin to failure of the laminated elastomer
bearing.
2. Viscodamper Unit

The GERB-type viscodamper, as shown in Fig. 3, consists of a cylindrical
piston and a damper housing filled with a high viscosity liquid. Relative
motion between the two cylinders leads to energy dissipation within the
damping liquid. A number of displacement controlled tests were carried out on
the test specimens to investigate the effect on the damping coefficient of
amplitude, frequency, ambient temperature, and eccentricity.
The design amplitude was 10 to 15ranand for these amplitudes the damping
coefficient was stable at a prescribed frequency; i.e., area enclosed by
hysteresis loop was constant over 20 cycles (Fig. 12).
The equivalent damping coefficient was found to be frequency dependent, as
shown in Fig. 13.
When beyond design amplitudes were considered, two effects were recorded:
"sloshing" behavior of viscous fluid, and local temperature rise adjacent to
moving piston. The net result of both effects is to reduce the effective
energy dissipation of the viscodamper. The "sloshing" effect leads to a
reduction in the effective area of the moving cylinder in contact with the
fluid, hence the area available for frictional energy dissipation is reduced.

After a
fluid local
local fluid
dissipation

few cycles of large displacement motion the temperature of the
to the moving piston increases which leads to a subsequent drop in
viscosity which again leads to a reduction in the effective energy
(Pig. 1*0,

These effeets once identified can be significantly reduced by design
changes.
The effect of ambient temperature is a problem and for this type of
viscodamper studied a rise in ambient temperature of 15°C will reduce the
energy dissipation -5OJt. To counter this effect in practice it is necessary
to put upper and lower bounds on the prescribed damping resistance energy
dissipation and accept some variation between first- and last-cycle damping
resistance or, alternatively, maintain the viscodamper units in a controlled
environment.
The effect of damper piston eccentricity was found to be small for
eccentricities up to lOjt of the available radial clearance.
3. Combined Bearing and Viscodamper Tests
A number of tests were performed with the
with the viscodamper.
These tests confirmed
system could be predicted from a knowledge of
unit ttists. In particular it could be seen
isolation system was provided by the bearing,
the isolation system was a combination of the
bearing and viscodamper units.

bearing acting in combination
that the performance of the
the results from the separate
that: the stiffness of the
and the energy dissipation of
dissipation in the individual

Recovery tests were carried out where the combined isolation system was
statically deflected by a horizontal shear load. The shear load was suddenly
removed and behavior of the isolation system noted. It was found that the
system had excellent recovery characteristics as it returned to its undeformed
state within one second (Fig. 15).
Endurance tests were carried out to determine the stiffness and damping
characteristics with increasing numbers of shear cycles.

These tests showed that the stiffness of the bearing was constant with
increasing shear cycles up to at least 100 cycles. The viseodamper damping
coefficient reduced significantly with increasing cycles at large displacements; i.e., beyond design basis until at the end of 100 cycles the visoodamper contributed -\Q% of its initial damping coefficient. The viscodamper
regained its original properties after a short time when the damping liquid
temperature returned to ambient temperature. The bearing damping contribution
was also slightly reduced. The final bearing damping coefficient being some
70S of the original value.
Conclusions
From the tests on the small scale laminated elastomer bearing and viscodamper, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The eompressive stiffness and shear stiffness of the laminated elastomer
bearing was found to be highly predictable and relatively constant over
the useful working range; i.e.,
Shear Strain
Compressive Load
Frequency
No. of Shear Cycles
2.

100$
200$ Rated Load
3 Hz
100

Inherent energy dissipation in a laminated natural rubber bearing is low.
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-57ENEA ACTIVITIES ON SE1SHIC ISOLATION OF NUCLEAR AND NON-NUCLEAR STRUCTURES
Aiessandro Martelli, Paolo Masoni, Massimo Forni, Maurizio Indirli, and
Bruno Spadoni (ENEA-DRI - Italy), Giacomo Di Pasquale, Vittorio Lucarelli,
Tito Sano (ENEA-DISP - Italy), Giuseppe Bonacina, Aldo Castoldi (1SMES Italy)

Work on seismic isolation of nuclear and non-nuclear structures was
started by ENEA in cooperation with ISMES in 1988. The first activity
consisted of a proposal for guidelines for seismically isolated nuclear
plants using high-damping, steel-laminated elastomer bearings. This is
being performed in the framework of an agreement with General Electric
Company.
Furthermore, research and development (R&D) work has been
defined and recently initiated to support development of the seismic
isolation guidelines as well as that of qualification procedures for
seismic isolation systems in general.
The present R&D work includes
static and dynamic experiments on single bearings, shake table tests with
multi-axial simultaneous excitations on reduced-scale mockups of isolated
structures supported by multiple bearings, and dynamic tests on largescale isolated structures with on-site test techniques. It also includes
the development and validation of finite-element nonlinear models of the
single bearings, as well as those of simplified design toois for the
analysis of the isolated structures dynamic behavior. Extension of this
work is foreseen in a wider national frame.

Introduction
In the framework of Italian activities on items that have been identified
as particularly important for the development of innovative nuclear reactors
with high passive and
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Furthermore, R&D work has been defined by ENEA

and ISMES^ and recently initiated (April 1989) to support development of the
seismic isolation guidelines as well as that of the qualification procedures
for seismic isolation systems in general (i.e., not limited to the case of
nuclear reactors).
Indeed, in countries like Italy, which are characterized by nonnegligible
seismicity, these systems may be usefully applied not only to nuclear reactors, but also, more generally, to industrial plants that are characterized by

high risk features and/or contain costly components. Moreover, important
applications may concern civil constructions relevant
relevan to disaster reduction,
such as hospitals, or even some historical monuments. 1
Seismic Isolation of Nuclear Reactors
The safety philosophy developed for future RSP/I plants requires the use of
passive and inherent safety features as much as possible, as well as the
adoption of wide safety margins. Furthermore, design of these reactors must
be simplified and rationalized with respect to that of the present commercial
plants.
To this aim, standardization is indispensable to limit plant costs to
acceptable values even in the presence of the stringent safety requirements
that characterize the RSP/I plants. Indeed, only standardization may allow
for economic competitiveness with other possible energy sources and simplification of licensing procedures. Moreover, plant simplification will help in
enhancing overall reactor reliability.
However, due to the requirements related to internal accidents, external
events, and in particular, earthquakes may become the dominating contributors
to the overall plant risk for the RSP/Is.
If large safety margins are
required, as should be for the RSP/Is, plant standardization may be difficult
to achieve using the conventional seismic design criteria.
Indeed, standardization requires the use of reference earthquakes which
envelope the potential seismic events characterizing many different sites.
Two possible philosophies may be adopted in principle:
a. to make plant structures resistance compatible with the envelope loads;
b. to apply techniques capable of reducing the dynamic loads acting on the
safety-related structures and components.
If large seismic safety margins are required, the first solution is not
realistic in countries characterized by nonnegligible seismicity. In fact, it
implies the use of quite large loads as reference loads for the structures,
which would lead to unsolvable technical problems for many practical applications. In any case, costs would be very high, design and construction problems would be difficult to solve, and plant overall reliability would also be
negatively affected.

-59With regard to the second solution, a technique which is already in use for
buildings and non-nuclear plants and structures in highly seismic countries or
areas such as Japan, New Zealand, and California,^ and has also already been
adopted for some nuclear plants by Electricity eie France, consists of the
application of seismie isolation systems to the structure base. The use of
this technique is foreseen for future Japanese reactors* and has been adopted
in advanced U.S.A. projects such as PRISM, designed by the General Electric
Company (GE). 1 0
Recent developments in high damping rubber technology11 has made the use of
seismic isolation for nuclear reactors very attractive.
It has several
advantages. It also provides the nuclear plant with passive safety features,
consistent with general requirements of the RSP/I plants, with regard to
earthquake resistance.
The fact that the seismically isolated plant is
subjected to quite lower dynamic loads, with respect to the conventional
nonisolated design, also greatly simplified aseismic design of buildings and
components mounted inside the isolated zones.
Furthermore, a plant designed for low-seismicity zones nay also be
installed in sites with higher seismicity. The effects of the uncertainties,
i.e., those related to the site geological features, are much reduced. This
also facilitates cooperation between seismic and nonseisroic countries, which
is an important item for the successful development of some very costly
advanced projects.
In summary, the decrease of dynamic loads and the removal of related
uncertainties result in an increase of safety margins and in future possible
ccst reduction. These advantages are to be expected for several types of
nuclear power plants, although they are particularly evident for the liquidmetal reactors.
Seisaic Isolation of Non-Nuclear Structures
The use of seismic isolation systems for industrial plants, different from
the nuclear reactors, and for civil structures as well, including those
relevant to disaster reduction is very promising. This is evident not only
considering that the improvement of public protection is desirable, but also
taking into account that the use of seismic isolation systems may lead to a
reduction in construction costs and especially economic risks related to
possible damages due to an earthquake.

-60To provide an example, It is worthwhile citing that the reasons that have
led to the design of the first set of isolated buildings in Italy (buildings
of the SEAT Telephone Company, under construction at Ancona) were exactly the
reduction of construction costs and achievement of much higher confidence to
prevent earthquake induced damage of the highly costly internal components and
equipment, ^
High-Damping Steel-Laminated Elastomer Bearings
Among the various bearing types which are being used or proposed for seismic isolation systems, the high-damping steel-laminated elastomer bearings
have been judged particularly promising. This bearing type is innovative and
its behavior is well characterized, and has desirable features which make its
accurate study particularly important.
This is the solution chosen by
10
Gluekier et al. for the PRISM project. It is also the solution adopted by
Giuliani -' for the aforementioned SEAT buildings at Ancona.
According to Kelly and Tajirian,
the main features of these bearings
are: high damping; easy construction; good self-centering capability; high
resistance to environmental effects; and easy maintenance. Furthermore, they
are characterized by nonlinear horizontal stiffness, which is high for small
deformations and low for large deformations. This guarantees that displacements are small under wind loads or in small earthquakes, and that good isolation is provided in large earthquakes. High damping makes it possible to
avoid separate damping devices.
Design Guidelines for Isolated Nuclear Reactors
J. Work Status
The present ENEA activities on seismic isolation are focused mainly on the
use of the high-damping steel-laminated elastomer bearings for the abovementioned reasons. Work started in 1988 with preparation of a proposal for
design guidelines for nuclear plants using this kind of bearing to provide
seismic isolation in the horizontal directions.

A first draft of the guidelines document2 has already been prepared by ENEA
in cooperation with ISMES and was discussed with GE in April 1989. An updated
version, taking into account GE comments, is being completed. If necessary, it
will be further improved based on the results of the First Post-SMiRT
International Seminar on Seismic Base Isolation of Nuclear Power Facilities
(San Francisco, CA, August 21-22, 1989). where this paper "as presented. The
final version of this document will be prepared by ENEA by October 1989 after
further discussion with GE, after which it will be released for external
review.
2. Scope and Applicability
The proposal for guidelines deals with items different from nonisolated
systems. Focus is on requirements, analysis methods, qualification procedures, and monitoring of isolation devices and systems. Proposals for design
requirements and analysis methods for isolated structures, systems, and components are also included. The case of compact modular nuclear power plants,
for which high-damping steel-laminated elastomer bearings are used for horizontal isolation and vertical isolation is not required, is covered.
We note that in the present version of the document some safety factors to
be used in the design, together with some test parameters and details of the
qualification procedures, are not defined yet. The definition of these items
requires specific R&D, such as that described later in the section on "The
Present R&D Program of ENEA."
3. Contents
The first part of the document consists of the design guidelines, and the
second part contains commentaries.
An appendix is also provided which
includes simplified methods for design evaluations of bearing characteristics.
Some notes on the guidelines document are reported in the following
sections. Because the document has not been completed, this paper provides
only the contents of the various paragraphs and points out items for which
further R&D is needed to assess precise prescriptions. All necessary details
will be included in the final version of the document to be Jointly published
by ENEA and GE.
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Reference is made to the existing codes for Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
and Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE). It is specified that special attention must be focused on the low frequency range (0.1 to 1 Hz), because of its
effects on isolated structures. This implies the use of the site-specific
seismic ground motions and corresponding response spectra.
5.2.

Design Requirements and Analysis Methods for
Isolation Support Structure

Isolated Building and

Requirements are provided for the structural elements located above and
below the isolation interface. It is specified they shall be rigid in the
horizontal plane.
Safety factors are also provided against overturning of the supported
structure, together with requirements to avoid isolator uplift.
Furthermore, the features and safety functions of ultimate horizontal and
vertical restraint systems (fail-safe systems) are pointed out. It is
clarified when the horizontal system is required.
It is stated that in the design of isolated structures large displacement
should be provided for isolator bearings. The methods to be used for determining such displacement are prescribed, together with those to be adopted for
defining the gaps that shall be present between isolated and nonisolated
structures or independently isolated structures.
As far as these gaps are concerned, we note that they shall be equal to
relative displacements times a safety factor. The exact value of this factor
has still to be determined by experimental tests as a function of strength
reserve of the isolators and the SSE return period.
This section of the guidelines document also provides rules with regard to
soil-structure interaction analysis, inspectibility and replacement capability
of isolators, and design analysis methods. As to the latter item, prescriptions concern the use of time histories, applicability of simplified methods,
and the need and features of parametric calculations to be performed by
varying soil, isolator and structure stiffnesses. We note that the use of
simplified methods is only permitted in particular cases and requires precise
Justification.
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The horizontal displacement to be used for the design of the isolation
system is defined in this section of the guidelines document. The safety
factor to be used for assessing its value shall be equal to ti.at to be
determined for the gaps (Sect. 3.2).
The design case for vertical loads is also defined, and requirements are
provided with regard to the horizontal and vertical stiffnesses, damping,
self-centering, wind and small earthquake resistance.
3.4, Design Requirements and Analysis Methods for Isolated
Systems, and Components

Structures,

Rules are provided as to how to determine the Floor Response Spectra (FRS)
and to analyse systems and components located inside isolated structures. For
the determination of FRS, parametric time-history analyses are required, by
varying the stiffness parameters of both the structure and isolators. For the
design of components, simplified static analysis is usually permitted.
The document will also include requirements °n sloshing and will specify
when the related detailed analysis is necessary.
3.5. Design Requirements and Analysis Methods for Interface Components

Displacements to be accommodated by components and systems that cross the
isolation interface are defined as a function of the gap values and structure
flexibility. Effects to be accounted for in the analysis are stressed, and
the need for adequate qualification, especially for piping expansion Joints,
is pointed out. This may require tests to be performed at the correct
pressure and temperature conditions.
3.6. Design Requirements for Individual Isolation Devices

Requirements are provided with regard to the vertical load capacity and
design load, the maximum horizontal displacement capacity and design displacement and stability, the determination of vertical and horizontal stiffnesses
and buckling load, the assessment of stiffness-strain relationship and
damping. In particular, it is specified that the isolator characteristics
(stiffness, damping, and buckling load) to be used in the design shall be

loasect ©n specific test data or validated finite-element methods. Simplified
formulae, such as those provided in an appendix to the document, may be used
if demonstrated adequate.
As to R&1D needs in support of these prescriptions, we note that experircemtal tests are still necessary to determine the safety factors related to
the vertical load, buckling, and combined effects of vertical load and horizontal deformation. To allow for the assessment of the total rubber thickness
of the bearings, experimental work is still necessary for exact definition of
the percentage of shear strain that shall correspond to the SSE displacement.
Further requirements of this section of the guidelines document concern the
effects of cycling and related degradation and environmental effects (temperature, radiation, ozone attack, and fire). Guidelines for determining the
isolator lifetime and defining the design tolerances and maximum offset
permitted for each isolator after an earthquake are also provided.
With
regard to the maximum offset, the appropriate test features must also be
identified.
3.7. Qualification of Seismic Isolation Bearing
Static and dynamic tests identified as necessary for qualification of the
single bearings and the isolation system are reported. Qualification tests of
the isolation bearings, which are proposed at present in the guidelines
document, include the following:
a. static tests at room temperature with vertical compressive load for creep
analysis;
b. static tests to assess vertical stiffness;
c. static horizontal displacement tests to assess the horizontal stiffness at
different strain levels;
d. failure tests, if feasible on the full-scale bearings;
e. cyclic horizontal displacement tests under vertical load to assess damping
versus strain relationship;
f. dynamic cycling tests at fixed frequencies and dynamic characterization
tests at varying frequencies to be performed in the range around the first
frequency of the isolated structure at various excitation levels.
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To confirm adequacy of the above-mentioned test series, experimental
experience is still needed. Furthermore, R&D experimental work is still
necessary to define the exact values of some test parameters.
With regard to qualification tests of the isolation system, the guidelines
document points out the need for dynamic laboratory tests on scaled isolated
structure mockups with multifrequency simultaneous
three-directional
excitations and that of on-site tests on large-scale mockups, unless previous
detailed experience is available on the selected isolation system. The interest in experiments on real isolated structures is also stressed.
3,3. Acceptance Testing of Isolation Devices
Tests required to provide the quality control of the bearings are outlined. These include checks on the external geometry, some destructive controls, and tests to confirm the isolator characteristics, performance, and
integrity.
The criteria that determine the number of isolators to be tested are given,
together with those to be adopted for rejecting bearings, in the event controls are out of tolerances, and those to be used for bearings identification.
3.9. Seismic Isolation Reliability

Requirements concern the Quality Assurance (QA) program, bearing lifetime,
and in-service inspection.
The use of three-dimensional finite-element
methods is specified to identify, assess, and if necessary, correct isolator
weaknesses.
J.JO. Seismic Safety Margin Assessment
Methods to be used to ensure an adequate level of seismic safety and to
identify, if necessary, feedbacks on the de ign are provided. The process
consists of the following steps:
a. selection of the earthquake assessment level;
b. technical QA (design organization, design methods, codes and standards,
etc.);
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The safety margin assessment derives from that proposed by Prassinos et
al. for the existing commercial light water reactors, as a simplification of
Probabilistic Risk Assessment.
For these plants, however, construction details are well known, while for
the future isolated plants, there is a lack of construction and operational
experience. This makes it necessary to carry out the assessment for the
isolated plants at both the design and construction stages. The first step
allows for a check of plant design and, if necessary, feedbacks to improve it,
while the actual margins may only be provided by the second step.
The process makes use of the best available plant information at the time
of the analysis. It permits detaiJed analysis to be avoided for the safetyrelated components and systems for which previous experience of collective
opinion of appropriate experts shows there is a high confidence of low
probability of failure at an earthquake level larger than that selected.
3.11. Seismic Monitoring

The need and required features of a detailed seismic monitoring system,
capable of recording and processing seismic motions during time in the freefield and on the structure, partly in short time, are stressed.
It is pointed out that displacements between the structure base and the
isolation-system support base must be recorded, in addition to acceleration at
various elevations.
Processing of the recorded motions will lead to the determination of FRS
for comparison with the design values.
The Present R&D Program of ENEA
2. General Features and Status of the Activities
According to the remarks of the previous sections, the first two years'
phase of the ENEA R&D activities concerns both experimental and numerical
studies for the high-damping steel-laminate elastomer bearings. Numerical
work was started at ENEA in April 1989, while experimental activities will be
initiated in cooperation with ISMES in September 1989. (The test program was
approved by the ENEA Administration Board in July 1989.)

It is worthwhile citing that the Italian National Utility (ENEL) very
recently decided (June 1989) to also participate in R&D studies on the dynamic
behavior of isolated structures, again in cooperation with ISMES. The
interest of ENEL in seismic isolation is related to the many possible
applications in the area of energy production. We will show in the section on
"Extension of the R&D Work and Colaborations" that the ENEL studies will be
complementary to ours.
(Discussion is already in progress to define
cooperation between ENEA and ENEL.)
2. Need for the R&D Work

We have stressed in the section on "Contents" under "Design Guidelines for
Isolated Nuclear Reactors" that tests are still needed in support of the
development of the seismic isolation guidelines. However, this is not the
only purpose of our R&D work. Indeed, the present ENEA activities more
generally aim at the development of qualification procedures for seismic isolation systems.
Development of detailed numerical models of the single bearings and the
related isolation systems, as well as that of simplified design tools for the
analysis of the isolated structures are required.
Furthermore, because
correct numerical modeling is quite complicated, experimental validation is
necessary regarding the physical parameters and assumptions on which the
numerical models are based.
3. Numerical Activities

According to the previous section, the numerical work being performed at
ENEA on seismic isolation consists of the following steps:
a. identification of simple models of the bearing dynamic behavior, capable of
approximating the available experimental results, with particular attention
to energy dissipation;
b. numerical analysis of isolated structures, to identify the features of
their dynamic behavior (coupling effects, torsion, rocking, etc.} and the
parameters that affect such features;
c. detailed three-dimensional modeling of single bearings with finite-element
codes.
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below, as well as analysis of all available test results Tor validation of the
models developed.
<<. Experimental Activities
<J.I. Purposes, General Objectives, and Analysis Steps
According to the R&D nesds stressed in the sections on "Contents" and "The
Need for R&D Work" under "The Present R&D Program of ENEA," the purposes of
the first phase of the experimental program follow:
a. to determine the static and dynamic mechanical characteristics of the highdamping steel-laminated elastomer bearings;
b. to evaluate the effects of the multidirectional simultaneous excitation
which characterizes earthquakes;
c. to evaluate the effects of the earthquake energy content at low frequencies;
d. to identify the tests needed for standard definition of the properties of
seismic isolation systems using the mentioned bearing type.
The experiments will be performed based on the bearing type and configuration used for the SEAT buildings at Ancona. These bearings can be fabricated in Italy. Furthermore, static and dynamic acceptance tests of the SEAT
buildings bearings have already been performed by ISMES.1^
The general objectives of the experimental research are the following:
a. to contribute to the development of methodologies for the qualification,
through numerical models, of seismic isolation systems using the abovementioned bearing type;
b. to provide a methodology for the experimental qualification of such a
bearing type.
To achieve these results, the experimental activities will consist of the
following steps:
a. laboratory tests on single isolators;
b. laboratory tests on scale isolated-structure mockups;
c. on-site tests on a large isolated structure mockup.
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Tests on the single isolators are aimed at determination of their static
and dynamic mechanical properties.

They will take advantage of the results of

the acceptance tests which are already available for the bearings of the SEAT
buildings.
The possible scale effects Mill also be analyzed

by means of tests on

different scale bearings, up to the bearing sizes of the SEAT buildings.
These

tests will

allow

physical

parameters

to

properties.

for assessment

provide

a

of significance

reliable

description

of the
of

the

various
bearing

They will also allow for checking the reliability of the experi-

mental techniques used to evaluate the physical parameters.

4.3. Laboratory Tests on Scale Isolated Structure Hookups
Laboratory

tests on scale

isolated-structure

analysis of the isolation system.

mockups

are aimed

at the

To perform tests on full-scale structures

at high excitation (Section 1.1), which imply the use of large masses, a study
will be performed on the reduced-scale structures to identify
configuration
behavior.

of

isolators

which

is representative

of

the minimum

the entire

system

This will allow the sizes of the large-scale mockup to be limited

as much as possible.

Scale reduction must

be compatible

with a correct

description of the actual system (Section 1.1). This problem still remains to
be solved.
In this study, particular attention will be paid to the evaluation of rigid
body motions and the possible presence of coupling.

Criteria for reducing or,

if necessary, eliminating such coupling will be developed.
Dynamic

tests of a simplified

model of an

isolated

structure will be

performed on a shaking table with both one- and multidirectional excitations.
The aim is to evaluate the interaction effects of one or two horizontal excitations, uncorrelated

with respect

to the vertical excitation.

In these

tests, the effects of the energy content at low frequencies will be evaluated.
The presence of rocking motion and its effects will be analyzed.
analysis is particularly
plant

is isolated.

This

important for design solutions in which the whole

(The presence of the vertical component

is also very

important to evaluate amplification of the vertical structure reactions on the
soil.)
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4.4, Qn-Site Tests on a Large IsoJated-StrueGure Mockup
Finally, on-site tests will be performed on a full-scale (or at least
large-scale) isolated structure mockup.

The aim is to evaluate the scale

effects on the isolation system behavior under excitation levels comparable to
those of real earthquakes.

Excitation techniques will include the use of

electrohydraulic servocontrolled actuators, which are capable of reproducing
multifrequency seismic excitations.
We note that tests on large- and, if possible, full-scale mockups are
particularly needed, because the highly nonlinear features of isolation bearings do not allow for the achievement of conclusive results if the analysis is
limited to mockups of rather reduced scale, such as those that can be used in
the shaking-table tests at high excitation.
5. Remarks
To conclude, we would like to mention that development of the numerical and
experimental study summarized above will take advantage of the large amount of
experience achieved by ENEA and ISMES in the framework of the R&D activities
performed for nuclear reactor seismic verification and, in particular, those
carried out by Martelli et al. 1 ^ for the PEC fast reactor.
Indeed,

detailed

nonlinear numerical models were assessed

for such a

reaccor, and wide-ranging experimental tests were carried out for the main
components, systems, and structures.

As for the reactor building and vessel,

the latter consisted of on-site tests; i.e., the on-site tests on a full-scale
isolated-structure mockup will be performed in our study by adopting (and
improving) the techniques assessed

in the framework of

the PEC seismic

verification.
Extension of the RfcD Work and Collaborations
The study described above is intended to be the first phase of a wider R&D
project.

More precisely, such a study includes only the activities that were

judged io be the most urgent among those defined in the general activity
program prepared by ENEA and ISMES-3 in October 1988.

In fact, the general

work program also included items such as soil-structure interaction analysis,
comparisons with other bearing types, and on-site tests of the SEAT isolated
buildings at Ancona.
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1990 after construction is completed, are particularly important because they
will provide a unique opportunity to test an actual isolated structure of
large size by applying high excitations. Furthermore, the dynamic behavior of
such buildings may later be adequately monitored. This would allow essential
information to be obtained on some important physical parameters such as, for
instance, aging effects on bearing response.
The importance of such tests and their general interest for isolatedstructure analysis have also been recognized by ENEL which, therefore, will
perform them in cooperation with ISMES.
The ENEL and ENEA studies are
strongly connected: indeed, those of ENEL will take advantage of the results
of the ENEA work, and those of ENEA will make use of excellent data for
validation of the numerical models.
In addition to the tests on the SEAT buildings, the extension of the R&D
work, which would also cover the other previously mentioned activities which
have not been included in the first phase of the ENEA program, is under consideration within the framework of wider national and international cooperation. Such an extension may also be addressed concerning other items which
need specific R&D effort, as stressed in section 5.3 on "Contents" under
"Design Guidlines for Isolated Nuclear Reactors." Those that have already
been identified as important are experimental analysis of interface piping
(i.e., piping connecting isolated and nonisolated structures or two
independently isolated structures), and bearing materials development and
improvement of the related technological processes to optimize design and
performance of isolated structures. As far as international cooperation in
R&D is concerned, proposals for formal agreements are already being discussed
between ENEA and US partners.
Conclusions
Some general remarks on the use and perspectives of seismic isolation for
industrial plants and, in particular, advanced nuclear reactors have been
provided. It has been stressed that these perspectives are very promising
from both the safety and economical points of view in countries such as Italy,
which are characterized by nonnegligible seismicity.
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experimental work is still needed to fully demonstrate applicability of
seismic isolation to high-risk plants and structures and to completely define
the rules to be used by the designer. As far as these rules are concerned,
the paper has summarized the main items covered by a proposal for guidelines
for seismically isolated nuclear power plants. This proposal is being Jointly
prepared by ENEA and ISMES in cooperation with the General Electric Company.
With regard to R&D work, the paper has presented the main features of the
numerical and experimental studies that have been initiated by ENEA for the
seismic qualification of seismically isolated structures.
It has been
stressed that the applicability of these studies is not limited to nuclear
reactors, but also extends to other structures for which seismic isolation may
be desirable for safety and/or economic reasons.
Finally, activities foreseen by ENEL have been mentioned, together with
other possible future extensions of the present work program at ENEA.
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RECENT PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT OF BUILDING VIBRATION CONTROL SYSTEMS IN JAPAN

Masanori laurai (Tohoku Univ. - Japan)

Japan is on a seismically active zone, the people are frequently
shaken, and there is good reason to develop vibration control systems
(Table I). Ministries and major construction companies have contributed
to the progress of the technology. An example is the Fast Breeder
Reactor (FBR) Research project, which may be equipped with a baseisolation system. Rubber bearings will be standardized and base-isolated
buildings will be designed and constructed easily on good ground in the
near future. But one needs time to realize a building with an active
control
system, which is effective in potentially destructive
earthquakes.

Introduction
As is well known, construction of all buildings and houses in Japan, except
those defined as light and small structures, is ruled by the building code.
It demands that they should be structurally designed by experienced engineers
who are licensed architects, and that design documents including structural
calculations and drawings should be checked and approved by public engineers
so

the structural

design

required by the code.

is certified

to clear the minimum

safety

level

A building adopting special materials or structural

methods can be constructed only when the Minister of Construction authorizes
it on the basis of a recommendation by the committee of experts formed for the
purpose of checking structural safety, as described

in Article 36 of the

building cods.
Base-isolated buildings belong to the special structural methods category,
and only about 30 base-isolated buildings have been authorized

(Table II).

The number is very small in comparison with that of new buildings, but it is
the largest number in the world.

Three committees have been formed in the

Building

concerning

Center

of

Japan

(BCJ),

base-isolated

Research, Check, and Development Committees (Fig. 1).
discusses

fundamental

subjects

such

as the design

buildings;

The Research Committee
philosophy,

structural

design criteria, qualification of engineers, costs, maintenance, etc.
Check

Committee

certifies

the

safety

of

the

buildings,

and

the

The

Development

Committee works to standardize the design methods and the equipment used for
base isolation.
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owned by major construction companies, is being measured, and a lot of data
from small- and middle-strength earthquakes have been accumulated, but none
during potentially destructive ones.^" 11
Recent Developments
There has been no remarkable progress in recent years, but the control of
building vibration has developed steadily and come into wide use. Currently,
active control systems are more popular for research, with passive systems in
practice. Only one building in Japan has been installed with an active
control system, but its capacity is too small to control the response during
potentially destructive earthquakes.
Several new types of dampers have been proposed and applied to real passive
systems, but there Is a tendency to use simple devices like high damping
rubber bearings (HDR) and lead rubber bearings (LRB, NZ type) where the
bearing and damper are together. Rubber bearings produced in Japan are of
high quality, but are expensive, and improvements are still being made. For
example, the shear-modulus (G) of HDR bearings varied with temperature, but
its temperature dependence has now been much reduced.
The number of seismic-observation-array systems for base-isolated buildings
is increasing, and for some buildings, there are plans to measure the behavior
of the supporting piles as well. The behavior may be very different from that
of ordinary ones as the inertial force applied by buildings to pile heads is
expected to be small 12 (Fig. 2 ) .
Most of the nuclear power reactors in Japan are light-water-type reactors
(LWR) and are rigid structures built on hard ground. Consequently, if baseisolation is applied, the horizontal shearing forces of the structures are
expected to be greatly reduced. No special action has been taken to apply
base isolation. The light-water reactor needs thick RC ^alls for radiation
protection, and thick high-pressure pipes.
Consequently, the cost for
introducing "new" methods to the already completed system may not pay. For
:;ow types of reactors that are still being planned it is worth studying the
effects of using base isolation. A big project in the Japan Central Research
Institute of the Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) is studying the application
of base isolation to the fast breeder reactor (FBR). A large biaxial testing
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financed by the Ministry of Trade and Industry (M1TI), and series of fracture
tests of rubber bearings are being carried out. This action has encouraged
research engineers and rubber makers. Some electric power companies have also
started to do some research, and have applied the system to real buildings.
An example is the new computer center of Tohoku Electric Power Company in
Sendai, which will be one of the largest base-isolated buildings in Japan
(Fig. 3 ) .
More encouragement has come from the Ministry of Construction (MIC), which
is eager for the development of new technology concerning building engineering. A project team to study vibration control was formed and present
problems and future scope were discussed, including the standardization of
devices.
Standardization
For wide use of vibration control systems in buildings, simplification of
the authorization administration, reduction of device costs, and more
advantages are necessary.
At present, the design office and the construction companies should submit
their general concepts, design criteria, and design methods of base-isolated
buildings first to the Research Committee of BCJ to show their capability of
handling the new technology. After many discussions with committee members,
their concepts are finally approved with some amendments. It takes time and
money. When they have a real construction project, they should submit their
documents concerning structural design and calculation to the Check Committee
of BCJ, and after discussions and amendments the documents are authorized and
are .*eady to get construction approval from the Ministry of Construction.
These steps are barriers to the development of new technology, but some baseisolated buildings still can be built on very soft ground where differential
settlement of structures, liquefaction of sandy soils, and low-frequency
seismic excitation can be observed. In the near future, the barriers, the
committees double checking, may be removed under definite conditions like good
ground, small size and well-shaped buildings, etc.
On the other hand, the standardization of devices may be steadily achieved,
but there is the possibility of blunting the power of new device invention.
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the main rubber tire makers and a few electric wire makers have manufactured
rubber bearings. At present it is not easy to standardize the size or quality, but now is the time to do it as no company has yet made mass production
lines for the bearings. The quality will be certified by some public material
testing institutions, but the tests have not yet been standardized.
The standardization of dampers is more difficult than that of rubber
bearings. There are various devices with different damping mechanisms. Some
have been invented by construction companies, and they use them in their
constructions; that is, dampers developed by other companies will not be used
in the construction. Therefore, dampers will continue to be listed with their
certified values of quality in some authorized catalogs instead of being
standardized. Therefore, both bearings and dampers (or their combinations)
will be easily purchased by referring to the authorized catalogs, the makers
have the responsibility for the described characteristics of the devices, and
public administrateves need not check their quality every time.
Application to Nuclear Power Stations
Generally speaking, the structural design of nuclear power stations tends
to be conservative in consideration of the possibility of accidents and their
effects on people. It is the main reason why Japanese reactors are rigidly
built on hard ground; one of the worst combinations from the viewpoint of
structural dynamics. The secondary effects due to soft ground are still, to
some extent, vague and designers are afraid of unknown phenomena. These
effects may become clear someday. For the same reason plus economic considerations, applications of base-isolation systems to nuclear power stations
have not been positively developed. The LWRs in Japan are designed so that
they respond in the elastic range to level 1 earthquakes of 190-320 gal and
that they are safe enough to level 2 earthquakes of 285-M50 gal. If they are
base isolated, the design earthquake force may be reduced to less than half.
But we have no plan to base isolate LWRs.
The Japanese are even more sensitive than people in other countries to
nuclear problems. Many reactors were built in areas which seismologists
cautioned as high seismic potential areas. If unexpected or unfavorable
phenomena are observed in the behavior of the reactor structures or machinery

-76during, small or moderate earthquakes, installation of the teae-isolation
devices may be considered. The expected value of horizontal acceleration in
the control room during potentially destructive earthquakes is big enough to
cause the operators in the room to fall down, so unless the whole structure is
isolated, partial floor isolation may be introduced first."
FBRs are still not in use in Japan, and base-isolation systems may be
considered in the fundamental design of the plant. Committees have been
formed and some study has been carried out in CRIEPI with sponsorship from
MITI.
When research work is concerned with energy problems, it can be
financed by the governmental budget. The research work on base-isolation
systems has been done at random by many small groups, ~2" and fundamental
research is bound to be behind practical research. Now research engineers can
expeet integrated research and many remaining problems will be analyzed and
solved.
Future Scope
Technology for the control of structural vibration must continuously
advance and be widely applied to buildings.
Japanese people, who are
threatened daily by earthquakes (about 1000 earthquakes are felt in Japan per
year), hope to have a space safe against the earthquake hazard, and are ready
to pay extra money for their own safety. They will take it for granted that a
base-isolated building is a little more expensive than an ordinary one,
provided the base-isolated building is really earthquake-proof. There still
remain several problems concerning the reliability of control systems. Active
systems are too expensive and only passive systems are presently available.
The passive systems are not usually very expensive, but they have not been
proved to be effective in potentially destructive earthquakes, especially when
structures with base-isolation systems are built on soft ground, as previously
mentioned. Thanks to the many research projects related to the construction
of nuclear power plants in highly active seismic areas, the characteristics of
ground motion in and on hard ground have been clarified to some extent. But
those on soft ground have not been studied sufficiently as they cannot be a
site for a nuclear plant. For the velocity response spectra specified in
design regulations, the value decreases for low frequencies in Japan, while it
increases in the USA regulations. Earthquake excitations of low frequencies

-79may be caused by surface waves, reduced values of soil rigidities for large
deformations, effects of geological and topological structures, etc.; for
example, a basin-shaped geological structure. One should know not only the
detail of the ground around the structure, but the source and the media of the
seismic waves. This makes the research difficult.
Rubber bearings should also be improved. They a u inflammable, they have
aging effects, and some of them are sensitive to temperature. They sometimes
cause the vertical response of the structure to be amplified. How to decrease
vertical motion of the structure is one of the most significant problems of
present base-isolation systems.
Some dampers require very careful
maintenance, and should be replaced with new ones every few years.
The people want building-vibration control and it must be improved and
developed. Vibration control has a long history, but practical application to
ordinary buildings has a relatively short history, and there remain a lot of
pages to be filled.
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Brief History of Major Earthquakes and Base-1 solated System in Japan with
Related Foreign Events
1360 Yokohama Earthquake
1891 Nobi Earthquake
1891 K. Kawai's speech and paper,- "A Structural Method Free From
Earthquake Excitation," Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ)
1906 San Francisco Earthquake (USA)
1909 J. A. Calantarients, "Improvements in and Connected with
Buildings and Other Works and Appurtenances to Resist the
Action of Earthquake and the Like," Stanford University
1923 Great Kanto Earthquake
1921 New Building Regulation, Seismic Code: k=0.1
1924 K. Kito and 0. Yamashita's patent: Bearing
(After this, the number of patents increased)
1928 R. Oka's proposal: Passive system
1929 Idea of flexible first story in USA
1930 K. Muto and K. Majima's discussions on "Rigid or Flexible
Building"
1933 Long Beach Earthquake (USA): First strong motion accelerograms recorded
1934 R. Oka built the first base-isolated building: passive type
1940 El Centro Earthquake (USA)
1948 Fukui Earthquake: k=0.2
1956 1WCEE (San Francisco)
1957 Kobori's proposal: Active system
1964 Niigata Earthquake: Liquefaction of sand
1964 S. Shoda's patent: Active system
1965 K. Matsushita and M. Izumi, "Some Analyses on Mechanism to
Decrease Seismic Force Applied to Buildings," 23WCEE(NZ)'
(They presented some papers at following WCEE " 5 )
1968 Off Tokachi Earthquake: Collapse of RC structure
1969 Pestalozzi School (Yugoslavia): Rubber bearing
1969 Yokohama Rubber Co.'s laminated rubber bearing
1970 Olive View Hospital (USA): Flexible first story
1972 San Fernand Earthquake (USA)
1973 S. Kawamata's proposal: "Mass Pump Dumper"
1976 Tang Shan Earthquake (China)
1978 Off Miyagi Earthquake: Collapse of RC structure,
Life-line troubles in the urban area
1978 Lambsec School (France): Laminated rubber bearing
1981 Science University of Tokyo: Double column
1983 Mid-Japan Sea Earthquake: Liquefaction of sand, Damaged by big "Tsunami"
1983 Hitachi Co. Main Office: Steel dumpers
1984 Cruas Nuclear Power Plant (France)
(Major construction companies started the Research on base
isolation)
1985 Mexico Earthquake (Mexico): Damage on soft ground
1986 Twin test building of Tohoku University and Shimizu Corp.
1987 Off Chiba Pref. Earthquake: Many records were obtained at base-isolated
structures in/around Tokyo
1988 9HCEE: Many papers on vibration control systems
1989 Kyo-bashi Seiwa Bldg.: Active system for wind and middlelevel earthquake

TabJO u

Bnso-Isolated Buildings In Japan Authorized by the Cheek Coiranittee ©f BCJ
No.

Name

Locatioj!

Floor

1.
2.
3.
1.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
1314.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2H.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
3334.
35.
36.

Christian Museum
Research Lab. of GKUMURA Corp.
Research Lab. of OHBAYASH1 Corp.
Lab. A Office of GILES Corp.
Dormitory of TAKENAKA Co.
Research Lab. of KAJIHA Corp.
Christian Museum (revised)
Apt. Fukumiya (Apartment)
Shibuya Shimizu Daiiti Bldg. (Office)
Research Lab. of FUJITA Corp.
Inorganic Material Lab.
Office of SHIMIZU Corp.
Research Lab. of TAISEI Corp.
Kohshinzuka Heights (Apartment)
Toranomon Bldg. (Office)
Minami-koshigaya Apartment
Dormitory of KUMAGA1 Road Co.
H4F-PR (Apartment)
Clean Room of TAKENAKA Co.
(Swimming Pool)
Ogawa Apartment
Asano Bldg. (Office & Shop)
Kusuda Bldg. (Office, Shop & Residence)
Company House of KOHNOIKE Corp.
Computer Center of Tohoku Electric Co.
Office of TOKYU Const. Co.
Tokyo General Lab. of Aged Persons
Mitsui-home M-30C (Wooden House)
Harvest Hilles (Shop & Apartment)
Research Lab. of KAJ1MA Corp. (modified)
Tohsin 24-Ohmori Bldg. (Office, etc.)
Research Lab. of HASEKO Corp.
Minami-Ohtsuka 2-chome Cooperative Bldg.
Research Lab. of TOBISHIMA Corp.
C.P, Fukuzumi Bldg. (Apartment, etc.)
Staff's Facility of MAEDA Corp. (2 Bldgs.)

Kanagawa Pref.
lbaraki Pref.
Tokyo
Kanagawa Pref.
Chiba Pref.
Tokyo
Tokyo
Tokyo
Tokyo
Kanagawa Pref.
Ibaraki Pref.
Ibaraki Pref.
Yokohama
Tokyo
Tokyo
Saitama Pref.
Tokyo
Kanagawa Pref.
Tokyo
Shizuoka Pref.
Tokyo
Nagoya
Tokyo
Tokyo
Miyagi Pref.
Kanagawa Pref.
Tokyo
Shizuoka Pref.
Shizuoka Pref.
Tokyo
Tokyo
Kanagawa Pref.
Tokyo
Chiba Pref.
Tokyo
Chiba Pref.

•2,-1

RB: Laminated Rubber Bearing
RBV: RB which is effective even for Vertical Vibration
LRB: Lead Rubber Bearing

+5,-1
+5
+3
•2
•2
•U
•5,-1
•3
•1

+3
+8
+ 10

-3
+ 1U
•2
+1

*U
+7
+ U,-1

Total
Area
1330
1623
<J765
1530
656
294
682
3385
307
616
637
1173
3373
3537
771
16391
U05

mo

UB * Steel Damp.
RB -• Steel Damp.
RB • Steel Damp.
LRB
RB - Viscous Damp.
RB 4 Steel Damp,
RB 4 Steel Damp.
RB 4 Steel Damp.
RB - Steel Damp.
LRB
RB -• Steel Damp.
LRB
RB -* Friction Plate
RB • Steel Damp.
RB + Steel Damp.
LRB
RB + Steel Damp.
RB • Steel Damp.
Multi-tiered RB
Friction Plate
HDR
LRB
HDR

1186
3256
10*47 RB • Steel + Lead
+2
298 HDR
+6
10032 HDR
+3
255
RBV Steel Danp.
•2,-1
1112 LRB
+2
310 RB Steel Damp,
+6
2065
RB Steel Damp.
+2
656
RB Steel Damp.
+9,-1
7571
RB Steel Damp.
•3
681
LRB
+12,-2
5963 RDR
+3
862 RB + Lead Damp. Fric. t>amp.
+5
141407 LRB
653*2
HDR: High-Damping Rubber Bearing
RDR: HDR Including Rubber Damper
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SE1SMIC ISOLATION IN NEW ZEALAND

R.I. Skinner, W.H. Robinson, and G.H. MeVerry (DSIR - New Zealand)

Bridges, buildings, and industrial equipment cat be given increased
protection from earthquake damage by limiting the earthquake attack
through seismic isolation. A broad summary of the seismic responses of
base-isolated structures is of considerable assistance for their preliminary design. Seismic isolation as already used in New Zealand consists
of a flexible base or support combined with some form of energydissipating device, usually involving the hysteretic working of steel or
lead. This paper presents examples of the New Zealand experience, where
seismic isolation has been used for 42 bridges, 3 buildings, a tali
chimney, and high-voltage capacitor banks.
Additional seismic response factors, which may
nuclear power plants, are also discussed briefly.

be

important for

Introduction
The

significant

resonant

periods

of buildings, bridges, or

industrial

plants often lie within the period range of 0.1 to 1.0 s, which is also the
dominant period
quakes.

range for the ground vibrations during many severe earth-

The damaging effect of such earthquakes on these structures can be

markedly reduced by mounting the structures on isolating supports such as ball
or roller bearings, or more practically on sliding bearings, flexible rubber
bearing pads, or flexible piles.

With the proper choice of the flexible

support, the effective period of the structure can be increased considerably
to a value of 1.5 s or usually greater, outside the period range of strong
excitation

for most earthquakes.

This produces a marked decrease in the

acceleration response of the structure, but isolation by increased support
flexibility alone typically requires large displacements across the isolating
components, sometimes up to half a meter or more.
isolation

system

with

acceptable

displacements,

To achieve a practical
it

is

necessary

to add

mechanisms for providing increased stiffness under low loadings and energy
dissipation
motions.

(damping),

and

some

centering

force,

during

large-amplitude

The mechanism should also have sufficient stiffness under moderate

loads to give acceptably small side-sway during wind gusts.

.89It must also be recognized that occasionally earthquakes give their
strongest excitation for long periods. The likelihood of these types of
motions occurring at a particular site can sometimes be foreseen, such as with
deep deposits of soft soil which may amplify low-frequency earthquake motions,
with the old lake-bed zone of Mexico City as the best-known example. With
this type of motion, flexible mountings with moderate damping may increase
rather than decrease the structural response. The provision of high energy
dissipation as part of the isolation system gives an important defense against
the unexpected occurrence of such motions.
Seisnic Responses of Base-Isolated Structures
A broad overview of the consequences of base isolation for aseismic
structures is of considerable assistance in the choice of a system appropriate
to the design requirements and in the preliminary design of the base isolator
and the structure.
Some dominant features of the seismic responses of base-isolated structures
are illustrated in Fig. 1, and further features are covered in discussion.
Figure 1 compares the seismic responses of an unisolated nonyielding structure
with the corresponding responses when the structure has each of four different
isolation systems; linear isolation with low or high damping, or bilinear
isolation with low or high flexibility. Here, bilinear loops are used as an
approximation to the load-displacement loops of isolators with yielding or
sliding components.
A uniform shear structure is used for the response comparisons of F'g. 1,
and the earthquake accelerations are from El Centro S0°E, Hay 18, 1910.
As given in Fig. 1, the first-mode period and damping of the unisolated
structure are 0.6 s and 5$ of critical, respectively. Assuming a rigid
structure, the linear isolators give a period of 2.0 s and a damping of 5 or
20$. Again, with a rigid structure the first bilinear isolator stiffness K b1
gives a period of 0.3 s and the second bilinear stiffness K b 2 gives a period
of 1.5 or 3.0 s. The bilinear isolator has a yield-force/structural-weight
ratio Q y /H of 0.05.
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Tne maximum seismic responses of the five structural systems are compared
for displacements V, for forces and shears divided by the structural weight,
F/W and S/W, and for top-floor spectra, with 2% spectral damping.
While Fig, 1 shows that the isolators generally reduce the structural
seismic responses by about five times, there are large differences in the
character of the responses with different isolators. The bilinear isolators
of Fig. 1 give large higher mode seismic loads, and large floor spectra in the
important period range, 0.1 to 1.0 s. However the low levels of floor spectra
shown in Fig. 1 for linear isolators may also be achieved with appropriate
bilinear isolators. For example, the isolator elastic stiffness and yield
force of case (v) may be reduced to give the parameters
T b l = 0.9 s, T b 2 = 3.0 s, Qy/W = 2* .
This isolator reduces the higher mode contributions to structural loads, a^d
also the values of the floor spectra, to about MOjt of the case (v) values, and
hence to values comparable with those for the linear isolators of Fig. 1.
Nonlinear isolator damping should be used as far as possible since it is
generally more effective in reducing isolator deformations, structural loads,
and wind-sway than is linear damping. If higher-mode seismic responses or
floor spectra are an important design factor, then the nonlinear damping
should be restricted to a level which limits these responses to acceptable
values. If higher levels of isolator damping are required these should be
provided by supplementing the allowable nonlinear damping with linear damping.
For the cases with linear isolation, Fig. 1 shows that maximum level-r
displacements and base-level shears, Y p and S^, are dominated by an
approximately rectangular mode 1, and hence:

s

b "M A { V ^ •

(2)

where T.,, c^ = period, damping, of isolated mode 1; D, A = displacement,
acceleration, spectra of the earthquake; H = structural mass.
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For the eases with bilinear isolation, tho approximate maximum displacements and base-level shears are also controlled by an approximately
rectangular mode 1. The base displacements t^ may be approximated by using an
effective mode-1 period and damping T e and ce» based on the diagonal slope and
the area of the maximum bilinear loop, and then using a weighted displacement
spectra. The base shear may then be obtained from the isolator parameters.
This gives
1' » 0.85 D(T , c )
b

e

(3)

©

[

K

w

\ • %' \ - V »* •
where
T e a 2u/|M/(S /Y ))

(5)

C e = 63.7 [Q y /S b - Y y /Y b )» ,

(6)

and
Q , Yy = yield force, yield displacement, of bilinear isolator
Kb2

= stiffness of yielded isolator.

The factor 0.85 in Eq. (3) has been chosen to give the best agreement with the
isolator displacements for cases (iv) and (v) of Fig. 1. When the character
of the isolator, the structure, or the earthquake differs greatly from those
used for Fig. 1, then the factor 0.85 is likely to be substantially altered.
As one alternative, the base shear and displacement may be expressed simply
in terms of bilinear earthquake spectra, as given /or example by the family of
response curves in a recent publication.
Assuming a rectangular mode 1, the mode-1 shears and forces, S r l and F r 1 ,
may be derived simply from the base shear and the mass distribution. For
approximately uniform shear-like structures, the ratio of overall/node-1
shears and forces are indicated roughly by the corresponding ratios in cases
(iv) and (v) of Fig. 1.

-92W M ) e the iRcUuttv parameters of Fig. 'i are typical of those- that may be
used for a wide range of naeinmic structures, a much wider range of isolation
systems may be appropriate for a range of special ascismic design problems.
Additional structural problems may include inherently low strength or ductility, or a low tolerance for distortion. The seismic attack may be increased
in certain parts of the structure by setbacks, structural taper, or torsional
unbalance. Again, the site may give unfavorable earthquake vibrations. Such
effects may call for a change in the character or the degree of the isolation
provided.
A much broader overview of the efiects uf base isolation is included in a
forthcoming publication by the authors, Skinner, Robinson and McVerry.
Structures Isolated in New Zealand
In New Zealand, isolation has been achieved by a variety of means:
transverse rocking action with controlled base uplift; horizontally flexible
olastoraeric bearings; and flexible sleeved-pile foundations. Damping b.s been
provided through hysteretic energy dissipation arising from the plastic
deformation of steel or lead in a variety of devices rnich as steel berdingbeam and torsional-beam dampers, lead plugs in laminated steel and rubber
bearings and lead-extrusion dampers.^'
Seismic isolation has often been
considered as a technique for "problem" structures or industrial facilities
requiring a special seismic design approach. The design difficulties may
relate to the structure's function (e.g., sensitive or high-risk industrial or
concnerciai facilities such as computer systems, semiconductor manufacturing
plants, biotechnology facilities, and nuclear power plants), its special
importance after an earthquake (e.g., hospitals, disaster-control centers such
as police stations, bridges providing vital communication lines), or other
special problems (e.g., seismic strengthening of existing structures).
Seismic isolation may indeed have particular advantages over other approaches
in these circumstances, sometimes being able to provide much better protection
under extreme earthquake motions than other techniques. However, its economic
use is by no means limited to such structures.
In New Zealand, by far the most common use of isolation has been in
ordinary two-lane road bridges of only moderate span, Justifiable purely on
the economies of construction with cost savings of typically 5-10% over
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conventional designs.
In many oases, isolation provides superior seismic
performance at reduced cost, because the reduction of forces by isolation and
energy dissipation means that the structure need be designed only for elastic
or limitfctf-duotility seismic response and there is no need to accommodate
large structural deformations.
Several examples of the application of seismic isolation in New Zealand are
discussed in the following sections.
Road Bridges
Forty-one road bridges and one rail bridge in New Zealand have been
seismieaily isolated.
A number of examples of seismic upgrading by
retrofitting isolation systems are included.
By far the most common form of isolation system for bridges uses leadrubber bearings,-31' usually installed between the bridge superstructure and
the supporting piers.
The bearings (Fig. 2) consist of a many-layered
sandwich of steel plates and rubber sheets vulcanized together, with a lead
plug inserted in the center. The lead plug is subjected to a shear deformation under horizontal loading, providing considerable energy dissipation when
it yields under severe earthquake loading. The lead-rubber bearing combines
the functions of isolation and energy dissipation in a single compact unit,
while also supporting the weight of the superstructure and providing an
elastic restoring force. Many unisolated New Zealand bridges use elastomeric
bearings to accommodate thermal movements, so little modification to standard
structural forms has been necessary to incorporate seismic isolation bearings
apart from making provisions for the increased superstructure displacements
required under seismic loading. As well as providing energy dissipation in
large movements, the lead plug also stiffens the bearing under low lateral
forces up to its yield point, reducing the displacements under wind and
traffic loading. One concern that has been reported with lead-rubber bearings
is the need for sufficient vertical load to provide a confining action on the
lead core. With a well-designed bearing with rubber layers of the order of
no-cm thickness, the effect of vertical load on the hysteresis loeps is
snail- However, with rubber layers of around 20 mm or greater thickness, the
hysteretic energy dissipation capacity is reduced markedly when there is
insufficient conpressive confining load.

Further information on the seismic isolation of road bridges in New
".ealand, including case studios and design procedures, is given by Blakeley"'
and Billings and Kirkcaldie.
South Rangitikei Rail Bridge
The South Rangitikei Rail Bridge, which was opened in 1981, is an example
of isolation through controlled base-uplift in a transverse rocking action.
The bridge is 70-m tall, with six spans of prestressed concrete hollow-box
girder, and an overall length of 315 in. The stresses, which can be transmitted into the slender reinforced concrete H-shaped piers under earthquake
loading, are limited by allowing them to rock sideways, with uplift at the
base alternating between the two legs of each pier. The extent of stepping
and the associated lateral movement of the bridge deck is limited by energy
dissipation provided by the hysteretlc working of torsionally yielding steelbeam devices connected between the bottom of the stepping pier legs and the
caps of the supporting piles, as shown in Fig. 3.
The stepping action reduces the maximum tension calculated in the tallest
piers, for the 19^0 El Centro NS record, to about one-quarter that experienced
when the legs are fixed at the base, and unlike the fixed-base case there is
little increase in base-level loads for stronger seiismic excitations. The
dampers reduce the displacements to about one-half of the undamped case, and
the number of large displacements to less than one-quarter. The maximum
displacement at the deck level for the damped stepping bridge is about 50%
greater than for the fixed-leg bridge.
The 2*1 energy dissipators operate at a nominal force of 150 kN with a
design stroke of 60 mm. The maximum uplift of the legs is limited to 125 mm
by stops. The weight of the bridge at rest is not carried by the dampers but
is transmitted to the foundations through low-thickness laminated-rubber
bearings, whose primary functions are to allow rotation of each unlifted pier
foot, and to distribute loads at the pier/pile-cap interfaces.
The stepping action was very effective in reducing seismic loads on this
bridge because its high center of gravity resulted in a nonisolated design
which was strongly dominated by overturning moments at the pier feet. The
hysteretic damping during stepping was quite effective because the estimated
self-dacping of the stepping mechanism was quite low.
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The William Clayton building in Wellington, completed in 1981, was the
first building to be base isolated on lead-rubber bearings. The bearings are
located under each of the 79 columns of the four-story reinforced concrete
frame building which is 13 bays long by 5 bays wide with plan dimensions of
97x1*0 m. Detailed descriptions of the building have been given by Megget °
and Skinner.
The pioneering nature of the building and its proximity to the active
Wellington fault dictated that a conservative design approach be taken. The
design earthquake was taken as 1.5 Ei Centro SO°E 1910, which was calculated
as producing a maximum dynamic base shear of 0.20 times the total building
weight W, which was selected as the design static base shear force. The
artificial A1 record, which is intended to represent near-fault motion in a
magnitude 8 earthquake, was considered as the "maximum credible" motion,
producing a calculated maximum base shear of 0.26 W.
Even though the
calculated response of the base-isolated structure was essentially elastic for
the design earthquake motions, a capacity design procedure as required for
plastic design was used.
Horizontal clearances of 150 mm were provided before the base slab impacts
on retaining walls. This corresponds to the maximum bearing displacement
calculated for the A1 record, with 105 mm calculated for 1.5 El Centro.
Water, gas and sewerage pipes, external stairways, and sliding gratings over
the separation gap are detailed to accommodate the 150-mm isolator
displacement.
The lead-rubber bearings lengthen the period of the structure from 0.3 s
for the frame structure alone, to 0.8 s for the isolated structure with the
lead plugs unyielded, and 2.0 s in the fully yielded state (i.e., calculated
from the structural mass and post-yield stiffness of the bearings). The
combined yield force of all the bearings and lead plugs was -1% of the
structure's dead plus seismic live load.
Tine maximum base shear for the isolated structure calculated
Centro of 0.20 W was half the value of 0.38 W for the unisolated
Only the roof beam yielded for the isolated structure with a
ductility of <2 and no hinge reversal. For both 1.5 El Centro

for 1.5 El
structure.
rotational
and the A2

.96record, the maximum interstory drifts for the isolated structure were about 10
nun, about 0.002 times the story height, and were uniform over the structure's
height. For the unisolnted structure, the interstory drifts increased up the
height of the building, reaching a maximum of 52 mm. The markedly reduced
interstory drifts should minimise the secondary damage in the isolated
structure and greatly simplified the detailing for partitions and glazing.
As a first attempt at base isolation of a building with lead-rubber
bearings, the design of the William Clayton building was very much a learning
experience. The design was conservative and, if repeated now, it is probable
that more advantages would be taken of potential economies offered by the
isolation approach to seismic design.
Nevertheless, the design analysis
demonstrated the improved seismic performance which can be achieved through
isolation of appropriate structures.
Moreover, the extreme-earthquake
capacity could be extended substantially simply by increasing the base-slab
clearance to 200 or 250 mm, in the light of subsequent tests on lead-rubber
bearings.
Union House
The 12-story Union House,^ completed in 1983, achieves isolator flexibility by using flexible piles within clearance sleeves. It is situated in
Auckland alongside Waitemata Harbour.
Poor near-surface soil conditions,
consisting of natural marine silts and land reclaimed by pumping in hydraulic
fill, led to the adoption of long end-bearing piles, sunk about 2.5 m into the
underlying sandstone at a depth of about 10-13 m below street level, to carry
the weight of the structure.
Although Auckland is in a region of only
moderate seismic activity, there is concern that it could be affected by largs
earthquakes up to magnitude 8.5 centered 200 km or more away in the Bay of
Plenty and East Cape regions near the subduction zone boundary between the
Pacific and Indo-Australian plates.
Such earthquakes could cause strong
shaking in the flexible soils at the site.
Isolation was achieved by making the piles laterally flexible with momentresisting pins at each end. The piles were surrounded by hollow steel Jackets
allowing ±150 mm relative movement, thus separating the building from the
potentially troublesome earthquake motions of the upper soil layers and making
provision for the large base displacements necessary for isolation.
An

effective isolation system was completed by installing steel, taperedcantilever dampers at the top of the piles at ground level to provide energy
dissipation and deflection control.
The structure was stiffened and
strengthened using external steel cross-bracing.
The increased stiffness
improved the seismic responses, while the cross-bracing provided low-cost
lateral strength since only limited ductility was required. The dampers are
connected between the top of the piles supporting the superstructure and the
otherwise structurally separated basement and ground-floor structure, which is
supported directly by the upper soil layers.
As Auckland is a region where earthquakes of only moderate magnitude are
expected nearby, the seismic design specifications for Union House are less
severe than for many base-isolated structures.
The maximum dissipator
deflections in the "maximum credible" El Centro motion were 150 mm, with 60 ram
in the design earthquake. The effective period of the isolated structure was
about 2 s.
Maximum interstory deflections were typically 10 mm for the
maximum credible earthquake and 5 mm for the design earthquake.
Union House is an example of the economical use of base isolation in an
area of moderate seismicity. An appropriate structural form was chosen to
take advantage of the reductions of seismic force and structural deformations
offered by the base-isolation option. The inherently stiff cross-braced frame
is well-suited to the needs for a stiff superstructure in the base-isolated
approach, which in turn makes the cross-bracing feasible because of the low
ductility demands placed on the main structure through the use of isolation
with energy dissipators. An important factor in the design of such isolation
systems is an appropriate allowance for the displacement of the pile-sleeve
tops with respect to the fixed ends of the piles. Other structural forms were
investigated during the preliminary design stages, including two-way concrete
frames, peripheral concrete frames, and a cantilever shear core. The crossbraced isolated structure allowed an open and light structural facade, and a
aaxiraum use of precast elements. The base-isolated option produced an estimated cost saving of nearly 1% in the total construction cost of NZ$6.6
million, including a construction time saving of three months.
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The new Wellington Central Police Station, •* presently under construction,
is similar in concept to Union House. The ten-story tower block is supported
on long piles founded 15 m below ground in weathered graywacke. The nearsurface soil layer consists of marine sediments and fill of dubious quality.
Again, the piles are enclosed in oversize casings allowing considerable
displacements relative to the ground. Energy dissipation is provided by leadextrusion dampers,
connected between the top of the piles and an embedded
basement. A cross-braced reinforced concrete frame provides a stiff superstructure. The flexible piles and lead-extrusion dampers (Fig. 4) provide an
almost elastoplastic force-displacement characteristic for the isolation
system, which controls the forces imposed on the main structure.
The seismic design specifications for the Wellington Police Station are
considerably more severe than for Union House in Auckland. The police station
is an essential facility required to be in operation after a major earthquake.
The New Zealand loadings code requires a risk factor R=1.6 for
essential facilities. The site is a few hundred meters from the major active
Wellington fault, and <20 km from several other major fault systems.
Functional requirements dictated that the lateral load-resisting structure
should be on the perimeter of the building. Three structural options were
considered, a cross-braced frame, a moment-resisting frame, and a baseisolated cross-braced frame. With the requirement for piling because of the
foundation conditions, the base-isolation option looked attractive from the
outset, although the perimeter moment-resisting frame was also considered at
length.
The structure is required to respond elastically in a 450-yr return period
notion, corresponding to a 1.4 times scaling of the 1940 El Centro accelerogram.
The building must remain fully functional and suffer only minor
nonstructural damage in this motion. This is assured by the low interstory
deflections of -10 ran. With an isolation system with a nearly elastoplastic
force-deflection characteristic and a low yield level of 0.035 of the building
seismic weight, it was found there was only a modest increase in maximum frame
forces for the 1000-yr return period motions, corresponding to 1.7 El Centro
MS H91Q or the 1971 Pacoima Dam record. The increase in force was almost

-99by the increase from dependable to probable ntrengthn appropriate
to r.ie design and ultimate load conditions. It is possible that some yielding
will occur under the 1000-yr return period motions, but the ductility demand
will be low, and specific ductile detailing was considered unnecessary. The
Pacoima Dam record poses a severe test for a base-isolation system because it
contains a strong long-period pulse, thought to be a "fault-fling" component,
as well as high maximum accelerations. The Pacoima record imposes severe
ductility demands on many conventional structures.
The degree of isolation required to obtain elastic structural response with
these very severe earthquake motions requires provision for a large relative
displacement between the top of the piles and the ground. A clearance of 375
mm was provided between the 800-mm-diam piles and their casings to give a
reasonable margin above the maximum calculated displacements, 355 mm was
calculated for one of the 'JSQ-yr return period accelerograms. Consideration
was also given to even larger motions, when moderately deformable column steps
will contact the basement structure, which has been designed to absorb excess
seismic energy in a controlled manner in this situation.
The large displacement demands on the isolation system and the almost
elastoplastic response required from the energy dissipators led to the choice
of lead-extrusion dampers rather than steel devices, as used in Union House.
In total, 24 lead-extrusion dampers each with a yield force of 250 kN and
stroke of ±400 mm were required. This was a considerable scaling up of previous versions of this type of damper used in several New Zealand bridges. The
bridge dampers had a yield level of 150 kN and a stroke of ±200 DID. The new
model damper was tested extensively to ensure the required performance.
The base-isolated option was estimated to produce a saving of 10> in structural cost over the moment-resisting frame option. In addition, the baseisolated structure will have a considerably enhanced earthquake resistance.
Moreover, the repair costs after a major earthquake should be low.
Importantly, the base-isolated structure should be fully operational after a
major earthquake.

Isolation of Other Structures
Approximately bilinear isolators, which provide most of the modc-1 damping,
have been practical and convenient for current New Zealand applications.
However, when an aseismic design is critically controlled by the responses of
relatively light-weight substructures it is often appropriate to restrict the
isolators to moderate or low levels of nonlinearity. For such isolators, it
will sometimes be appropriate to provide a substantial part of the mode-1
damping by approximately linear velocity dampers. The restrictions would not
preclude the use of moderate levels of bilinear damping. This may be provided
by metal yielding or by low sliding-fraction forces. For example, the weight
of an isolated structure might be carried on lubricated poly tetra fluoro
ethiene (PTFE) bearings. However, to minimize resonant-appendage effects
during relatively-frequent moderate earthquakes such PTFE bearings should be
supported by flexible mounts, as in the laminated-rubber/lead-bronze bearings
pioneered by French engineers. Further isolator components should include
flexible elastic components to provide centering forces, and sometimes
substantial velocity damping. Dut the latter components reduce the maximum
extreme-earthquake base movements for which provision must be made.
Nuclear power plants contain critical light-weight substructures essential
for their safe operation and shutdown, including control rods, fuel rods and
essential piping.
These can be given a high level of protection by
appropriate base isolation systems, designed to give low levels of seismic
response for higher vibrational modes of major parts of the power plants.
Further, serious seismic problems arise with fast, breeder reactors in which
critical components are given low strength by measures designed to give high
rates of heat transfer. For some breeder reactor designs, it may be desirable
to attenuate vertical as well as horizontal seismic forces.
In this case, it may be practical to provide horizontal attenuation for the
overall plant and vertical attenuation for the reaction vessel only. Since
the dominant vertical earthquake accelerations have considerably shorter
periods than the associated horizontal accelerations, displacements associated
with vertical attenuation should be much smaller than those for horizontal
attenuation.

tjiriy papers on nuclear power plant isolation,1v'
concentrated on the
protect u°. of the overall power plant structure sut did not treat the problems
with light-weight substructures, which arise from the seismic responses of
higher modes of structural vibration.
Structural protection may now be
achieved with simpler alternative isolator components; for example, the use of
lead-rubber bearings may remove the need for installing steel beam dampers.
Conclusions
The seismic responses which are most important for a wide range of structures have been discussed briefly. Examples of the application of seismic
isolation in New Zealand were then discussed. This approach has now been used
for *J2 bridges, 3 buildings, a tall chimney, and electrical capacitor banks at
a vital substation in the South to North Island high-voltage dc link. The New
Zealand approach to isolation incorporates energy dissipation in the isolation
system to reduce the displacements required across the isolating supports and
to safeguard against unexpectedly strong low-frequency content in the earthquake motion. Combined yield levels of the hysteretic energy dissipators
range from about 3 to 15* of the structure's weight, with a typical value of
about 5J». Displacement demands across the isolators range from about 100 to
150 mm for El Centro-type motions, to about 400 mm for the Pacoima Dam
record. Structural response can often be limited to the elastic range in the
design level earthquake, with limited ductility requirements in extreme
motions. Often, substantial cost savings of up to 10$ of the structure's cost
have been possible by adopting the isolation approach, as well as obtaining an
expected improvement in seismic performance of the structure.
The seismic problems that arise with light-weight substructures have also
been giren considerable attention in New Zealand.
In particular, the
constraints on isolation systems required to give the substructures effective
protection have been studied.
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APPLICAB1HTY OF BASE-ISOLATION R&D IN NON-REACTOR FACILITIES TO A NUCLEAR
REACTOR PLANT

Rnloh W. Seidenstieker (ANL-USA)

Seismic isolation is gaining increased attention worldwide for use in
a wide spectrum of critical facilities, ranging from hospitals and
computing centers to nuclear power plants.
While the fundamental
principles and technology are applicable to all of these facilities, the
degree of assurance that the actual behavior of the isolation systems is
as specified varies with the nature of the facility involved. Obviously,
the level of effort to provide such assurance for a nuclear power plant
will be ouch greater than that required for, say, a critical computer
facility.
The guestion, therefore, is to what extent can research and development (USD) for non-nuclear use be used to provide technological data
needed for seismic isolation of a nuclear power plant. This question, of
course, is not unique to seismic isolation. Virtually every structural
component, system, or piece of equipment used in nuclear power plants is
also used in non-nuclear facilities. Experience shows that considerable
effort is needed to adapt conventional technology into a nuclear power
plant. Usually, oore thorough analysis is required, material and fabrication quality-control reguirements are more stringent as are controls on
field installation. In addition, increased emphasis on maintainability
and inservice inspection throughout the life of the plant is generally
required to gain acceptance in nuclear power plant application.
It is expected that the increased efforts cited above are directly
applicable to the use of seismic isolation in a nuclear power plant. In
addition, the use of modern seismic isolation for any type of facility is
relatively new and Halted in scope, and there is a general lack of
experience of seismically isolated structures in reasonably strong motion
earthquakes.
However, because it is an emerging technology, vigorous
programs are in place worldwide to provide technical data ranging from
measuring response of isolated buildings to actual earthguaftes to tests
and analysis of individual isolator elements.
This paper reviews the R&D programs ongoing for seismic isolation in
non-nuclear facilities and related experience and sates a preliminary
assessment of the extent to which such R&D and experience cun be used for
nuclear power plant application. Ways are suggested to iaprove the usefulness of such non-nuclear B&D in providing the high level of confidence
required for the use of seismic isolation in a nuclear reactor plant.
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Intr winefcion and
As the use of seismic isolation grows worldwide, it. is becoming increasingly clear that considerable R&D is being carried out at a large number of
facilities. It is equally clear that while the end use and related levels of
risks of failure of the seismically isolated structures varies widely, the
need for a common technology base for seismic isolation systems exists for
virtually ail applications. Therefore, it seems prudent to examine engineering data being generated for use of seismic isolation of such structures
as hospitals, emergency centers, and computer facilities to see to what extent
this information can be used to contribute to knowledge concerning the reliability and safety required for use of seismic isolation in a nuclear reactor
facility.
The purpose of this paper is explore some of the questions associated with
the use of non-nuclear seismic isolation data in the design and licensing of
nuclear facilities. Some of the problems in adapting non-nuclear seismic
isolation experience to nuclear plants will be identified, and suggestions
will be made which might enhance the usefulness of such information.
Technical Problems Associated with Using Seismic Isolation in Nuclear Reactor
Facilities
Most, if not all, of the technical problems involved in using seismic
isolation in nuclear facilities exist for seismic isolation application to
other critical facilities such as hospitals and emergency centers. However,
for obvious reasons, the level of understanding of isolation system behavior,
the degree of performance assurance, and the assurance of safety margins is
cuch greater in a nuclear reactor facility. The following listing presents
sore of the types of technical issues or problems that are of concern in the
design and licensing of seismic isolation systems used in a nuclear reactor
facility:
• lack of experience of the behavior of isolated structures in response to
actual strong-motion earthquakes;
• need for large-scale to full-size tests of isolation system components;
• quality control in the fabrication and maintenance of isolation system
components;
• required cargins of safety for beyond-design-basis earthquakes;
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•
•
•
•
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•

the need for vertical isolation;
effect? of long-period earthquake ground motions;
consideration of the need for fail-safe designs;
effects of traveling waves and inclined waves;
Jong-term stability of isolator elements (aging effects);
provision for differential movements between isolated and nonisolated
structures on interconnecting systems (e.g., piping systems).

A large number of the issues listed above have already received considerable attention to support the use of seismic isolation for other critical
facilities such as hospitals and emergency centers.
An excellent overview of worldwide experience and status of seismic isolation use in nuclear plants is given in Ref. 1. This overview includes a
very good list of references which document the extent of analysis, testing,
and building of seismic isolation systems which exist for both nuclear and
non-nuclear applications. Reference 1 also includes a number of good papers
on the use of seismic isolation for' nuclear plants.
Potential Usefulness of Non-Nuclear Seismic Isolation Experience
In reviewing the types of issues given in the preceding section, two broad
categories of concern are evident:
1. the response of seismically isolated structures (and their contents) to
actual earthquake motions; and
2. the reliability and response characteristics of individual isolator bearing
components (including data on materials used in these bearings).
Experience and R&D carried out for non-nuclear use of seismic isolation can
be of benefit to nuclear applications. The extent of such usefulness depends
on certain conditions. For example, information obtained on the response of
isolated structures to actual earthquakes will generally be useful, since most
isolated structures are reasonably instrumented to obtain such data. Actual
response can be compared with predicted behavior and, if necessary, the
original design can be more fully characterised with the latest analytical
tools
In addition, most of the isolation bearings in use today have been
tested as a condition of their acceptance by local building codes. On the
o>ther hand, ownership of the building nay have changed and/or the required
inspections and maintenance of the isolation bearings may not be as complete
as planned or they cay be inadequately documented.

-noThe potential in the near future for large enough earthquakes to cause;
beyond-design-basis motions is rather low.
Therefore, most of the data
obtained for actual earthquakes will be within the design limits used for
those structures.
There are, however, increasing numbers of isolated
structures in seismically active parts of the world, such as Japan, and
eventually there will be recorded responses to large seismic events. In any
event, it is almost a certainty that any significant field experience will be
widely reported in the open literature. Every effort should be made to
encourage the original designers and owners to keep good records of bearing
conditions and response to seismic events.
For most important structures, the characterization and response of
individual seismic isolator bearings has been determined by testing and is
generally well documented. Because of its newness, local building authorities
require a considerable amount of bearing testing as well as extensive structural analysis of the whole system. The database on such tests is extensive
and growing. One possible drawback to the use of these data is that the
actual materials and precise fabrication processes for the bearing elements
may be proprietary and not specifically available to the design community.
This is partially offset, however, by the growing numbers of large- to fullsize bearing tests completed and underway funded by governmental agencies,
which has resulted in more information being available on actual response
behavior of isolated bearings (as well as on the analysis of the isolated
structures). There may be problems, however, both within a given country
(between competing design organizations and/or bearing fabricators) and
between countries on obtaining full information. There are some international
cooperative programs under way, but more such arrangements are needed.
Suggestions to Enhance Usefulness of Data from Non-Nuclear R&D
First, it must be recognized that a large amount of research data and
experience is available now. For example, the USA has had a basic research
effort in seismic isolation under way for over 20 years, most of which was
funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF). These data are generally
available in open literature. Reference 2 is an excellent example of the
scope of material available to designers and researchers concerned with
seisnic isolation. Reference 2 also contains a wide range of papers given at

a 1986 seminar and workshop on seismic isolation and includes, among other
copies, the following types of papers:
• current technology overviews;
• measurements/analysis of response of isolated structures to actual (modest)
earthquakes;
• experience of use of seismic isolation in actual nuclear plants;
• aging effects on the elastomer materials;
• quality assurance/control of fabrication for high-damping rubber isolation
bearings.
Second, national engineering societies have initiated new technical
eororoittees to study seismic isolation (e.g., the American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) in the United States] and have held technical sessions at
national meetings (e.g., NSF-sponsored seminars/workshops and the ASME Pressure Vessel and Piping Conference). These activities are important, since
they bring together technical people experienced in non-nuclear applications
of seismic isolation to work together with engineers/researchers facing the
demands anticipated for application of seismic isolation to nuclear reactor
facilities. Such efforts should be continued and intensified, since personal
interaction is perhaps one of the best ways to utilize the non-nuclear design,
testing, and fabrication experience that exists.
Organizations considering the use of seismic isolation for a nuclear facility should examine literature available on existing non-nuclear facilities
which are isolated to see if additional analysis, testing, instrumentation, or
better documentation would enhance the usefulness of information obtained from
those structures. In this regard, the NSF has been effective in helping to
improve information exchange on seismic isolation use in the USA.
Sun&ary and Conclusions
The use of seismic isolation for a nuclear reactor facility will require
very high levels of assurance that the isolation system is adequately characterised, the system's performance is reliable, and safety margins exist that
can be shown to be equivalent to those determined for conventionally designed
nuclear facilities.
The use of isolation in a nuclear facility requires considerable additional
research and development. A large amount of information exists, however, from

R&D performed far non-nuclear application of seismic Isolation and from the
existence of new structures with isolation systems. These data can be used as
a basis for the nuclear application R&D program. Measured performance of
isolated structures during actual earthquakes can be of considerable use to
the nuclear program, particularly if the original design and fabrication records are complete and inspection and maintenance procedures have been implemented on the actual isolation system.
Some non-nuclear data may lack adequate backup documentation, and some
information may be proprietary. Since the use of modern seismic isolation is
relatively new, however, a considerable amount of data is well documented and
open-literature publications are growing rapidly.
While considerable use can be made of the non-nuclear applications experiences in seismic isolation, there is a need for more and better documented
tests and analysis, large-scale dynamic testing of isolators, and shake table
tests of model systems. Significant increases in international cooperative
programs and exchange agreements are very much needed.
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SEISMIC
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DEVELOPMENT
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REACTOR

E.I. Gluekler (GE-NE - USA), C.C. Bigelow (DOE - USA), V. DeVita (ETEC - USA),
J.M. Kelly (UC-Berkeley - USA), R. W. Seidensticker (ANL - USA), and
F.F. Tajirian (BNI - USA)

CB Nuclear Energy, in association with a U.S. Industrial Team and
support from tha U.S.
National Laboratories and Universities, is
developing a modular liquid-metal reactor concept for the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE). The objective of this development is to provide, by the
turn of" the century, a reactor concept with optimized passive safety
features that is economically competitive with other domestic energy
sources, licensable, and ready for commercial deployment. One of the
unique features of the concept is the seismic isolation oi the reactor
raoduies which decouples the reactors and their safety systems from potentially damaging ground motions and significantly enhances the structural
resistance to high energy, as well as long duration earthguafces. Seismic
isolation is accomplished with high damping natural rubber bearings. The
reactors are located in individual silos below grade level and are
supported by the isolator bearings at approximately their center of
gravity.
This application of seisDic isolation is the first for a U.S. nuclear
power plant. A development program has been established to assure the
full benefits from the utilization of this new approach and to provide
adequate system characterization and qualification for licensing certification.
The development program, which is supported by the U.S.
Department of Enemy (DOB), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Energy
Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), the University of California at
Berkeley (UC-Berkeley), General Electric (GB), and Bechtel National, Inc.
(BNI), is described in this paper and selected results are presented.
The initial testing indicated excellent performance of high damping
natural rubber bearings. The development of seismic isolation guidelines
is in progress as a joint activity between ENEA of Italy and the GB Team.

Introduction
Seismic

isolation

technology

has emerged

during

the past decade as a

promising new technology which enhances structural margins of buildings and
significantly contributes to protecting people and equipment in buildings in
large magnitude seismic events.
the range of high-energy

Seismically "isolated" structures transform

seismic

input waves into low-frequency

harmonic

response cycles with significantly reduced accelerations allowing for a rigid
body response of the superstructure.

The application of this technology to

nuclear power plants promises, in addition to enhancement of the plant safety
and

reliability,

advantages

for

plant

standardization

and

licensing

certification, by permitting a standard design applicable to moat available
U.S. sites (about 90%).
Associated with the plant standardisation,
substantial cost reductions can be achieved.
The protection of nuclear power plants against earthquakes, as required by
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) criteria, has been a dominant factor
in cost overruns and licensing delays in U.S. plants. Conservative approaches
were required to ensure safety margins which would compensate for inadequacies
in current methodologies for specifying ground motions and for predicting
structural responses with accuracy. The use of seismic isolation technology
would reduce the sensitivity to uncertainties and offer further enhancement of
seismic margins, contribute to improving the Mcensability of nuclear power
plants and controlling cost. These improvements seem important for the commercial viability and safety of the next generation of reactors currently under
development by DOE.
So far, seismic isolation technology has been mostly applied to commercial
buildings and some well instrumented buildings were erected in high seismicity
zones in the U.S., Japan, and New Zealand.
Although smaller earthquake
responses of seismically isolated buildings were in accordance with predictions, no large magnitude response has been observed to date. In France,
base-isolation systems were already included in nuclear power plants in Cruas,
and the plant built by France at Koeberg, South Africa. This approach was
selected to allow for the construction of standardi2ed plants on nonstandard
sites with higher seismic intensity.^ The seismic isolation technology in
France was derived from existing bridge bearing technology.
For Koeberg,
which was based on 0.3-g ground acceleration and the NRC RG 1.60 response
spectrum, sliding bearing pads were implemented; for Cruas with a 0.2-g zeroperiod acceleration, elastomer bearing pads without the frictional interfaces,
were considered sufficient.
The DOE has sponsored seismic technology programs for about ten years and
nany advancements in design methodology were achieved. In 1987, a team of
experts from Universities, National Laboratories, and Industry, was convened
by the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), under the direction of
DOE, to assess existing seismic technology and to recommend new approaches
that would make significant improvements in cost and safety.
A Seismic
Technology Program Plan (STPP) was developed to establish the direction and
strategy for the national program.

-115It was recommended to pursue research and development with the greatest
invnectiate- and long-term benefits to advanced reactors, and to collaborate
with other pertinent technology development efforts.
considered

in the plan: {1) Seismic

Isolation

Five Uey elements were

Verification, (2) Seismic

Qualification of Standardised Plants, (3) Utilisation of Inherent Strength,
(iJ) Validation of Core Seismic Analysis, and (5) Validation of Piping Design.
Each program element was targeted to reduce the current design conservatism,
to provide a basis for improving regulatory criteria, and to qualify pertinent
technologies

resulting

in

improvements

in

seismic

safety

and

cost-

effectiveness.
In this paper, one aspect of the plan, the development and qualification of
seismic isolation technology specific to the U.S.
is described.

Advanced Reactor programs,

This program is supported by DOE, CE, BNI, UC-B, ANL, and ETEC.

Initial results of the program are presented.
Advanced Liquid-Metal Reactor (ALMR) Seismic Isolation Design Requirements
The ALMR was designed to accommodate a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) with
0.3-g horizontal and vertical free-field accelerations and an Operating Basis
Earthquake (OBE), with OBE = 1/2 SSE (Ref. 5 ) . Options for siting in higher
seismjeity zones have been retained.

All safety-related structures, systems,

and components were designed to withstand the effects of the SSE without loss
of their safety function and the effects of the OBE without loss of the
ability to operate.

For the design evaluation, a synthetic design earthquake

time-history scaled to a maximum acceleration of 0.3 g was specified at grade
level.

The response spectrum of this record envelopes the NRC Regulatory

Guide 1.60 design spectrum.
The development program as described

in this document will provide a

reliable earthquake mitigation technology consistent with the envelope of
design parameters.

Since the seismic isolation technology is relatively new,

larger than usual design margins will be built into the design.

High damping

natural rubber bearings were selected to provide horizontal isolation of the
reactor module at a frequency of 0,75 Hz.
f

aspects has been provided previously. *^

A detailed description of design
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Selsmie Isolation Technology Program
a program plan was established for the development and qualification of a
seismic isolation system of the advanced liquid-metal reactor.
The qualification program includes (1) testing of high damping rubber
bearings, (2) qualification of gimballed expansion joints for the secondary
heat transfer system piping, (3) large building tests with prototype
isolators, (*J) scale-model tests of reactor structure with isolators on a
shake table, (t>) development of analytical models, (6) bearing material
optimisation and qualification, (7) development of seismic isolation guidelines, and (8) seismic margin assessment. The initial test program established the feasibility of the selected concept. A description of the status
of the various program elements is provided.
Steel-laminated high-damping natural rubber bearings were selected for the
advanced liquid-metal reactor, similar to the bearings of the first seismicaily isolated building in the U.S., the Foothill Communities Law and
Justice Center near Ontario, California.^ Given the state-of-the-art for
steel-laminated rubber bearings, a conservative design was implemented for the
ALMR using a 50% horizontal shear strain for the maximum earthquake (SSE)
displacement.
Two types of bearing supports were considered to connect the bearings to
the basemat and the superstructure: (1) doweled connection which will provide
predictable performance but allow bearing instability due to rollout under
large horizontal displacement conditions; and (2) boited connections which
potentially have higher horizontal displacement margins, but also create
larger tensile stress in the steel-to-rubber bonds.
Other available concepts, such as the lead plug bearings or natural rubber
bearings, in combination with hysteretic steel dampers or viscous dampers,
could also meet the performance requirements, but are not considered in this
program.
It was recognized early that lr.-ge test facilities would be required for
the qualification testing of the bearings. Within the U.S. program the
following facilities for the testing of bearings have been implemented. (See
Table I.)
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For qualification of the seismic isolator bearings an experimental program
was specified to determine the following performance characteristics: horizontal static and dynamic stiffness; vertical stiffness; damping; and margin
to failure and failure modes.
The tests were specified as static and dynamic tests to determine the
dependence of parameters on frequency, displacement, and number of displacement cycles.
Tests to failure were included to provide (1) insight in
available margins to failure, and (2) a data base for the specification of
pertinent acceptance tests to be conducted following the bearing fabrication.
To provide a sufficient data base for the specification of safety margins,
a large number of bearings (50 to 100) will be tested to obtain statistical
information on bearing performance parameters covering the range of expected
fabrication variables. The initial test program was performed for bearings
with doweled and bolted connections. There is evidence that the bearing
design and fabrication can be optimized so the bearing performance is limited
only by the tensile stress or rupture strain of the rubber, rather than by
strength of the bond of the rubber to the steel plates. If this can be
demonstrated, very predictable bearing performance can be achieved. Bearings
will be tested at various scales. Presently, 1/4-, 1/3-, 1/2-, and full-scale
tests are included in the test plan. The available facility capability will
allow an adequate performance characterization of the bearings over the
selected design range. However, tests to failure can only be performed with
half-size or smaller bearings.
Earlier evaluations indicated the potential for cavitation in the rubber
R
under tensile stress, however, this behavior was not shown to significantly
affect the maximum achievable horizontal shear strain. If consistently high
horizontal shear deformation can be achieved with the bolted bearings, it is
expected that this option would become the reference design solution. Larger
performance margins would then be available for the dowel-connected bearings
which are limited by geometric instability or rollout near 150% horizontal
shear strain.

-non

Results of the bearing testing program showed high performance margins, 7
So far, static and dynamic tests have been performed for \/H*- and 1/2-sizo
bearings with doweled and bolted connections. High- and low-shape factor
benrinps were tested corresponding to vertical frequencies of 2H and 'I Hz.
The test results were in general consistency with predictions, except for the
vertical stiffness which was -2QJ. lower than expected. The margin to buckling
under vertical loads was >30 for the high shape factor bearing (-24). Little
residual displacement was found for the range of horizontal displacements
tested,
G initialled Expansion Joints
Programs have been conducted in the U.S. and Japan to evaluate the
performance characteristics of flexible piping joints which could be included
in tne heat-transfer system piping of a liquid-metal reactor to accommodate
differential thermal expansions and relative seismic motions.
The work
performed earlier led to the specification of ASME Code Case N-29Q-1 which
provides guidelines for design analyses and requires supplementary performance
tests. The present experimental data base appears sufficiently advanced to
allow a modification of the code case for design by analysis only rather than
by analysis and testing.
The qualification of gimballed expansion joints for seismic applications
nay require supplementary tests to establish margins to failure.
Building Tests
As a precursor to installation in nuclear power stations, seismic isolation
systems installed in buildings with seismic instrumentation can provide useful
information on response characteristics for comparison with analytical predictions. Four types of tests will be conducted to verify the responses of large
structures: (1) vibration tests with counter-rotating oscillators to provide
uni-direction excitation, (2) static displacement tests to a maximum displacement, (33 tests of instantaneous releases from a maximum displacement, and (1)
measurement of building responses to natural seismicity.
Medium-height
lj-jildings are expected to show rigid body response without upper floor
ar.pl if ications.

-119AL.Mt5-c.ype seismic isolator bearing?, with identical shape factors have been
installed in two buildings:
(1) the Foothill Communities Law and Justice
Center which is counted on [90] 30-in.-diam bearings with a vertical load
rating of 135 to 360 ton; and (2) in one of the two otherwise identical
buildings at the Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan, with bearing loads in the
range of *tG to 60 ton.
Tne testing of bearings in the Tohoku University buildings is conducted
under a joint U.S./Japanese full-size building test program for base seismic
isolation. The U.S. work is being carried out at ANL and is funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF). Shimiau Corporation of Japan is funding
the Japanese portion of the program. The purpose of this joint program is to
provide data on relative response between isolated and nonisolated structures
under earthquake excitation. The test facility consists of two identical
full-size, three-story buildings built side by side. High-damping laminated
bearings were selected as the seismic isolators by ANL and the Shimizu
Corporation. The bearings were designed by ANL using the same shape factor
value as used in the GE PRISM isolator bearings. In this way, test data
obtained from Sendai area earthquake records can be used for the evaluation of
PRISM bearing performance. The bearings were fabricated in the U.S., shipped
to Japan, and installed at the Sendai test building on April 21, 1989- Insitu static and dynamic tests were conducted immediately to establish overall
isolation system response characteristics. Soon after the installation and
in-situ tests, several minor tremors occurred in the vicinity of Sendai.
Earthquake records are being analysed by ANL and the Shimizu Corporation.
Results of the comparison of responses of the isolated and nonisolated
buildings will be published elsewhere.
System Tests
Scale system tests are planned representing an approximate mass distribution of the reactor system modeled by a steel frame structure. The scale of
the test will be compatible with the capability of existing shake tables.
Adequate scaling of the system is achievable for the first and dominant eigen
frequency, which is a rigid body mode. The system is mounted on four or more
isolator bearings and may include flexible component substructures.

Tne pealing characteriseicr. of bearings need to DO verified,
an equal-stress oritor ion is used.

3D general,

Analytical Models
As part of DOE's seismic isolation program, ANL is developing computer
programs for the evaluation of both individual seismic isolator bearing
responses and the response of overall seismic isolation systems subjected to
earthquake motions.
Specifically, this work includes development of the
following:
finite element methods for evaluation of individual isolator
bearing response when subjected to static and dynamic (seismic) loads; and a
three-dimensional seismic isolation system evaluation code, including soilstructure interaction. The finite element methodology for the analysis of an
individual bearing is being developed in two approaches. The first is a
"discrete" approach designed for use in the analysis of low shape-factor
bearings. This approach considers only one material per element; thus, each
steel and elastomer layer would be modeled with several elements through their
thickness. The second approach uses a "composite" finite element to represent
several layers of steel and elastomer in each element; therefore, it is suited
for high shape-factor bearings. This methodology is being implemented into
the ANL-developed nonlinear computer program NEPTUNE. In addition, a threedimensional computer program, Seismic Isolation System Evaluation Code (SISEC)
is being developed for determination of the overall response characteristics
of the isolation system and isolated structures with surrounding soil under
earthquake loading conditions.
Bearings Materials Development
The major objective of this task is to optimise and standardize the bearing
compound. The required materials performance parameters are: (?) adequately
high damping C>1QJ critical damping); (2) acceptable temperature sensitivity
of compound in the design range, including temperature dependence of shear
modulus, etc.; (3) acceptably low creep for the high shape factor bearing; (H)
consistent good bonding to steel plates with a bond strength greater than the
rubber strength; and (5) long life capability.

~12 U

Tests hill De performed to estate!ish the performance life and life limiting
factors of

the bearing.

3t appears feasible

to correlate

the compound

decomposition or its effect on key materials parameters at various elevated
temperatures

{^2GOCF)

and

exposure

times

with

extrapolate to expected bearing lifetimes, which

an

Arrhenius

curve,

and

is expected to be 1n the

range of 6.0 yrs.
The resistance of the bearing compound to gamma radiation will be evaluated
with coupon tests in the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-II) which started
in March 1989.
1

TO

rad.

It is expected that no embrittlement affects will appear below

The tests will confirm the adequacy of the shielding design.

To limit interactions with ozone, a diffusion barrier can be bonded to the
rubber surface.

Similar considerations apply to the improvement of the fire

resistance of the bearings.
Tne key aspect of the rubber compound development is the demonstration of
reliable bonding of the rubocr to the steel layer.

The bond strength, as well

as the key material properties of the rubber will be determined, including the
rupture strength, and strain, bulk modulus, damping, the effects of aging and
temperature on these properties.
consistent

with

Certain material optimization is required,

the requirements

for

the long-term

performance of large-

ciameter bearings.
Quality Control will be performed for the compound testing and production
batch control per American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standards.

Seismic Isolation Design Guidelines
A proposal for seismic isolation design guidelines for seismically isolated
nuclear power plants has been prepared by ENEA in cooperation with 1SMES SpA,
ana GE Nuclear Energy.

These guidelines were established

for horizontal

isolation systems using high damping steel-laminated elastomer bearings.
document

was prepared

taking

into account

the most

recent

The

information on

seismic analysis of nuclear reactors, in general, and the state-of-the-art of
engineering design of isolated structures.
E?J£fVGE for a broad review is intended.
for

the

industrial

isolator
standard

bearings may
and

seismic isolator bearing design.

The qualification procedure specified

eventually

potentially

The release of the document by

lead

the use

to

the

definition

of standardized

of

an

products for

The following aspects were addressed in the guidelines document; (1) definition of ground motions, (2) design requirements for the isolated buildings
and isolation support structure, overall seismic isolation system and isolated
structures, (3) design requirements for individual isolation devices, 0 0
qualification of seisnue isolation bearings and isolation system, (5)
acceptance testing of isolator bearings, (6) reliability and seismic safety
margins, and (?) seismic monitoring and monitoring systems.
Sunsnary and Conclusions
Seismic isolation technology has emerged as a promising new technology
option for application to nuclear reactors. The experience to be gained with
already existing less critical structures, including commercial buildings,
computer centers, hospitals, etc., will establish the confidence that
responses of large structures can be adequately predicted. In genera], the
test program outlined can be expected to produce the required reliability data
base for seismically isolated nuclear power plants (ALMR). It is recognized,
however, that certain limitations in the use of seismic isolation technology
would apply; for example, soft soil sites with significant low-frequency
seismic inputs would not be accepted as plant sites.
Further work will be required on seismic margin assessments for seisraicaily
isolated reactors, extending earlier methodology development of the inherent
capability of nuclear power plants to withstand earthquakes above the design
level.
The continued analytical model development for seismic isolator bearings
will support the optimization of the bearing geometry and system models will
be applied to further optimi2e system responses to the range of seismic design
conditions. Further work will also be required to produce consistently highquality seismic isolator bearings.
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Advanced

TaWe I
U.S. Seismic Isolntion Test Facilities
Organisation
UC Berkeley-EERC

Facility

Capability

Single-Bearing Test Rig Static and dynamic testing (<0.5 Hz),
(Modified Large Reaction vertical load capability 225-ton,
horizontal load capability ±35 ton,
Frame)
max horizontal displacement 12 in.
or +6 in.
Static tests (1/200 Hz), vertical
Multiple-Bearing Test
Rig (4 Seismic Bearings) load capability 3^0 ton, bearing
horizontal load capability 66 ton,
bearing max horizontal displacement
18 in. or ?9 in., or with 2 bearings
locked 36 in.

ETEC

Shake Table

Horizontal and vertical degree-offreedom (upgrade to 3 degrees-offreedom in progress), ?Q-ton models
with up to 0.87-g simulated ground
motion, dimension 20x20 ft, upgrade
of the load capability to 100 ton.

Vertical Compression
Test Facility

Southwark-Emery test machine, 2000ton vertical load.

Bearing Test Rig
{see Fig. 1)

Static and dynamic testing (<2 Hz),
vertical load capability 750 ton
(450 ton initially), horizontal
load capability 150 ton, max
horizontal displacement 30 in.

Fig. 1. ETEC Seismic Bearing Test Rig

UTILITIES/INDUSTRIES JOINT STUDY ON SEISMIC ISOLATION SYSTEMS FOR LW«
(PART I) EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES ON SEISMIC ISOLATION SYSTEMS

Muneaki Kato {Japan Atomic Power - Japan), Shoji Sato (Tokyo Elec. Power
Japan), and Issei Shimomura {Kansai Elec. Power - Japan)

This paper describes a joint study program on seismic isolation
system for light-water reactors (LWRs) performed by ten electric power
companies, three manufacturers, and five construction companies.
The
fundamental response characteristics of base-isolated structures and
base-isolation devices are described. Applications of a base-isolation
system to LWR buildings are given. Finally, three-dimensional shaking
table experiments are described.

Introduction
In reeent years, backed by the advances made in technological development
such

as

seismic

response

analyses, numerous

buildings

adopting

a

base-

isolation system have been constructed; for nuclear power plants, there is
also much enpectation regarding adoption of base-isolation system from the
viewpoints

of

standardisation

of

seismic

design

and

enlargement

of

construction locations.
It is with such a background that a six-year Joint study has been going on
(from fiscal year 1985 to 1990), carried out by ten electric power companies,
three manufacturers, and five construction companies with the objective of
establishing a base-isolation design technique for LWR plants.

The Joint

study consists of three phases (Phases I to III) as shown in Table I, with
each phase being for a period of two years.
In Phase I, an analytical study to grasp the fundamental characteristics of
base-isolated structures, trial design studies of base-isolated buildings, and
loading experiments to grasp the fundamental characteristics of base-isolation
devices were carried out, and the possibility of application of base-isolation
systems to LWR buildings was evaluated.

In Phase II, focusing on the techni-

cal feasibilities and reliabilities of base-isolation systems, studies were
made on

two-way

loading experiments of base-isolation devices and shaking

table experiments on reduced base-isolated structure models.
is planned

In Phase III, it

to prepare a design guide on base-isolated structures based on

these studies.

Outlines of the results of analytical and experimental studies

trade in Phases I and II will be reported herein.

Fiinrin»ental Response Characteristics of Da3C"Isolated Structure
A study was made of fcho fundamental response characteristics of baneisolated construction with the objectives of trial design of base-isolated
IWR buildings and determination of specimen specifications for base-isolated
structure verification experiments. The analytical model used was a lumpedisass model, shown in Fig. 1, with the base-isolation device modeled as a
bilinear spring and analyses were made with input seismic waves, site properties, base-isolation device restoring force characteristics (first stiffness
frequency f1, second stiffness frequency f2, yielding coefficient fl) as
parameters. Further, in addition to the basic earthquake motion which had
been used conventionally for earthquake resistance studies of non-baseisolated buildings, artificial earthquake wave (maximum acceleration 357 gal),
corresponding to S1 having the spectral characteristics shown in Fig. 2, was
prepared as ground motion giving consideration to long-period components, and
these were used as earthquake waves for study in the analyses. The analytical
results on the hard rock site (Vs=1500 m/s) are shown in Table II with hysteretic parameters, and fl = 1.0 Hz, f2 = 0.5 Hz, and e = 0.1 were selected as
appropriate restoring force characteristics with which relative displacement
and ductility factor of the base-isolation device would not be excessive,
while there would be adequate acceleration reduction effects.
Application of Base-Isolation Systea to LWR Buildings
Response characteristics studies by multiple lumped-mass models and trial
design of buildings were carried out for the standard boiling water reactor
(BWR) Mark I and pressurized water reactor (PWR) four-loop-type nuclear power
plants, and the structural and economical feasibility was examined.
A system in which dampers for absorbing energy by hysteresis were arranged
around laminated rubber bearings, shown in Pig. 3(a), was designed as an
exanple of base isolation devices. For the laminated rubber bearings, a trial
design was made of natural rubber bearings with a diameter of -1 m, as shown
in the figure. For the steel dampers, the composition used was that of 25
cantilever beams of prestressed-concrete (PC) steel bars with a 32-mm diam and
an effective length of 370 mm.

As shewn in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the buildings were supported by laminated
rubber hearings of $00~tan class rated lond on lower base roats where base"
isolation devices and pedestals were installed. It wns possible to greatly
reduce the thickness of shear walls in the buildings compared with the cases
with no base isolation due to the reduction in seismic forces by base isolation.
These base-isolated buildings were modeled as bending-shear systems, and
seismic response analyses were made. Figure 4 compares the maximum response
acceleration at different elevations of the building and the floor response
spectra on the operating floor of the base-isolated and non-base-isolated BWRtype building. It can be seen that through the adoption of base isolation,
the response acceleration was greatly reduced. Also, for the base-isolated
building there is almost no amplification at the top of the building, and the
short-period components in the floor response spectrum are considerably
reduced. For study purposes, the maximum response displacement of the baseisolation device was held to -6 em when input was a conventional standard
earthquake motion and -10 cm when input was an artificial earthquake motion.
Next, trial designs were made for the upper and lower base mats and shear
walls based on results of the response analyses. With regard to the base nsats
in particular, detailed designing was done based on stresses obtained from
plane-strain finite element method (FEM) analyses which model the individual
base mats, base-isolation devices, and soil springs. Thus, the structural
feasibility of base-isolated structures was ascertained.
Construction
quantity studies were made concerning concrete volume and rebar quantities
and, as shown in Table III, it was found that reductions in construction
quantities to -70$ for concrete and -80$ for rebars were possible for baseisolated buildings compared with non-base-isolated buildings. The construction costs of a base-isolated building including base isolation and devices is
reduced by -5-10$ compared with a non-base-isolated building.
Base-Isolation Device Characteristics Experiments
Along with the analytical studies like those mentioned above, there have
been experiments performed on base-isolation devices, and verification
experiments performed on a base-isolated structure using a shaking table.
First, experiments on the characteristics of base-isolation devices were

performed on base-isolation elements such a;; laminated rtipbor bearings, steel
dampers, and viscous shear clampers with the purpose of grasping horizontal
one- and two-way characteristics, energy absorption capacities of steel
darapers, and appropriateness of restoring force models of each device.
The laminated rubber bearings, as shown in Fig. 5, were of natural rubber
of semi-full-scale size with a rated load of 100 tons and a natural frequency
of 0.5 Ha (corresponding to the second stiffness frequency of the baseisolation device).
PC steel bars were designed for correspondence with a
rated load and the selected restoring force characteristics of the laminated
rubber bearing with the design such as to absorb energy through yielding of
materials during fiexural deformation using five PC steel bars of 32-mm
diam. The viscous shear dampers were cf a system in which a high-polymer-type
viscous material was put in a circular container with shear resistance
produced by a resisting plate, and possessing the damping force indicated by
F = 0.00042 e " ° * O l | 3 T

A <V/d)O>59 ,

(1)

where F = damping force {ton] A = area of resisting plate, [cm 2 ], V = relative
velocity [cm/s], T = temperature [°C], and d = resisting plant spacing [cm].
The properties of the viscous shear damper were designed based on Eq. (1) to
be almost accordant with the steel damper regarding its damping ability.
As experimental results, the orbits of input displacement and horizontal
one-way restoring force characteristics of the various elements are shown in
Fig. 6.
The hysteresis curves of laminated rubber bearings were similar
regardless of loading pattern, but in the cases of steel and viscous shear
dampers, the influence of orthogonal-direction inputs was recognized. Further, simulation analyses were performed to confirm the appropriateness of
restoring force characteristics of these base-isolation devices used for dynanic analysis of base-isolated construction. Especially with regard to steel
tiaspers, analyses were made using models expressing elastoplastic properties
in multiple directions, called multiple shear spring (MSS) model as shown in
Fig. 7, and the reasonability of the analysis technique was verified, as shown
in Fig. 8.

-130Static loading experiments wore conducted focusing on superposing of
elements, verification of activation properties of the devices, and energy
absorption amounts of steel dampers in relation to composite devices combining
laminated rubber bearings and steel dampers. Sinusoidal wave loading patterns
and cumulative energy absorption amounts are shown in Fig. 9. Although there
were differences in energy accumulation processes depending on loading patterns, the total absorption amounts were approximately equal.
Three-Dimensional Shaking Table Experiments
Base-isolated structure verification experiments were conducted using a
triaxial shaking table with a maximum load capacity of 20 tons. For the baseisolated structure models, a superstructure of a reinforced-concrete rigid
body focusing only on the characteristics of the base-isolation device and of
a three-story frame model designed to simulate the vibration characteristics
of actual LWR buildings were prepared, as shown in Fig. 10. The total weight
of the superstructure model was 16 tons, with a system for support by four
laminated rubber bearings, and the specifications of the base-isolation device
model were determined based on the reduction ratio from the actual buildings
in Table IV.
Concerning the rigid-body model, cases with and without
eccentricities in the superstructure were considered, and the effect of
eccentricity in the base-isolated structure due to torsional vibration was
examined.
Results of the input of actual earthquake waves (maximum acceleration of
19*10 El Centro standardized for maximum displacement to be equivalent to when
SI-level earthquake waves are input) from two directions to the rigid-body
model with eccentricity and the results of analyses by the MSS model are shown
in Fig. 11. According to this figure, it was verified that the horizontal
two-dimensional behavior of the base-isolated structure model could be sufficiently simulated by the analysis technique proposed.
The results of inputting long-period artificial earthquake waves to the
three-story frame are shown in Fig. 12. As shown in the figure, the response
accelerations of the building and the short-period component of the floor
response spectrum are greatly reduced with the base-isolated structure
compared with no base isolation, and it succeeded in verifying the effectiveness of base-isolated construction. It was also verified that the behavior of

-131t> rise-isolated building could ho sufficiently .simulated by tho simulation
ysis shown in Fig. 13,
Conclusions
The foregoing is an outline of the results of this study to date. It is
still necessary for the various problems cited in Table V to be resolved for
base-isolated construction to be applied to LWR plants. In the present study,
research will be continued with the objective of preparing a draft of an "LWR
Base-Isolated Structure Technical Guide" while examining these problems in
detail.

Table I
ft'* ;enrch Schedule

Phase-I
FISCAL
YEAR
OBJECTIVE

1985

Phase-II
1987

1986

Feasibility Study on
Application of Base Isolation

Phase-Ill
1988

Technical Study by Verificaiicn
Tests

1989

1990

Establishment of Base Isolation
Design Method
1
Ui

Trial Design of Baseisolated LWR Buildings

Study on Input Earthquake
Motion

Design MeihocJ of Base
Isolation Device

RESEARCH
ITEM

Experiments en Base
Isolation Devices

Base Isolation Verificalion
Tests by Shaking Table

Study of Influence on Equipment and Piping Sysiern

1

Design Mcihod of
Base-isolated LWR Building

Layout of Base- isolated LWR
Plant

1

•133-

Table II
Result of Parametric Studv (Hard Rock Site)

u

(Hz)

1.0

\/To

Ductility

10.2

4.09

0.05

137
134

9.8

7.88

0.10

172

10.0

4.02

o

0.20

246

9.9
9.5
7.7

1.99

Acceleration is large

3.83

Acceleration is large

6.24

Ductility Factor is large

7.6

6.09

Ductility Factor is large

215

7.2

5.84

Ductility Factor is large

0.35

129

6.1

9.80

Duciilily Factor is large

0.50

150

9.05

Ductility Factor is large

0.70

192

5.6
5.4

8.65

Ductility Factor is large

(Hz)

P

0.35

0.10

0.50
0.70

235

0.35

133
162

0.50
0.70

2.0

Max.
Response
Acce.
(Gal)

Max.
Response
Disp.
(cm)

f 2

0.10

Evaluation

Factor

O
Ductility Factor is large

Table III
Camparison of Construction Volumes (BWR Building)
Concrete
Non
Baseisolated

Bascisolatcd

1.0

0.73

.:

Rc-bar

Form

1.0

1.0

0.77

1.09

Building
Volume

.-••1.0^- :.

0.86

IV
Reduction Ratio from Actual
Building
Reduction
R<uio
Weight

1/125

Length

1/11.18

Density

1.0

Frequency

3.34

Stiffness

1/11.18

Table V
Technical Problems Concerning Application of Base Isolation
to LWR Plants
Items

Seismic Safety of
Plant Design Concept
Input Eanquake
Design Seismic Force
Structural Safety
Response Analysis

Components

Isolation Devices

Major Problems to be Examined
Seismic Safety Margin
Unexpected Earthquake
Reoperation after Earthquake
Long Period wave
(Horizontal & Venical Motion)
Static Seismic Force
Stiffness of Base Mat
Response Analysis Techniques
(Horizontal+Venical, Torsions!)
Relative Displacement
Resonance of Equipment
Response Analysis Techniques
Dynamic Characteristics
Functionability, Reliability
Design Criteria

Maintenance

Durability, Weather Resistance
Management, Inspection

Construction

Method of Construction
Construction Term and Cost

|

p

W : Total Weight of
Superstructure

Superstructure
Base Isolation
Device Spring
K=(2nf)^(W/g)
Analysis

Model

Base Isolation
Fig. 1. Parametric Analysis Model

Device Model
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PS/INDUSTRIES JOINT STUDY ON SEISMIC ISOLATION SYSTEMS; FOR LWR
(PART II) ORSERVEP BEHAVIORS OF BASS-ISOLATED GENERAL JIUIUHNGS IWOER REWL
EARTHQUAKES

Tnkao Matsumura (Kansai Elee. Power - Japan), Shoji Sato (Tokyo Elec. Power Japan), and Muneaki Kato {Japan Atomic Power - Japan)

This paper describes the observed behavior of base-isolated buildings
under real earthquake conditions. These buildings were constructed by
five construction companies participating in the Joint Study or, Seismic
Isolation Systems for light-water reactors (LWRs). All ;he buildings are
medium- or low-height buildings of reinforced-concrete structures with
combinations of laminated rubier bearings or sliding bearings and various
duaping devices.

Introduction
In recent years in Japan, base-isolated buildings have been rapidly gaining
attention and at present (June 1989), more than 20 such buildings have been
completed.

Research and development concerning base-isolated buildings has

been carried out among construction companies and rubber manufacturers since
1983.

At first, most of these buildings were their own office buildings or

research facility buildings, but recently there has been an increasing number
of orders from general clients.
This

paper

gives

outlines

of

structures,

base-isolation

systems, and

observed earthquake records of base-isolated buildings constructed

by five

construction companies participating in the "Joint Study on Seismic Isolation
Systems for LWRs" to contribute to the study on application of base-isolation
system to LWR plants.

Outline of Base-Isolated Buildings and Observed Earthquakes
A list of the base-isolated buildings described in this paper is given in
Table

I.

All

of

reinforced-concrete

the

buildings are medium- or

construction

with

low-height buildings of

combinations

of

laminated

rubber

bearings or sliding bearing and various damping elements adopted as baseisolation systems.

The aseismic designs were made by dynamic analyses with

natural periods set at 1.2 to 3.0 s at large deformations.

These buildings are nil equipped with instruments for measuring vibrations
due to earthquakes and strong winds, with basic experiments such as forced
vibration tests already conducted, while numerous observation records of
small- or medium-scale earthquakes have been obtained.
Representative earthquakes observed at the individual buildings are listed
in Table 11, while the epicenter and building locations are shown in Fig. 1.
These buildings are all situated in eastern Japan, comparatively high in
seismieity, and a number of earthquakes of magnitudes 5 to 6 have been
observed. It has been verified through comparisons with conventional nonbase- isolated buildings that these base-isolation systems are effective.
The outlines of the individual buildings and their base-isolation systems
and representative earthquake observation results are described below.
Tohoku University Test Buildings
1. Building Outline
This base-isolated test building was constructed on the campus of Tohoku
University in 1986 for the purpose of Joint research between Tohoku University
and Shimizu Corporation to gather the verification data on base-isolated
structures, and stands next to a non-base-isolated building having a completely identical superstructure to directly ascertain the effects of base
isolation.
The superstructure, as shown in Fig. 2, is of three-story
reinforced-concrete construction with exterior walls finished using ALC
panels, the total weight being -255 ton. The base-isolated building has its
superstructure supported by six laminated rubber bearings.
2. Base Isolation System
At the beginning, a combination of natural rubber bearings and oil dampers
was adopted, and after having made observations for a given period, the system
was switched to high-damping rubber bearings and observations were resumed.
The outlines of the base-isolation devices are shown in Figs. 3 and 1. The
high-dar.ping rubber bearings had exactly the same configurations as the
natural rubber bearings with only the rubber material being different.

The priisrjry natural frequency of the bnse-i^oiated building war* "0.61 H?, in
the ease of the natural rubber bearings plus oil dampers and «0.58 H?. in the
case of the high-damping rubber bearings (calculated from equivalent stiffness
at horizontal displacement of 10 cm), with equivalent damping factors set at
-15? for both eases.

5. Earthquake Observation Results
Earthquake observations were started from June 1986 and a total of more
than 50 earthquakes have been recorded since then.

Representative records for

the different systems are described below.
The results obtained for the Fukushima-Ken-Oki Earthquake of February 6,
198? are shown in Fig. 5 as observation records obtained with laminated rubber
bearings plus oil dampers.
maximum acceleration

With tho building of conventional construction, a

in excess of 200 gal was recorded at the top of the

building, whereas it was ~*JQ gal with the base-isolated building, and there
was an acceleration reduction effect of -1/6 to 1/5.
spectrum

was also greatly

reduced

in short-period

The floor response

components, and

it was

verified that the system was activated effectively.
Next, as an observation record with the high-damping rubber bearings, the
results obtained in the Fukushima-Ken-Oki Earthquake of October 4, 1987 are
shown in Fig. 6.

With this system also, the maximum response acceleration of

the base-isolated building was similarly reduced to -1/5 compared with the
non-base-isolated building.
Both of the earthquakes were of medium scale, and the deformations of the
base-isolation devices were held to small ranges, but it is expected that with
the

high-damping

rubber

bearings

greater

base-isolation

effects would

be

demonstrated in larger scale earthquakes.

4. Remarks
This building was constructed with the objective being verification tests
of base-isolated construction, and it is possible for various base isolation
systems

to

observations.

be

installed

and

their

effects

verified

through

earthquake

At present, basic experiments and earthquake observations have

been completed for two types of base-isolation systems.

Experiments on new

base-isolation systems; will continue into the future, and much in expected of
the research results.
Funabashi Chikuyuryo Dormitory
2. Building Outline
The base-isolation system applied in this building is composed of laminated
rubber bearings and viscous dampers. The dormitory is shown in Fig. 7.1 (RC
3F, total floor space: 1530 m2, building weight: 2,479 ton). The primary
natural period is 2.1 s.
2, Base Isolation System
Layout of devices is shown in Fig. 7. Here, we have two types of rubber
bearings which can support 200 and 150 ton. In Fig. 7.2, a 200-ton rubber
bearing is cut to show its structure. Both types of rubber bearings are
designed to make their natural frequency 0.5 Hz in horizontal direction and 18
HE in vertical direction when they support 200 or 150 ton of weight,
respectively. The maximum horizontal relative displacement is 30 cm.
A cross section of the damper is shown in Fig. 7.3. The damping force is
provided by the shear deformation of the viscous fluid between the upper plate
attached to superstructure and the base plate attached to basement. Here, the
equivalent damping factor is 8% (the characteristics of the damper are
nonlinear). Lateral deformation capacity is 30 cm which is equal to that of
rubber bearings.
3. Earthquake Observation Results

In this building, 15 accelerometers (horizontal: 9, vertical: 6) have been
installed to observe earthquakes. We have been observing earthquakes since
April 1987, when construction was completed. In the earthquakes we observed
to date, the base isolation system reduced the maximum acceleration level at
the first floor to less than half the level of input.
Figures 8 and 9 show the wave records and spectra of two typical earthquakes observed on December 17, 1987 and March 18, 1988. In both earthquakes,
we realise that the large acceleration level at the basement is effectively
reduced at the roof. The wave at the roof contains natural frequency of the

151i.soiation system.

In spectra, we can see that the inputs over 1 H?. are

reduced by the isolation system.

Frora earthquake observations, the base-isolation system using laminated
rubber bearings and viscous dampers has appeared to have good
Ability."

"Isolation

Using simulation analysis, we are planning to study the structure

in more detail.
Ohbayashi High-Tech R&D Center
J. Building Outline
This building is the laboratory which was constructed in 1986 in the field
of the technical research institute of Ohbayashi Corporation in Kiyose-city of
Tokyo.

Ths outline of the building, a five-story reinforced-conerete struc-

ture, is shown in Fig. 10. The total height is 21.85 m, the total area is
1628 m 2 and the total weight is about 3000 tons.

Designed base shear coeffi-

cient of longitudinal (x) direction is 0.15 which is 3/1 of the Japanese
seismic code.
2. Base-Isolation Systeci

The base-isolation system consists of 14 natural rubber bearings and 96
special steel bar dampers, as shown in Fig. 11. A steel bar is a cantilever
type supported with three spherical bearings.

The horizontal yielding deflec-

tion is about 3 era. As for the mechanical property of a base-isolation system
for large displacement, natural period in horizontal direction

is 3-0 s,

natural period in vertical direction is 0.067 s (15 Hz), equivalent viscous
damping

ratio

based on the hysteretic

loop area

is 10>, and allowable

horizontal displacement is about HO cm.
3. Earthquake Observation Results
Fourteen earthquake records which are larger than JMA III seismic intensity
in Tokyo have been observed since August 1986. From these, the acceleration
records of the December 198? Chiba Toho-Oki Earthquake are described here.
The amplification ratio of acceleration and the time history of acceleration

-152are ?hown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Acceleration records of a nonbn.se-isolated building (throe-story reinforced concrete main building of the
Institute) are also shown. From these records, peak acceleration at the roof
of the High-Tech R&D Center in x-direetion became 11 gal against M gaJ of
ground acceleration. On the other hand, peak acceleration at the nan-baseisolated building was amplified to 59 gal, and therefore the reduction ratio
of peak acceleration of base-isolated building-to-non-base-isolated building
became about 1/6.
4. Reaark
The feasible base-isolation system consisting of natural rubber bearings
and special steel bar dampers which can take large energy absorption was
developed.
Large reduction effect of response peak acceleration could be
obtained by earthquake observation. However, further observation should be
continued for larger earthquake excitations.
Research Laboratory of KaJiJaa Corporation
1. Building Outline
This building was constructed as an acoustic laboratory building of the
Kajima Institute of Construction Technology. The building was designed to
have not only the function of reducing acceleration response during a severe
earthquake, but also horizontal and vertical isolation from ground micro
vibration, for the accurate acoustic testing.
The total weight of the
building is about 2230 tons. A cross section of the building is shown in Fig.
14, and the arrangement of base-isolation devices is shown in Fig. 15.
2. Base Isolation System
The building is supported by 18 laminated rubber bearings together with Tl
steel rod dampers. The laminated rubber bearings used here have much thicker
rubber layers than ordinary bearings for earthquake protection only {Fig. 16).
The steel rod dampers have reinforced-concrete deformation restrainers which
can protect the steel rod from local damage at the fixed end (Fig. 17).
The horizontal natural frequency is 1.25 H2 in elastic condition of the
steel damper, and is 0.5 Hz in plastic condition. The yield force of damper
corresponds to 5? of the building's weight.

-153."?, Earthquake Observation Re.suJts
Earthquake response has been observed since the building was completed on
July 30, 1986.

To date, 18 earthquakes have been observed.

The acceleration

time histories and the acceleration response spectra observed on December 17,
1987 are shown in Fig. 18.

The maximum acceleration distr butions observed

during earthquakes on December 17, 1987, March 18, 1988, anj August 12, 1988
are shown in Fig. 19.

4. JfeaarA'
The maximum response acceleration at the top of the base-isolated building
was equal or slightly larger than the maximum ground acceleration.

However,

the masimum acceleration was observed as one-half to one-third times smaller
than that at the top of the adjacent ordinary non-base-isolated building.

The

response displacement to the earthquake on December 17, 1987 was about 8 mm
which did not result in yielding of the steel rods.

The larger reduction of

response acceleration can be expected for severe earthquakes strong enough to
cause the yielding of steel rods.

Research Laboratory of Taisei Corporation
1. Building Outline
This building
with a

is a base-isolated four-story reinforced-concrete building

total floor area of 1173 m , a weight of about 2500 tons, and a

fundamental period of 1.2 s.
shown in Fig. 20.
the

column

The overall dimensions of this building are

A total of eight elastic sliding bearings are installed at

locations

and

eight

horizontal

springs

are

placed

near

four

building corners.

2. Base-Isolation System
The

base-isolation

system

used

for

this

building

consists of

elastic

s-iding bearings, bearing plates (stainless steel), and horizontal springs
(cylindrical rubber block), as shown in Fig. 21.

The elastic sliding bearing

is a laninated rubber bearing with a poly tetra fluoro ethiene (PTFE) plate
attached on its bottom surface place" against a bearing plate.

The elastic

sliding bearing functions by reducing seismic response of a building for weak

or moderate earthquakes by the period lengthening effect associated with the
elastic deformation of laminated rubber without sliding, For severe earthquake? it functions by sliding the bearing on a stainless-steel plate in which
the seismic energy is absorbed with friction, and thus the shear force induced
in the building is limited to the friction force as schematically shown in
Fig. 22. The coefficient of friction is in the range of 0.05 to 0.15.
3. Earthquake Observation Results
In earthquake observation, an earthquake, whose epicenter was in Chiba, was
recorded on August 12, 1988. This earthquake caused no sliding but some
elastic deformation of rubber. The waveforms and the maximum acceleration
profiles recorded during this earthquake in this building and an adjacent nonbase-isolated building are shown in Fig. 23, which shows the effect of this
base-isolation system on the building responses.
4. Remark
The sliding type base isolation system has successfully demonstrated its
function of reducing the seismic response of the building for weak earthquakes
even without sliding. From now on, it is necessary to continue earthquake
observation for severe earthquakes so this isolated system proves to be
efficient with sliding.
Conclusions
It can be concluded from the observed earthquake records of the five baseisolated buildings designed and constructed by Japanese construction companies
that for medium size earthquakes, magnitude of 5 to 6 {or JMA III), the base
isolation systems used in those buildings are all very effective. Furthercore, simulation analyses on the dynamic behavior of each building have been
performed to improve analysis methods.
Earthquake observation will be continued to verify the effectiveness of the
systems against larger earthquakes, and it is expected that valuable data will
be offered in application of base isolation to nuclear power facilities of
light-water reactor (LWR) plants, etc.
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Tnble I
List of Base-Isolated Build'ngr»
Euiiding Name

Location

No. of
Stories

Total
Floor Area

Isolation
Devices

(1) Two Full-Sized Test
Buildings at Tohoku
University

Miyagi

RC3F

1117 m 2

Rubber Bearing +
Oil Damper/High
Damping Rubber
Bearing

(2) Funabashi Chikuyu
Dormitory

Chiba

RC3F

1173 m 2

R.B. + Viscous
Damper

(3) Research Laboratory
of Ohbayashi Corp.

Tokyo

RC5F

1628 m 2

R.B. + Steel Bar
Damper

(1) Research Laboratory
of Kajima Corp.

Tokyo

RC2F

656 tn2

R.B. + Steel Bar
Damper

(5) Research Laboratory
of Taisei Corp.

Kanagawa

RC4F

1530 m 2

Sliding Bearing
+ Horizontal
Spring

Table II
List of Earthquakes Observed
Date

Epicenter

Magnitude

Depth
(km)

Building

Feb. 6, 1987

Fukushitna

6.4

18

(D

Oct. 1, 1987

Fukushima

5.8

51

(1)

Dec. 17, 1987

Chiba

6.7

58

(2)(3)C»)

Mar. 18, 1988

Tokyo

6.0

99

(2)(3)(U)

Aug. 12, 1988

Chiba

5.3

66

(4)(5)

China
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100km

Fig. 1. Location of Buildings and Epicenters
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Fig. 3. Dimensions of Laminated Rubber
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EXPEitlMENTAl STUDIES OF THE SEISMIC RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES INCORPORATING BASE
ISOLATION SYSTEMS

James M, Kelly, Ian D. Aiken (UC-Berkeley, USA)

Whereas the concept of base isolating structures from the damaging
effects of earthquake motions is not new, implementation of the technique
is a relatively new occurrence. This has mainly been due to the need for
several important developments in materials science and experimental and
analytical modeling before base isolation could evolve into a practical
approach for seismic design.
One of these developments has been the ability to test large-scale
isolation systems using simulated seismic loads. These tests have not
only proven the performance and reliability of the isolation systems and
hardware, but have enabled correlation studies to be undertaken which
have confirmed the accuracy of analytical methods and the acceptability
of current design procedures. The Earthquake Engineering Research Center
(EBRC) at the University of California at Berkeley has been an active
participant in this work, and this paper reviews some of the achievements
of the Center in the last few years.
Component tests on single isolators are described. Tests on plain and
high damping natural rubber bearings, lead-rubber bearings, sliding
bearings, and bearings incorporating uplift resistance mechanisms have
been performed. High-shear strain tests on large (up to full scale)
elastomeric bearings have been conducted to determine the stability
characteristics and liait states of the isolators.
Performance evaluation studies using the earthquake simulator to test
large-scale model isolated structures have been carried out for a variety
of isolation systems and structures. Uplift studies of slender baseisolated buildings and investigation of the behavior of base-isolated
skew bridge decks have been studied. This paper aims to highlight those
areas where progress has been made.

Introduction
Base isolation is a seismic design strategy for reducing the effects of
earthquake ground motions on structures by uncoupling the structure from the
horizontal

components

of

the

earthquake

motion

supporting the gravity weight of the structure.
1

has been devoted to base-isolation research
acceptance of the approach.
of projects worldwide.

while

at

the

same

time

In recent years much effort

and there has been a growing

It is being incorporated in an increasing number
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Essential requirements of any baso-isolation system include flKifcy
wind loadings and low-level shaking, stability for all possible loadings, and
a fail-safe capability in its ultimate limit state. To be feasible any system
must be shown to incorporate these features.
The objective of experimental research in base isolation at EERC in recent
years has been to verify the performance, reliability, and repeatability of
behavior of components for isolation systems; to develop methods for modeling
system behavior for design purposes; to investigate unusual aspects of
behavior of various systems (especially during extreme conditions of loading);
and from the wealth of data available to examine the suitability of proposed
code provisions to accurately predict behavior for design.
Component Tests of Isolators
Two test rigs have been designed to subject elastomeric bearings to
combined static vertical and cyclic lateral loads. The first rig (Fig. 1) is
capable of testing small single bearings and has been used extensively in
conjunction with earthquake simulator studies of isolation systems to provide
information on bearing stiffness and damping properties and the variation of
these properties with frequency and shear strain.
The test bearing is
simultaneously subjected to a constant (but variable from test to test)
vertical load and a cyclic shear load of variable amplitude and frequency.
The forces to which the hearing is subjected are recorded by a three-way force
transducer located under the bearing and shear (horizontal) and vertical
displacements are also measured. Shear and axial hysteresis loops and force
and displacement time histories can be plotted from the recorded data.
More recently, a much larger bearing test rig (Fig. 2) has been designed to
test large- to full-scale bearings. This rig tests four bearings at one time,
a configuration that minimises the need tu resist large external reaction
forces by loading one pair of bearings against the other. Ths rig is capable
of applying up to 1500 kips vertical load and, depending on configuration, can
load bearings laterally up to 18 in. These limits make it possible to test
bearings up to about 30-in. diam and about 15 in. high, which are typical
sizes for full-size bearings, Recent tests of a set of 26-in.-diam bearings
showed stable behavior under combined vertical and lateral loads to shear
strains of 200? (Fig. 3).

Earthquake Simulator
,1. Uplift or
To date, applications of base isolation as a seismic design strategy for
buildings have been restricted to low aspect-ratio structures for which there
is no chance of overturning occurring during extreme ground shaking.

In most

instances this limitation does not affect designers as, in general, the taller
the structure, the less practical

it is to use base isolation.

Building

slenderness has some relation to period but, more important, it plays a large
part in determining whether a building will uplift off its base during extreme
lateral loadings and this is not something that is accommodated by usual baseisolation devices.
An extensive? research program was undertaken to address the question of
uplift of base-isolated medium-rise structures.
phases:

The work was conducted in two

the first involved shaking table studies of a medium-rise structure

with a base-isolation system allowing free uplift and a detailed evaluation of
the behavior of the structure during uplift and

the second

phase of the

program was to consider approaches to avoiding the occurrence of uplift of the
superstructure from the isolation system.

l.l. Phase I
Phase

I of

the

uplift

investigation

program

involved

the

earthquake

simulator testing of a 1/5-scale 7-story reinforced-concrete structure-* {Fig.
4).

The model was tested with three different types of high damping natural-

rubber-bearing isolation systems and, throughout testing, model was permitted
to

uplift

freely

from

the bearings.

An

extensive

testing

program

was

performed. Initially, static rig tests of the isolation bearings were carried
out to assess the performance characteristics of each type of bearing.
dynamic

testing of the model

The

consisted of free vibration tests, harmonic

excitation tests, white-noise tests, and earthquake simulation tests using
eight different
notions.

earthquake motions

representing

a wide variety of ground

The input motions ranged from the predominantly high-frequency San

Francisco Earthquake of 1957 to the iong-period shaking of the 1985 Mexico
City and 1197? Roaanian Earthquakes.

To satisfy model similitude requirements

the records were tine-scaled by a factor of /5.

The model was subjected to

the tice-scaled signals at three levels of peak table acceleration {typically

-1790,2, 0,5, and 0.8 g) alleging the effect of increasing shear strain in the
rubber and the consequent change in structural response of the system to be
studied. The effectiveness of the isolation systems was studied as a function
of the magnitude of the input motion.
For all inpu motions (and levels of input) the response was observed to be
essentially rigid-body translation, an aspect that is important for the basis
of simplified code design procedures. Previous tests of the model in a fixed
base configuration allowed some comparisons of response to be made and it was
seen that the accelerations, interstory displacements and story shears were
considerably reduced over those for a fixed base structure.
A comparison of the SEAONC 'Tentative Seismic Isolation Design Requirements" with the observed responses of the structure was undertaken to
evaluate the suitability of the design formulae for this particular structural
system.
In particular, consideration was given to the suitability of the
SEAONC formula for bearing displacement (D):
(1)
where the terms Z, N, S, T, and B are defined as follows:
D = minimum displacement for which the isolation system must be designed;
2 = coefficient related to the seismicity of a region, either 0.3 or 0.1
for California;
N = coefficient related to the proximity of the building or structure to
active faults,
S = coefficient related to site-soil profile, ranging between 1.0 and 2.7;
T = period of the isolated structure; and
B = coefficient related to isolation system damping, ranging between 0.8
and 2.0.
In evaluating the proposed code formula one of the objectives was to
determine the best coefficient for "ZN" in the design equation, with consideration given to the peak table acceleration (PGA), and the coefficients A_
and A y ^s defined by ATC 3-06 (Ref. 5) derived for each of the time-scaled
earthquake signals.

it was found that:
1. The velocity-based coefficient A v was the best measure of the earthquake
motion for use in the formula.
2. As is acknowledged, the results showed that the design procedures are not
applicable to low-frequency motions.
2.2. Phase II
The concrete model used in phase 1 of the uplift study had suffered substantial damage when previously tested as a fixed-base structure. The model
had been repaired at its base at the time of adding the isolation system and
all large cracks in the beam-column joints and the shear wall were injection
grouted. The favorable test results from phase I indicated that the rehabilitation work has baen successful, but for the more severe testing planned it
was decided to use another model structure for phase II (Ref. 6 ) . This
structure was a 1/*i-seale 9-story braced steel frame (Fig. 5) which, with a
height-to-width ratio of 1.59, was more suited to developing high overturning
forces during severe shaking.
The model was tested using a number of isolation systems (described in
subsequent sections). The isolation system for the uplift study consisted of
four lead-rubber bearings under the internal columns and four natural rubber
bearings under the corner columns of the model. With this combination of
bearings column uplift was achieved at moderate levels of shaking.
For a series of tests maximum model acceleration was plotted against maximum table acceleration and it was found that the structure acceleration to
cause corner column uplift was about 0.44 g.
Bearing-column separation
displacements up to 0.75 in. were observed. The hysteresis loops for the
bearings that experienced column uplift exhibited unstable behavior. The
shear force hysteresis loops showed dramatic changes in slope and flattening
at the extreme displacements while the axial force hysteresis loops had a
large increase in displacement (corresponding to times of column uplift) with
no change in axial load (Fig. 6 ) . This behavior was felt to be undesirable,
especially since the possibility of complete disengagement of ...he building
fron the bearing could cause major damage to the structure in that region.

Jt,^. Uplift ^Restraint Pevice
After

the series of free-to-uplift

tests, bearings containing a device

7

capable of resisting uplift forces' uere placed under the corner columns of
the isoetel and the test program was repeated. The system performed well for
all earthquake inputs, and the restrainer device prevented any occurrence of
column uplift during severe motions. The nature of the restrainer device was
such that it also served to limit horizontal d splacements, and as such the
responses of the structure were somewhat higher than for the free-to-uplift
condition but the behavior was still very favorable. The hysteresis loops for
a bearing containing the restrainer device (Fig. 7) showed stable behavior.
The increase in the higher mode contributions to the overall response of the
structure {due to the action of the devices) was slight.
2. Performance Evaluation of Isolation Systems
Concurrent with the uplift investigation program, an extensive series of
shaking table tests was conducted to evaluate the performance of a number of
different base-isolation systems. These systems and some of the notable
aspects of the tests are described in the following sections.
2.2. High Damping Natural Rubber Bearings
In conjunction with phase I of the uplift study a series of tests on three
types of high damping natural rubber bearing was performed.3 Each of the
bearing types was 6x6 in. in plan but with varying internal configurations.
The type-1 bearings had 16 layers of 0.213-in.-thick: rubber and a shear
stiffness giving the 1/5-scale reinforced-concrete model an isolated frequency
{at about 50$ shear strain) of 1.1 Hz. The type~2 bearings had 18 layers of
0.198-in.-thick rubber and a shear stiffness providing an isolated frequency
of 0.72 Hz at 50$ shear strain. The type-3 bearings were of a special lightweight design that was the same in all respects as the type-2 bearings except
that the internal shims were only 0.012 in. thick compared with 0.037 in. for
the type-2 bearings. High damping natural rubber bearings possess a significantly nonlinear effective stiffness versus shear strain relationship and this
provides the isolation system with the required high stiffness at small amplitudes of notion to resist wind loads and low-level shaking while still
allowing optimum isolation performance for severe earthquake shaking.

-182The type-2 hearings were de.signen to investigate the feasibility of using
base isolation in situations of law-frequency ground motion and also the
feasibility of using isolation for small buildings (nSQ~2QQ tons).
The
objective of the type-3 bearing tests was to evaluate the performance of lessexpensive lightweight bearings that might be suitable for application to lowcost housing in developing countries.
As an example of the test results for the type-3 high damping bearings, the
profile of peak story accelerations for the El Centro signal as input (PGA =
0.^05 g) is shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding profile for the fixed-base
model subjected to the same input is also shown in the figure. The shear
force-displacement relationship for the entire isolation system (8 bearings)
during the test is shown in Fig. 9. Results for the complete test program are
presented in Table 1. It is worth noting that the high damping in the rubber
compound is achieved at a relatively low shear modulus, being approximately 63
psi at around 50? shear strain.
All three bearing designs performed well for a large range of earthquake
motions and magnitudes of input. In all cases except the predominantly longperiod Mexico City signal the isolation systems offered significant reductions
in structure acceleration over the peak input acceleration, and interstory
displacements (and, hence, story shears) were reduced considerably from those
for a fixed-base structure. Small amplifications of acceleration response
were observed for the Mexico City tests. It was concluded that the bearings
performed esuremeiy well and further analytical and experimental investigation
in the area of lightweight bearings is warranted.
2.2. Neoprene Bearings
A neoprene-bearing isolation system has been studied using the 9-story
steel test structure as used in phase II of the uplift program. The bearings
were 6x6 in. in plan and consisted of six layers of 3/8-in. neoprene separated
by five 1/8—In. steel reinforcing shims. The neoprene bearings possessed a
significant noniinearity of shear stiffness with shear strain. At 50f shear
strain the bearing shear stiffness was about 2.1 kip/in, and at 2J shear
strain the shear stiffness was about two times this value. This noniinearity
cade direct comparisons of results from different tests difficult, but
assuaing a sicple proportionality relationship led to the approximate damping

value of (, = 10$ at a frequency of 1.5 H?, and 10? shear .strain (or f -. 1.1 Hz
at 100? shear strain).
The performance of the neoprene bearing system was studied for the eight
earthquakes as used in previous test programs up to shear strains of 1 m $ and
was felt to be excellent.

The bearings showed no instability tendencies and

the shear force hysteresis loops exhibited stable behavior and no change in
stiffness properties even for a large number of displacement cycles exceeding
50$ shear strain.

The suitability of the SEAOMC design formulae for this

isolation system was assessed' and found to give good conservative results
using the Av coefficient.

2.3, Lead-Rubber Bearings
Following

the

neoprene-bearing

tests,

the

9-story

structure

was

base

isolated with a system of lead-rubber bearings and subjected to another series
of simulated earthquakes.

The lead-rubber bearings were geometrically similar

to the neoprene bearings, but with the addition of 1.25-in.-diam leac plug
inserts.

The inherent damping of the natural rubber of these bearings was

only about 5-7$, but with the lead plug added, the equivalent viscous damping
ratio for a bearing at 50$ shear strain was in the range of 20-25$.

Each

lead-rubber bearing had a shear stiffness of about 3.2 kip/in, (the stiffness
of

the

bearing

without

the

lead

plug

was

1.6

kip/in.).

To achieve

a

reasonable overall system stiffness only four of the eight bearings of the
isolation system were provided with lead plugs.
Because

of

the

inherently

higher

shear

stiffness

of

the

lead-rubber

bearings the degree to which the isolated building responded in its first mode
was of particular interest.

Test results showed that the first mode response

did indeed dominate, thus confirming that the simplified code design approach
is applicable to this type of structure and isolation system.

2.<J. Combination Slider-Blastomeric Bearing System
This isolation system was tested using the 9-story steel structure and
consisted

of uolift-restrainer

bearings under the four corner columns and

Teflon stainless-steel slider bearings situated under the interior columns of
the codel.

The system provided significant reductions in story acceleration

and base shear from the levels expected in a similar structure with a fixed

t>ar>e support. The uplift rer.trairner bearings allowed no column uplift during
the tests and the slider bearings reduced displacements from thone seen for
other isolation systems. The behavior contrasted that of a purely sliding
system in that the elastomeric bearings ensured that the isolation system as a
whole did not suffer any significant permanent displacement offset after
shaking (the largest offsets were of the order of only 0.1 in.).

1.
2.
3.
U.

The combination isolation system offers four important features:
resistance to wind loads and low-level shaking is implicit in the behavior
of the slider bearings
a restoring effect is provided by the elastomeric bearings to eliminate
displacement offsets
control of overturning and extreme displacements is provided
the slider bearings represent a fail-safe backup to the elastomeric
bearings for cases of extreme loading.

J. Bridge Deck Tests
Base isolation has been implemented extensively in the seismic design of
bridges. In an effort to answer some of the questions on the response of
base-isolated bridge decks an experimental program
was initiated to address
a number of issues, including the effect of the type of isolation system on
the deck behavior and the response of skew isolated bridge decks. A 20-ftlong steel deck, simulating one simple span of a bridge was tested using two
different isolation systems. The first consisted of high damping multilayer
natural rubber bearings (8x8x7.8 in. high) with two shear dowels in each end
plate and the second used natural rubber bearings of the same design but
additionally incorporating IJ-in. lead plug inserts.
A parameter identification routine designed to pro> ide an equivalent
linearization of the dynamic response of the nonlinear isolation system was
developed (that gave accurate displacement and acceleration <naxima) to provide
elementary design rules for the preliminary design of base-isolated buildings
and bridges.
The lead-rubber bearings were effective in reducing deck
displacements 25-50J over the high damping bearings and for the real-time
earthquake signals these displacement reductions were not achieved at the
expense of increased accelerations.
In bridge decks the higher modes are
generally very rsuch higher than the fundamental mode and unlike the case of
building structures will not be excited by the lead-rubber bearings. For this

reason lead-rubber bearings *VPO highly effective for bridge fjtructuros. Other
results of the test series illustrated that a very simple formula pan be used
to predict the roll-out displacement of a bearing system. This in important
as roll out governs the displacement capacity of the isolation system and
bonce the system limit-state for an ultimate event.
Conclusions
The development of two static rigs has allowed detailed investigations of
single isolator components to be undertaken. The effective stiffness and
damping properties of isolators and the variation of these properties with
amplitude and frequency can be determined. Tests of isolators can be performed to verify the accuracy of theoretical and simplified design predictions
of performance parameters. The test rigs also allow the reliability and
repeatability of the behavior of isolators to be evaluated.
The earthquake simulator provides the ability to perform studies of the
behavior of isolation systems incorporated in large-scale structures subjected
to a wide range of dynamic loadings. The studies have shown the effectiveness
of base-isolation systems at reducing structure responses to earthquake
motions. It has been shown that base isolation is suitable for medium-rise
structures and a system to overcome the potential problem of structure uplift
has been developed. Other studies have shown the particular suitability of
base isolation to bridge decks and evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed
SEAONC code regulations to predict the response of a ranpe of different
isolation systems for design purposes.
The ability to test base-isolation systems and individual isolation
components and to demonstrate the performance of such systems to earthquake
loadings is a very important step toward achieving general acceptance of the
technique of base isolation as a feasible and practical seismic design
strategy.
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Table I
Results for Type-3 Bearing Tests
Test
File

Signal

Span

861013.03
861013.01

sf2

861013-05

pac2

8&1O13.0&

park2

861013.07

sf2

861013.08

taft2

150
150
225
2?5
250
200

861013.09
861OJ3.1O

taft2

ec2

taft2

PGA
(g)

Peak
Response (g)

Response
PGA

d

max
(in.)

Shear
Strain (%)

Stiffness :
K h (k/ln.)

A)

1,065

0.186

0.175

0.67

18.8

6.35

0.282

0.091

0.333

1.05

5.71

0.359

0.117

0.325

1.56

29.5
13.8

13.5
10.2

5.35

10.6

0.257

0.122

0.171

1.67

5-09

11.0

1.179

0.261

0.178

5.61

12.8

0.118

0.299

39.8

5.10

10.S

225

0.393
0.116

1.09
1.12

16.9
30.6

0.297

1.60

0.105

0.110

2.11

11.9
67.6

1.95
1.12

10.8

200

0.132
0.178

11.9
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BUILDING

OF

BASE-ISOLATION

SYSTEM

APPLIED TO

A COMPUTER

CENTER

Akiyoshi Hasebe (Tohoku Elec. Power - Japan), Hideo Kojima (Higashi Nihon
Indus. Co. - Japan), Kazuo Tamura (Chsaki Res. Inst. - Japan)

Design experience of a base-isolated new computer center of the Tohoku
Electric Power Co. is described. This building after completion will be
the largest isolated building in Japan with a total floor space of
-10,000 m2. High-damping laminated rubber bearings are used as the baseisolation devices.

Introduction
Recently, various types of base-isolation systems have been developed in
Japan.

More than 30 base-isolated buildings have been designed and more than

20 of them have already been completed.
Among these buildings, a new computer center building of Tohoku Electric
Power Co., Inc. designed by Higashi Nihon Industrial Co., Ltd. et al. is the
largest.

This building, now under construction, is located in Sendai City,

Miyagi Prefecture, and will be completed in May 1990 (Fig. 1).
In this paper, the design procedure of this base-isolated building will be
described

with main emphasis

on response analysis of

the base

isolation

system.

Outline of Building
The ground

of

the construction site

is basically

hard

bedrock.

This

building will be a six-story reinforced-concrete (RC) building of rigid-frame
structure with total floor space of -10,000 m 2 .

When completed, it will be

the largest scale base-isolated building in Japan (see Photo 1 and Fig. 2 ) .
The

building

will

accommodate

important

computer

equipment,

and

a base-

isolation system was adopted for the building to reduce the seismic response
of the computer equipment.

High-damping laminated rubber bearings (HDLRB) are

used as the base-isolation devices.

-198Characteristics of High Damping Laminated Rubber Bearings
The HDLRB used as the base-isolation devices was designed to possess a high
damping property, a high strength capacity to support the weight of the
building and a low horizontal stiffness.
Figure 3 shows an example of the hysteresis loops of the HDLRB models.
Some of the important mechanical characteristics of the HDLRB are as follows:
1. Horizontal stiffness decreases with an increase of amplitude and a rise of
temperature.
2. Horizontal stiffness decreases after experience of large deformation, but
slowly recovers the original properties as time progresses after the
earthquake.
3. Damping ratio does not change significantly in spite of the charge of the
following conditions: (a) amplitude; (b) repetition cycles of deformation;
(c) frequency; (d) vertical load; (e) temperature; and (f) progress of
time.
The HDLRB has the following merits for a base-isolation system.
1„ The response to large earthquake motion can be safely reduced significantly
by using the HDLRB.
2. Since any additional damping device is not needed, construction and design
processes can be rather plain and simple. Besides, the maintenance of the
device is not necessary. Consequently, the construction and maintenance
costs become comparatively low compared to other systems that need some
kinds of damping devices.
3. The response to wind load will not be as large, because the stiffness and
damping of the device are high at low amplitude level.
1. The response to earthquake motion of small amplitude will not be as large,
because the initial stiffness of the device is not very high compared to
other damping devices, such as lead plugs or steel dampers.
Considering these merits, we have adopted the HDLRB for the best baseisolation system applied to the computer center building.
Seisuic Design Criteria and Procedure
The seismic design criteria employed for the design of the building are:

-1991. The stresses induced in the superstructure's elements should be within the
elastic limit for the level-1 design earthquake motions, whose maximum
velocity amplitudes are normalized to be 35 cro/s.
2. The superstructure should not collapse and the base-isolation devices can
safely support the weight of the building for the level-2 design earthquake
motions, whose maximum velocity amplitudes are 50 cm/s.
The design procedure of this RC building is as follows, as shown in Fig. 4:
(a) Conduct a preliminary design for the superstructure, the devices, the
foundation, and the layout of the structural elements.
(b) Assume the cross sections of the superstructure's elements and the characteristics of the devices, and also assume the seismic force considering
the seismic activity around the construction site.
(c) Compute the stresses of the superstructure's elements and determine the
cross sections of the elements based on the allowable stress method.
(d) Analyze the static nonlinear behavior of the superstructure against the
design horizontal loads.
(e) Design the isolation devices, considering the fundamental period of the
system and the capacity to support the weight of the building.
(f) Idealize a lumped-mass model of the total system, composed of the superstructure and the isolation devices. Then, carry out the earthquake
response analyses of the building, and check its safety against the design
earthquake loads.
(g) Analyze the responses of computer equipment and check their safety.
In the following sections, the results of the design will be shown.
Design of Superstructure
Specifications of the structure are shown in Table I. Main structural
elements of the superstructure are composed of columns, beams, and shear
walls.
The shear walls were arranged mainly to form the outer frames.
Seismic force distribution along the vertical direction was assumed to be
constant, and the shear coefficient of each floor was employed as 0.15 for the
design analyses based on the allowable stress method. Typical cross sections
of the structural elements are shown in Fig. 5.

-200Figure 6 shows the results of the static nonlinear analyses of the total
frames in the longer direction of the building. In these analyses, the forcedisplacement characteristics of bending and shear deformations of each element
(column, beam, shear wall) were modeled by the trilinear skeletons considering
cracks and yieldings. Columns and beams were assumed to yield at the end zone
of each cross section. Stiffness of the shear walls was substituted by Xshaped braces. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the shear walls govern the
horizontal nonlinear deformation characteristics of the building.
Design of Base-Isolation Devices
The cross sections of the base-isolation devices were determined by considerations of the design stiffness in horizontal and vertical directions and the
maximum vertical load per unit area for the rubbers (<70 kgf/cm ). The total
horizontal stiffness of the devices was determined so that the fundamental
period of the building should be about 2.3 s (0.435 Hz) at the horizontal
deformation level of 20 cm. The total vertical stiffness of the devices was
also determined so the vertical fundamental frequency should be 12 Hz or
higher. The maximum limits of deformation of the devices were assumed to be
30 cm.
Three different sizes of devices were designed as shown in Fig. 7, and one
example of the design hysteresis loops is shown in Fig. 8. Their layout is
also shown in Fig. 9.
Response Analyses of Structures
i. vibration Model and Input Motions
To analyze the dynamic response properties of the structure to design
earthquake motions, the structure was idealized into a lumped-mass system, as
shown in Fig. 10(a).
(a) Superstructure
The horizontal force-displacement relationship of each shear spring was
modeled by the hysteresis rule shown in Fig. 10(b). The skeleton shape of
hysteresis loops was assumed to fit the results obtained by the static
nonlinear analyses (Fig. 6 ) .
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(b) Base-Isolation Devices
The horizontal force-dirolacement relationships of the devices were modeled
as shown in Fig. 11.

To prove the validity of the model, a simulation

analysis was carried out for a vibration test result of the HDLRB, as shown in
Fig. 12.

Result of the analysis corresponds very closely to that of the test

(Fig. 13).

Since the horizontal stiffness of the devices vary depending on

the changes of amplitude, temperature, and progress of loading time, they were
assumed to be not only standard design values but also m

and 0.6 times of

the standard values for the response analyses.
(c) Input Motions
The design input earthquake motions are shown in Table II.

They were

scaled to the levels of maximum velocity of 35 cm/s (level 1) and 50 cm/s
(level 2 ) . Several other earthquake motions observed at the construction site
and an artificial wave motion were also used, but they are not described here
because the response results obtained by them are almost similar to those by
the input motions listed in Table II.
2. Result of Response Analyses
Maximum responses in the longer direction of the building (Y-direction) for
the level-2 input motions are shown in Figs. 1*J and 15.

From these figures,

it can be known that the maximum response values do not exceed the elastic
limits of the superstructure elements, and that the maximum displacements of
the base-isolation devices are within 20 cm, which is under the assumed limit
value.
Response Analyses of the Computer Equipment
The main purpose to adopt the base-isolation system for this building is to
protect the computer equipment against large earthquakes.

Therefore, we also

checked responses of the computer equipment by the following analyses.

-2022. Vibration Model and Input Motions
(a) Building Responses and Input Motions
First, we calculated the response of the building input earthquake motions
in horizontal and vertical directions. These responses were then used as
input to analyze the responses of the computer equipment. In the horizontal
direction, the building's model was the same as those described in the section
on "Response Analyses of Structures." In the vertical direction, the building
was modeled as a plane frame, as shown in Fig. 16.
The maximum accelerations of input earthquake motions in horizontal directions for the response analyses of the building were scaled to be 250 cm/s ,
which is considered to be the commonly used value for the check of computer
equipment's safety in Japan.
(b) Computer Equipaent
There are three ways to set up the computer equipment on the floor. They
are: (a) fixed type, (b) leveler type, and (c) caster-free type.
Fixed Type. Responses of the fixed type were obtained by adopting a onedegree-of-freedom system. The fundamental frequency and the damping ratio, h,
in the horizontal direction were assumed to be 2-20 Hz and 0.10, respectively.
Leveler Type. Responses of the leveler type were calculated assuming a
two-dimensional rigid body model as shown in Fig. 17. Vertical and horizontal
springs were attached under the equipment body. Their hysteresis properties
were modeled as shown in Fig. 18. The damping ratio in the vertical direction
was assumed to be 0.36. The Coulomb friction factor was also assumed to be
0.3, and the horizontal viscous damping was neglected. Specifications of the
computer equipment were assumed as shown in Table III.
Caster-Free Type. Responses of the caster-free type were obtained by the
same model adopted in the leveler type, except that the Coulomb friction
factor was assumed to be 0.1.
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2. Results of Response Analyses
The floor response spectra at the fourth floor are shown in Fig. 19 for the
fixed type, and the responses of the leveler type and the caster-free type for
El Centro NS component are shown in Fig. 20.
Table IV.

The results are summarized in

From these results, the maximum horizontal response accelerations

of the equipment are S150 cm/s .
be much lower compared

These response values can be considered to

to those of the ordinary buildings, and no large

displacement or overturning movement was induced.

Conclusion
The detailed design approach to the base-isolated building, in which the
computer equipment is installed, were discussed along with the results of the
response analyses.

Through the response analyses, it was confirmed that the

responses of the building and the computer equipment were reduced significantly by adopting the base-isolation system, and that the building and the
computer equipment will be safe against large earthquake motions.
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Table I
Specification of the Structure
1,934 m 2
10,032 in2

Floor Area
Total Floor Area
No. of Stories
Height of the Building
Bottom of Foundations
Foundation Type
Type of Structure

6
27.75 m
GL-2.75 m
Directly Founded Type
Reinforced Concrete Beam-Column
Structure with Shear Walls
High Damping Laminated Rubber
Bearing

Isolation Device

Table II
Earthquake Input Motions
Max. Accl.
(Level-1)
Vn,ax=35cm/s

Input Motion
1.
2.
3.
4.

El Centro
Taft
Hachinohe
Miyagi

1940
1952
1968
1978

NS
EW
NS
NS

358 cm/s 2
348
231
206

v

(Level-2)
max=5Ocm/s
511 cm/s 2
497
330
380

Table III
Specifications of Computer Equipment

Width
B(cm)

Height
H(cm)

B/H

Weight
W(kg)

54.5

155.0

0.35

348

Moment
of .
Inertia
Kh(t/m)
86.4

Horizontal
Stiffness
Kh(t/m)

Vertical
Stiffness
K v (t/m)

17.5

157.7

Table IV
Response Behaviors of the Computer Equipment
Input
Motion
To
Building

1. Fixed Type
Motion

Accl.
(cm/s 2 )

2. Leveler Type
Motion
Rocking

El Centro

3. Caster-Free Type

Accl.
(cm/s 2 )

Disp.
(cm)

100.8
125.8

Accl.
(cm/s 2 )

Disp.
(cm)

0.2*1

111.5

0.76

0.26

117.8

0.51

Motion

I

Taft
Hachinohe
TH038

Not
Moving

90.0
160.0

Not
Moving

Sliding
142.1

0.28

111.2

0.59

129.9

0.26

121.0

2.5

o
en
I
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OESIGN EXPERIENCE ON SEISMICALLY ISOLATED BUILDINGS

Gian Carlo Giuliani (Studio Giuliani - Milano - Italy/Alberta - Canada)

This paper describes the practical problems associated with the
structural design of a group of seismically isolated buildings now under
construction in Ancona, Italy.
These structures are the first
seismically isolated buildings in Italy.
The Ancona region is in Zone 2 of the Italian Seismic Code. It has a
design acceleration of 0.07 g which corresponds to a ground surface
acceleration of 0.25 g. The last significant earthquake was recorded on
June 14, 1972, having a single shock-type wave with a peak acceleration
of 0.53 g. Taking into account the aforesaid earthquake, the structural
design of these new buildings was performed according to an acceleration
spectrum which was different from the Zone 2 seismic code and which
provided protection for stronger ground motions.
To minimize the cost of the structure, the buildings used ribbed plate
decks, thus reducing the amount of material and the mass of the structures to be isolated.
The design requirements, dynamic analysis
performed, structural design, and practical engineering employed are
reported in this paper.
A comparison between the costs of a conventionally designed and a
base-isolated structure is also reported. It shows a net savings of 7%
for the base-isolated structure.
The tests undertaken for certifying the mechanical properties of the
isolators for both static and dynamic loads are also described, as is the
full-scale dynamic test which is scheduled for next year (1990) for one
of the completed buildings.

Introduction
The basic idea of isolation relies on increasing the effective period of
vibration of the structure toward values higher than those that exist for a
fixed base (or conventional) construction.
soil

foundation

conditions, the

In the case of stiff- or medium-

input response

spectrum normally

marked decrease in acceleration when period increases.

shows a

For this reason, the

energy transmitted by the earthquake to the building is significantly reduced.
This benefit is, of course, offset somewhat by the need to accommodate fairly
large displacements that have to be sustained by the isolation system.

-221The use of seismic isolation not only reduces the forces acting on the
structure, but also shifts the response spectrum for which equipment must be
designed, usually resulting in greatly reducing input to individual pieces of
equipment. Also, because the loading is reduced and maintaining near-elastic
stresses is quite feasible, the demand for a high level of assurance of
ductility in the structure is reduced.
In conventional seismic engineering practice, earthquake resistance is
provided by the nonlinear, highly dissipative behavior of the structure and
the force-reducing high-period modes which occur under the condition of overstrain. Because of this reason the allowable stress of the structure is
usually limited to 1/3 to i/5 of its ultimate strength. Thus, analysis can be
performed in the linear elastic range. However, the structure must be carefully detailed to assure the desired high level of ductility.
In the isolated structure, the "decoupling" of the structure from the
ground motions is physically achieved by the use of seismic isolators, which
must comply with stringent structural and performance requirements.
A mandatory requirement for the isolators used in civil constructions is a
very high axial stiffness (of the same order as the columns which bear on the
isolators) and a very low horizontal stiffness. These features are feasible
through the use of isolation bearings constructed with steel-plate-laminated
elastomer. Rocking of the building is minimized, and horizontal accelerations
are greatly reduced. The isolators essentially divide the structural system
into two relatively independent parts: (1) the basemat foundation, and (2)
the superstructure above the plane of the isolation system.
Basic Requirements for Design
The full advantages and reliability of the isolation system can be best
realized for a given design only if an appropriate mathematical model of the
structure is prepared and a detailed analysis is performed. Because the
effectiveness of the isolation system depends on the fundamental vibration
periods, a comprehensive dynamic analysis is mandatory.
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requires three-dimensional (3-D) modeling. The complexity of the 3-D building
frame, which is composed of floor slabs, columns, and shear walls, all of
which are interconnected and subjected to dynamic loads, simply cannot be
represented by one mathematical model without some simplification.
This
simplification of the mathematical model is necessary.
Not only the dimension of the stiffness and mass matrices is reduced,
saving central processing unit (CPU) time and obtaining better approximation
of the eigenvalues, but also the calculation of clusters of unimportant
eigenmodes that only cause negligible relative mode shifting is avoided. On
the other hand, a very simple and crude model is inadequate for detail design.
Therefore, modeling of the structure requires a skilled balance between an
overly complex analysis and a much too simplified approach. In the opinion of
this author the growth and use of the isolation technology in normal
engineering will be strictly related to research on the proper modeling.
Because of the reduced forces resulting from the use of isolation the
elastic behavior of the structure is likely to be maintained during the
earthquake and the dynamic analysis can thus be limited to the linear range,
thus improving the accuracy and limiting the CPU time.
In conventional seismic engineering (i.e., no seismic isolation) the vertical ground motions are considered independent from the horizontal accelerations and this assumption is assumed to result in few or no significant
errors.
Whether this procedure can also be applied to seismic isolation
design practice is a matter for both theoretical and experimental research.
There is also a strong need for knowledge about the reliability of a modal
analysis as compared to time history analysis. This need may exist even if
the lack of information about ground displacements is compensated by
overdesign of the allowable shear strain of the isolators.
Design Experience
In the following, design experience is discussed which applies to a group
of seismically isolated buildings composing the Italian Agency for Telecommunication Services (SIP) administration center at Ancona that are now in the
process of construction (see Fig. 1 for the general layout). 2 The Ancona
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ground acceleration of 0.07 g. The last strong motion earthquake was recorded
on June 11, 1972 showing a single shock-type wave with a peak acceleration of
0.53 gi as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Taking into account the above-mentioned June 1972 earthquake, the structural design was performed according to an acceleration spectrum that was
different from the usual Zone 2 requirements to cover for higher frequency
events (Figs. 4 and 5 ) .
To minimize the cost of the structure, the buildings feature ribbed plate
decks, thus reducing the amount of material and the mass of the structure to
be isolated (Fig. 6).
Seismic isolation of these buildings was selected for the following
reasons:
1. A conventional fixed-base building structure, complying with the requested
architectural layout, would have required very stiff elevators and staircase structures subjected to high-level tensile stresses. This, in turn,
because of lack of significant vertical load acting on these parts, would
have required extensive foundation (tensile) anchorage. The soil on the
construction area is actually composed of multiple layers of soft clay and
stiff marl, thus posing difficult problems for the shear strength of the
tensile pile anchors; on the other hand, this upward restraining from the
foundation is unnecessary for an isolated structure.
2. The columns and the shear-walls of the isolated buildings feature reduced
cross sections. The connections of exterior building facades and interior
partitions are also greatly simplified.
3. The "high-tech" equipment, required for work activity in these buildings,
can be given virtually total protection aga'nst the earthquake by use of
base isolation. Thus, continuity to the business is ensured as well as
saving very high damage/repairing costs in case of any future strong
earthquake motions.
4. The savings obtained according to reasons 1 and 2 (above) more than
compensated for the costs of the isolators, the substructure, and of the
special joints to accommodate relative motion. The overall result is a
reduction of the structure construction price of ~7>.
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The foundation of a seismic-isolated building is subjected to reduced
forces compared to the fixed-base case. In any case, however, in addition to
the basic requirements of the foundation to provide proper distribution of
vertical loads into the soil, the foundation for the isolated structure must
provide for shear anchorage for the isolators/bearings.
A substructure, acting as a shear diaphragm and composed of a two-way beam
grid and an upper slab, connects all the isolators and adds restraint to the
superstructure (Figs. 7 and 8 ) . The stiffness of this substructure can be
selected as an average of the same property of the shear walls. However, by
proper positioning of the isolators under the projections of the vertical
member edges, the stress level is not the governing parameter.
The substructure cited above and the isolators will increase the construction cost and therefore a study for their optimization is necessary. The
substructure must include manholes for scheduled periodic inspection of the
isolators and to provide access and other provisions for any possible
replacement of the bearings. Such replacement might be needed for possible
damage from earthquakes of unexpected magnitude or for loss of the required
bearing stiffness (or other properties) due to aging.
Even though the horizontal seismic forces are reduced, there are still
shearing and bending behavior acting in elements of the isolated structure.
Therefore, the structural layout for an isolated building should include
horizontal decks (properly tied to and supported by columns) that are capable
of transferring the in-plane forces (and moments) to the bracing system. This
can be easily provided by coupling shear walls in two directions.
Two different structural layouts were required according to building
shapes, as given in the architectural layouts. Type A structure (Fig. 7) is
the office building, whereas Type C (Fig. 9), is the meeting and conference
building.
Because of the large displacements of the isolated structures, the joints
between adjacent buildings require an unusually large gap compared to the
conventional fixed-base solution. The same need arises at ground level where
retaining walls have to provide a wide gap between the soil and the structure.
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The structural models o
parametric and normal she
decks. Columns were simulate

- buildings were assembled by means of isoements for portraying the shear walls and
Dy beam elements.

At the junctions between isoparametric and normal shell elements, a
compliance relationship for the displacements was assigned to obtain proper
behavior of the center joints of the isoparametric elements.
Stresses are calculated at the Gaussian points of the elements. To obtain
the maximum level of the stresses in the shear walls, truss elements were
added at their edges, The areas of these truss elements represented the local
reinforcement.
The isolators were modeled as spring elements. The shear stiffness of the
isolators was determined by one of the design requirements; i.e., under the
action of the designed vertical loads and earthquake ground motions, the
maximum shear strain of the bearing is 100}. This requirement permitted
structural system response to be analyzed by a linear method.
The critical damping factor of the isolators normally ranges from 0.10 to
0.20 (depending on elastomer compounds, etc.). This is quite different (and
larger) than damping associated with the structure, which, according to the
linear behavior, has a value around 0.01 to 0.06. For the purpose of reducing
computer time, the aforesaid damping factor can be set to the lower value for
all the structural components, thus increasing the safety margin.
The following data describe the building models obtained:
Type of
Building
A
C

No. of
Joints

No. of
Elements

1679
1181

1151
952

Mass
kNs /m
7000
3700

Number of
Isolators
61
36

Horizontal
Stiffness
kN/m
1HS080
61680

#

Frequency
Hz
0.612
0.665

It is obvious, but nonetheless important to note that in seismically isolated
buildings the first three vibration modes are the rigid body motions: two
horizontal displacements and one rotation around the vertical axis.
The
frequencies of these motions are very close to the value calculated by means
of the well-known basic formula:
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f
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1/2

2n Vm
where k is the isolator stiffness and m is the isolated mass of the building.
A modal analysis was then performed to obtain the first eight eigenvectors. These vectors were found to be distributed in the following way:
For A-type building:
1,2,3 are rigid body modes. Their frequencies are 0.63135, 0.63581, and
0.69109 Hz, respectively.
4,5,6 are bending and shearing modes.
Their frequencies are 3.5854,
4.4058, and 6.3518 H2, respectively.
7,8 are bending and shearing modes in slender isolated columns of the
structure and vertical bending motions for the roof deck.
Their
frequencies are 9.6035 and 17.134 Hz, respectively. (See Fig. 10.)
For C-type building:
1,2,3 are rigid body modes. Their frequencies are 0.64782, 0.71091, and
0.73918 Hz, respectively.
4,5,6,7,8 are bending and shearing modes. Their frequencies are 3.1765,
4.0336, 6.4612, 9.1272, and 15.716 Hz, respectively. (See Fig. 11.)
The periods for each of the first three vibration modes deviate very little
from their mean value and it is likely that, because of the lack of numerical
precision arising from the sub-space iteration method for finding the eigenvalues, these modes cannot be exactly calculated.
This problem is not very important for practical engineering purposes since
the response spectrum corresponding to these periods yields reduced accelerations and results in large displacements which take place in the isolators and
do not affect the structure per se.
The higher frequency vibration modes are mainly flexural and shearing
motions, and show proper shifts among their periods, also making their
participation factors less important.
Participation of the masses arising from the first eight eigenmodes was
found to be very satisfactory, 99.9999 for a Type A building and 99.994$ for a
Type C building; for the aforesaid reason no static compensation for the
higher modes was effected.
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assigned in the horizontal directions ai the following magnification factors
were imposed:
1.10 for the importance of the building
1.00 for the soil properties
1.20 for the shear walls based resistance of the structure.
According to th« limited interstory drift, no adjustment for the P-A effect
was introduced in computation of the eigenvalues.
To obtain the design data, the square root sum of squares, (SRSS) values
(see Figs. 12 and 13) were calculated from the spectral analysis and combined
with those resulting from the static analysis. The higher stresses were then
obtained from the following combinations:
1.00D+O.4L+1.4E
0.90D+0.0L+1.4E
where D = dead loads, L = live loads, and E = earthquake effects (SRSS).
The structural member designs were then performed according to the aforesaid principles. Accurate detailing of rebars and concrete sections was
effected to avoid brittleness, even though high levels of ductility are less
mandatory for isolated structures than for normal (nonisolated) construction.
Practical Provisions
To account for the expected large relative displacements between the
build'ings and the surrounding soil, a group of practical provisions had to be
designed, according to the following requirements:
1. Watertightness of the Basement
A continuous membrane of waterproof material was provided to cover the gap
between the buildings and the retaining walls to provide leaktightness, at the
same time allowing for the relative displacements.
To prevent the accidental falling of maintenance crew, a safety-welded wire
mesh is installed below the membrane (see Fig. 14).

-2282. Entrances to the Building
A two-way joint at the building entrances is necessary to allow for the
differential displacements arising from the relative motion of the building
and

the soil.

A stainless-steel

joint, sliding on bronze bearings, was

preferred to the well-known rubber-steel items available for bridge construction, because of its frictional behavior which yields a negligible coupling
between the isolated structure and the soil (see Fig. 15).
Two kinds of similar joints were designed for the pedestrian and vehicle
entrances.

3. Connections Between Adjacent Buildings
At all levels the corridors of the buildings are interconnected, thus
requiring pedestrian expansion (or articulated) joints similar to the

tase

designed for entrances.
A facade Joint also had to be provided.

An aluminum-rubber assembly was

found to be suitable for this purpose (see Fig. 16).

4. Duct Connections
All the piping, wiring, and heating/cooling ducts had to be designed to
allow

for

the

aforesaid

relative

displacements.

Custom-made

flexible

assemblies will be used for this purpose.

Technology of the Isolators
The basic parameter used for the design and construction of the isolators
was the expected maximum displacement of 0.15 m resulting from the design
spectrum.

This value was then assumed for design of the isolators at a 100%

shearing strain.

The isolator bearings consist of multiple layers of high-

damping natural rubber and steel plates vulcanized together.

The consultant

for the preliminary design of the isolators and for the relevant isolator
specifications was Professor James Kelly of the University

of California

(Berkeley/USA).
During the final structural design, the mounting system of the seismic
isolator bearings was modified, separating the steel end plates from the
rubber but providing a machined groove for restraining the isolators to avoid

-229possible peeling of rubber in the joint fillet. A bolted-type connection was
also provided to assure ease of replacement of the isolators because of aging
or remote, but possible, damage arising from a strong motion earthquake. (See
Fig. 17 for details of the bearing design.)
According to procurement specifications, a comprehensive set of static
tests was undertaken to assure attainment of the requested quality of the
isolators. All of the isolators were tested under sustained vertical load.
Twenty percent of the isolators were tested using five cycles of reversed 100J
shearing strain, while being compressed to the service loads (see Figs. 18 and
19).
The ISMES laboratories in Bergamo (Italy) were appointed for the aforesaid
tests (see Figs. 20 and 21).
A group of dynamic tests was also performed with the purpose of checking
the sensitivity of their stiffness against the frequency of excitation and for
evaluation of damping characteristics. The resulting shearing stiffness was
practically constant and the equivalent viscous damping factor was found to be
0.11 (see Figs. 22 and 23). More extensive data will be released very soon by
ISMES, which has begun wide-ranging research on these kinds of isolator
systems.
State of the Project
The Ancona project started in early July 1988 with excavation and placement
of the retaining structures (in-situ diaphragms); the beginning of the superstruc
e started the end of July 1989.
Un-.r a research program sponsored by ENEA and ISMES, dynamic tests on one
of the completed buildings will be performed. This should result in a great
deal of interest, since this will be one of the very few full-scale tests
performed on seismically isolated buildings.
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Fig. 1. Photo of the SIP Administration Center Model
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Fig. 12. SRSS Displacements of the A1-Type Building

Fig. 13. SRSS Displacements of the C-Type Building
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Fig. 20. Isolators under Shearing and Compression Testing Machine
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Fig. 21. Isolators under 100* Shearing and Compression
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Fig. 22. Isolators under Static Compression and Dynamic Shear
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SEISMIC ISOLATION RETROFITTING OF THE SALT LAKE CITY AND COUNTY BUILDING

J. Bailey and E. Allen (E. W. Allen and Associates - USA)

The City and County Building, a massive unreinforced masonry structure
completed in 1894, has been seismically retrofitted using base isolation.
The isolation system consists of 443 lead-rubber isolators installed
underneath the building on top of existing spread footings. The building
is isolated from the surrounding ground by a perimeter moat wall,
permitting lateral movement to take place during an earthquake.
It is believed that this is the first historic structure in the world
to be retrofitted against possible seismic damage using base isolation.

Introduction
Construction on the Salt Lake City and County Building began in 1890, and
the building was dedicated and occupied in 1894. The building is a five-story
unreinforced-masonry and stone-bearing wall structure with a 76-m-high central
clocktower.

Plan dimensions are 40 x 80 m.

The style of architecture is

Richardsonian/Romanesque Revival.
For many years the building was Utah's tallest.

Even today, because of its

ornamental architectural style and prominent location in the center of a city
park, the building is a highly visible landmark (Fig, 1).

Structural History
At the time the building was designed and built, earthquake engineering was
a

nonexistent

science.

The possible susceptibility

of the structure

to

earthquake damage was likely not even considered.
Occupants became aware of the problem in later years when occasional minor
earthquakes would produce cracks in walls and over doorways, loosen stonework,
produce

visible

swaying

in

the

clocktower

structure, and

set

decorative

statues askew.
The largest earthquake experienced by the building occurred in 1934, which
prompted the removal of the four statues over the main building entrances and
the statue atop the clocktower.

The March 12, 1934, Hansel Valley earthquake

had an approximate Richter magnitude of 6.1.
from Salt Lake.

Hansel Valley is about 80 miles

Accelerations felt by the building at its base were likely

not greater than 0.05 g. Although not reported in the local paper, folklore
claims that the clockworks were shaken loose and crashed down through the
tower floors and fifth-level skylight, finally coining to rest on the fourth
floor. Miscellaneous wall cracks have continued to appear through the years,
with some attributed to settlement, some to earthquakes, but with no
documentation or records kept.
Eventually the condition of the building became the subject of official
concern, and in the early 1970's, a modest study of the building was funded by
the City and County. The structural portion of the study concluded that the
building was, for the most part, structurally sound, and would likely meet all
requirements of the 19^0 Uniform Building Code without modification. However,
the building was woefully inadequate seismically, and would require extensive
modification to be brought up to code.
The clocktower, because of its height, weight, and configuration, was the
most obvious seismic hazard. A study of the tower concluded that a steel
space truss within the tower was the best solution, primarily because it would
not add significant weight to a building which had already shown some signs of
settlement distress.
During the following decade a certain amount of construction work was
undertaken as funds were budgeted by the City and County. Small construction
packages were bid that allowed the restoration of most of the exterior of the
East Entrance, and implementation of the first sections of the planned
stabilization of the clocktower.
But the continued deterioration of the
building and the inescapable effects of inflation eventually forced a reconsideration of this approach to the building's restoration, and the City
decided to have a comprehensive study made on the structure to determine
whether the building should, or could, be restored and seismically retrofitted, how the space could best be utilized, and the costs involved with the
different approaches.
This study strongly recommended that the building be saved, primarily due
to its historical significance and unique architecture.
However, costs
involved to seismicly retrofit the building, using a conventional Uniform
Building Code (UBC) approach, appeared to be prohibitively high. To bring the
building up to Zone 3 standards, it would be necessary to totally gut and
replace the interior structure, and construct a new building within the
original exterior ornamental facade.

Testing and Determination of Aa-Built Conditions
Field tests of existing materials were conducted to determine the reliable
degree of strength of the as-built structure. The tests included in-place
shear, compression prism, core compression, stone compression, and footingconcrete compression tests. Significant findings were that the sand-lime
mortar used in the masonry, and the footing concrete, were of generally poor
quality, stone used for foundations was of a very high quality, and the laying
of brick between wythes through the various wall thicknesses was generally
quite good.
Original architectural plans were available for preliminary studies and the
development of working drawings. Although inaccurate in many respects, these
drawings provided a good starting point in determining many of the as-built
conditions.
Structural Analysis and Design
The first challenge in this preliminary phase was to refine the structural
study and explore ways of reducing the anticipated cost of seismic retrofit.
Preliminary analyses were done to arrive at seismic retrofit schemes using
the UBC, Base Isolation (BI), and the ABK Method, a relatively new methodology
being tried in California for seismic hazard mitigation of existing unreinforced masonry buildings. Common to all three schemes were the following:
1. A steel space truss within the clocktower to stabilize it and transfer
seismic forces down into the main building. Conservatively, it was decided
to use results of the conventional, nonisolated analysis for sizing of
tower steel members and tower wall anchorage for all three solutions
because of the significance of the tower as a seismic hazard.
2. A structural plywood diaphragm in the fifth-floor attic spaces to stabilize
the top of exterior masonry walls.
3. Lightweight reinforced-concrete topping over portions of existing floor
diaphragms to increase their stiffness and strength.
1. Anchorage of exterior masonry walls to floor and attic diaphragms.
5. Plywood shear walls within attic spaces to laterally stabilize the main
building roof structure.
6. Anchorage of seismic hazards, such as chimneys, statues, gables, dormers,
gargoyles, and balustrades, around the exterior of the building.
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provide a tension tie through the walls.
The original base isolation scheme consisted of -500 isolators, to be
installed on new footings a couple of meters below the bottom of existing
footings. Directly above the isolators, and below the existing footings,
would be a series of reinforced concrete beams to carry the weight of the
structure between isolators. These beams would all be rigidly interconnected
by struts to tie the system together.
Preliminary calculations indicated a dramatic reduction in force levels.
Shotcreting of existing walls would not be necessary, and existing floor
diaphragms would require only minimal strengthening around their perimeters.
It would be necessary, however, to entirely remove the first floor to provide
working space for the foundation work.
In essence, the BI solution shifted the focus of the structural work from
the shear walls above to the foundation, reducing much of the seismic retrofit
work to a massive underpinning project.
Preliminary cost estimates indicated the ABK Method as the most economical
solution, although it was questioned whether the method could be extrapolated
to a building of this monumental size. In terms of damage control and disruption in the historic fabric of the building, the ABK solution was felt to be
inferior to the BI solution.
Although the BI solution exceeded the ABK
solution in cost by over $1 million, based on rough schematic estimates, it
was still considerably less expensive and architecturally disruptive than the
UBC solution, which would require total demolition and reconstruction of the
interior of the building. Calculations also indicated that the base-isolated
building stayed well within the elastic range (0.08 g, vs 0.55 g for a
nonisolated building), so that predicted damage would be minimized for the
design earthquake.
These findings were presented to the Mayor and City Council, with a
recommendation to proceed with base isolation. It was decided to conduct a
detailed analytical study, which would include dynamic time-history analyses
on a detailed building computer model.
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Although no seismograph records for major earthquakes in Salt Lake exist,
earthquake records in other areas, with geology similar to Salt Lake,
indicated that the City and County Building might be subjected to amplified
force levels as high as 0.55 g. Resisting these forces using such approaches
as the UBC and ABK methodologies would require significant construction
throughout the building.
This work would have great impact on existing
architectural finishes, such as moldings, wainscots, door frames, and floor
tile. This conventional type of seismic retrofit work would primarily serve
to prevent building collapse, but noncatastrophic damage would still be
extensive due to seismic energy being absorbed through inelastic deformation
of building components.
Base isolators are very stiff in the vertical direction to transfer gravity
loads, but are flexible in the horizontal direction, thus isolating the
building from the horizontal components of seismic forces. Base isolation
would shift the fundamental period of vibration of the structure to a range
outside the predominant energy content of the design earthquake. In simple
terms, the structure would tend to vibrate at a different frequency than the
ground below it, thus avoiding resonance and significantly reducing the level
of force experienced by the building. (The concept works in much the same way
as shock absorbers do in an automobile, isolating the car and its occupants
from road vibrations.)
A typical bearing used on this project is -43 cm square by 38 cm tall (Fig.
2). It consists of a sandwich of alternating steel and rubber layers with a
lead core. The purpose of the lead core is twofold: it acts as a fuse,
preventing building motion due to wind loads, but yielding and providing
inelastic viscous damping to absorb energy during a seismic event. This
damping also helps to control horizontal deflections. The steel plates, which
are bonded to the rubber, prevent t::2 rubber from spreading outward under
vertical loading, thus making the bearings very stiff in the vertical
direction.
For the bearings to work properly, it is necessary to isolate the perimeter
of the building from the ground horizontally so that the building could
translate relative to the ground during an earthquake. To do this a retaining
wall would need to be constructed around the building's exterior with a 30-cm
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would experience relative to the ground during the design earthquake was about
12 cm. The additional clearance was provided as a factor of safety. A bumper
restraint system was also installed in the moat to act as a backup safety
device.
Base Isolation Design
Shortly after approval of the base-isolation schematics, exploratory
trenches dug around the foundation revealed significant variance between the
original drawings and the as-built conditions.
It was discovered that
footings beneath the building were roughly 50? wider and thicker than shown on
the original plans, with a massive concrete mat, 23 m square x 1.4 m thick,
underneath the four main tower piers. The original base-isolation scheme of
placing isolators below existing foundations had to be abandoned.
The structural design team revised the scheme so isolators would be
installed on top of the existing footings. However, because of isolator
installation clearances, it became necessary to raise the new first floor 36
cm.
Although a significant amount of tunneling and undermining work was eliminated by the decision to install the isolators above the existing footings, it
was now necessary to cut hundreds of slots through existing walls above the
footings to install the isolators. Also, a considerable amount of notching
into existing walls for side beams was necessary. Tests had indicated that
the stonework at the base of existing walls was extremely hard (1500 kg/cm
compressive strength), and it would be difficult to cut into it or through
it. Also of concern were the types of tools that would be permitted for
foundation work.
The sand-lime mortar appeared to be of extremely poor
quality at many locations, and it was felt that an impact hammer of any
significant size would vibrate much of the mortar loose. Because of this
concern, it was specified in the contract documents that only nonimpact
methods of stone removal would be permitted.
The final design, on which construction documents were based and construction has proceeded, consisted of 443 bearings (Fig. 3) placed on top of the
original spread footings, with a new concrete structural system built above
the bearings to distribute loads to the isolators.
This new structure
contains the following elements:
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walls are notched in 10 cm on each side to receive these beams. Posttensioning rods are drilled through the walls and tightened to clinch the
masonry material between the new beams (Fig. <t).
2. Ac isolator locations, all wall material is removed to accommodate the
bearings themselves and a new concrete cross beam is poured over the top of
the isolator and connected to the two side beams. The cross beam acts as a
double cantilever in transferring the wall load from the side beams onto
the isolator.
3. Below the isolators, several small steel beams are welded together to form
a grillage to distribute vertical loads from the isolator onto the existing
footing (Fig. 2 ) .
*». A new concrete first-floor diaphragm is built, linking all of the isolators
so they will act together as a system.
5. After the four steps above are completed, the mortar Joints directly below
the new side beams are removed, thus transferring the building weight onto
the isolators and completing the isolation process.
All isolators were made the same size to cut down on fabrication costs and
simplify installation details. The different types of isolators were reduced
to two, those with lead plugs and those without. At one time, all isolators
had lead plugs, but computer analyses had indicated unacceptably high tower
shear for certain earthquake records. The isolators with lead plugs, approximately half of the total, were located around the perimeter of the building to
cut down on torsional response.
Construction
Prior to bidding the final contract, several different methods were tried
by prospective contractors in an effort to determine the most efficient means
of stone removal using nonimpact tools. Two methods thought to be promising
were line drilling, that is drilling a series of holes close enough to each
other to form a single cut, and high-pressure water Jet cutting. Both methods
worked, but neither proved to be cost effective.
As this Job was truly unique, with no real precedent, it was difficult to
obtain a reliable cost estimate. Experts in stone and concrete coring and
cutting were consulted and shown the schemes to get a general idea of the
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this portion of the work was well within the budget.
The method chosen by the low bidder, and used for a large portion of the
stone cutting, was a wire saw. The saw, manufactured in Spain, consists of a
1.27-cm diam diamond-embedded steel wire, guided by a series of pulleys that
can be adapted to each cutting situation. A control panel and device mounted
on a track maintains tension on the wire. The wire is kept cool with a steady
stream of water. Large diamond blade rotary saws, up to 1.22-m diam, were
also used to make the vertical cuts. Overcutting at corners could not be
permitted, so this method left a considerable amount of partially cut stone
within the holes that had to be broken out later. Both line drilling and
wire-saw cutting were used to make the horizontal cuts across the top of the
slots.
Every effort was made, in preparing the bid documents, to have the
contractor account for minor variations in existing footing elevations in his
bid.
A difference of ±7.62 cm from the average elevation shown on the
drawings was to be accounted for by adjusting grout thickness, cross-beam
depth, etc. Since the floor was not to be removed prior to bidding, the
average footing elevation was determined by studying the existing drawings,
and checking actual footing elevations where possible in a very limited number
of locations. Preliminary data seemed to indicate that the 7.62-cm tolerance
would be adequate. It has been recommended that, perhaps, the first floor
should be removed as a separate contract so that existing footing and plinth
conditions could be verified, and information thus obtained could be
incorporated in the bid documents. This suggestion was denied as it would
delay the overall project completion date.
Upon removal of the first floor, however, it became apparent that almost
the entire south half of the building foundation was up to 15.24 cm higher
than shown on the bid documents. The north half, where footing-elevation
measurements had been taken previously, was almost entirely at the assumed
elevation.
Another problem not anticipated was that the stone used for
plinths varied greatly in thickness, both along their length, and from side to
side. Uniform stone thicknesses and widths had been shown on the original
drawings, and verified in only a few accessible isolated locations prior to
bidding and subsequent floor removal.
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foundation, where almost all of the problems were encountered. To stay ahead
of the contractor, and answer the myriad of questions generated by varying
foundation conditions, it became necessary for the writer to stay full time »t
the job site for about six weeks. An additional structural engineer was
assigned to the project for four months to help solve the steady stream of
problems created by unforeseen existing conditions.
Also at the site were two engineers employed by the City and assigned to
the project full time. This greatly eased the burden on the project engineer,
as these people were on site to spot potential structural problems as they
turned up, and to alert the project engineer. A full-time field engineer is a
must on any job of this size and complexity.
Another major concern was the possibility of building settlement and potential cracking at time of mortar Joint removal. The isolators were preloaded
to take up any slack in the isolator assemblage before cutting the mortar
Joints between isolators. The isolator vertical stiffness is considerable
(535,000 kg/cm). It was decided to preload to 2/3 of the estimated dead load,
rather than the entire dead load; this would lower the risk of cracking the
walls above, which might occur if too much preload were applied.
Preloading was accomplished using Freyssinet flat Jacks in a shim space
provided for this purpose below each isolator. The particular flat jack used
is 41-cm diam x 3.18 cm thick, with a rated load of 172,000 kg. Two workmen
could easily preload three isolators in an hour. The procedure used is as
follows:
1. Place flat jack with circular shims in space between isolator and spreader
beam. The shims are fabricated to fit in the two dished areas located in
the center of each side of the flat Jack.
2. The flat jack comes with two valve stems. Epoxy is pumped into one of the
stems until all air is bled off through the second stem, at which time it
is locked off. As pressure Increases, the central dished out area of the
flat jack expands as it fills with epoxy and presses against the two nested
shims.
3. The hydraulic Jack for pumping the epoxy is a double-acting type, where the
hydraulic fluid, gauge, and assorted hoses are kept separate from the
epoxy, thus allowing the hydraulic Jack to be reused. A solvent is used to
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epoxy. When the gauge reading indicates the desired preload, the flat-Jack
valve stem is locked off.
1. The remaining space between the two 61-cm square plates not occupied by the
flat jack is shimmed tight with steel shim plates, and the four corner
bolts are tightened down.
5. Once the epoxy has cured, temporary safety screw jacks are removed and used
elsewhere on the Job.
Installing individual isolators under the eight cast-iron columns posed
special problems. A special column clamping device was designed and fabricated to grip the column in friction as well as bolt double-shear. The
clamping device, in turn, bolted to the needle beams fabricated from channel
sections which were used to jack against in order to pick up the load. An
additional collar was installed below the clamping collar to support the new
first-floor beams.
These beams were installed first to provide lateral
bracing for the column during the underpinning procedure.
Once it was
verified by surveying instruments that the load was picked up, the bottom of
the column and cast-iron baseplate were cut off, removed, and replaced with a
base isolator.
After isolator preloading, the needle beams, jacks, and
clamping device could be removed and reused on the next column. This method
worked well for all but one column, which cracked and had to be repaired.
Construction Staging
Of critical importance was the staging of mortar Joint removal once all
isolators were in place and preloaded.
It would be unwise to allow the
contractor to proceed at will with mortar Joint removal, since parts of the
building might be cut loose while other parts are still rigidly attached to
the ground, making the building susceptible to even small tremors.
The
contractor had to meet the following requirements:
1. The new first-floor diaphragm had to be substantially in place before any
mortar joints were cut.
2. All mortar Joints must be removed in as short a time as possible.
3. A specific joint cutting sequence must be followed so that one part of the
building does not become isolated for an extended period of time while
another part is still tied down.
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the whole isolator installation process, as significant portions of wall must
be removed to install the isolators. An earthquake of any significant size
during isolator installation could be catastrophic to the building.
In regions seismically more active than Utah, the added degree of risk
during the installation process would need to be studied carefully, as the
potential for a significant earthquake during the isolator installation time
window would be much greater. Perhaps isolator locking mechanisms could be
employed during isolator installation in areas of high seismicity where the
degree of risk during construction is judged to be unacceptably high.
Conclusions
The experience of designing and constructing a seismic isolation system for
the Salt Lake City and County Building has indicated the feasibility of this
method for retrofitting existing buildings. It is an approach that offers the
possibility of preserving as much of the original architectural fabric as
possible, and, at the same time, providing a greater degree of protection from
nonstructural damage than conventional strengthening.
But not all existing buildings are equal candidates for base isolation. To
be economically retrofitted with such a system, a building must substantially
meet the following criteria:
1. The building's shape must be suitable. The plans and elevations must be
reasonably regular. The structure's height should be less than its width
so uplift is not a major problem. Short, heavy buildings are more suitable
than high-rises, as their nonisolated period is in the range most likely to
benefit from base isolation.
2. The site must allow the building to move relative to the ground without
interference from adjacent structures.
3. The building should have interiors worth preserving.
Alternative
strengthening techniques require demolition of many interior surfaces and
alteration of spaces.
4. The anticipated difficulty or expense of repairing nonstructural damage in
an unisolated condition should be substantial, to Justify the additional
cost of an isolated structure.

-257Finally, the difficulty of documentation and construction, and the complexity of engineering an isolated structure, make base isolation a technically
challenging solution that should not be undertaken casually. For the foreseeable future it will remain an experimental technique that Mill require
resources beyond those typically found on small restoration projects. But,
with time and experience, base isolation is likely to find its place as an
accepted procedure that can be considered on its own merits and used where
appropriate.
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Fig. 1. City and County Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
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DEVELOPMENT OP SAFETY EVALUATION GUIDELINES FOR BASE-ISOLATED BUILDINGS IN
JAPAN

Hiroyuki Aoyama (Univ. of Tokyo-Arch. - Japan)

This paper describes the safety evaluation guidelines for ordinary
base-isolated buildings, now under development in Japan.

Introduction
Design of all base-isolated buildings currently must go to the Ministry of
Construction
stipulated

to obtain

the Minister

of Construction's Special

in the Building Standard Law Art. 38).

Permit

(as

This special permit is

issued on condition that the particular design has passed the Building Center
of Japan review.
The Building Center of Japan established two committees for this purpose.
One is the Base Isolation Research Committee, chaired by Professor Masanori
Izumi of the Tohoku University.

This committee reviews the base-isolation

system of each structural designer, design procedures, and design criteria in
general.

The other committee, the Base Isolation Safety Evaluation Committee,

chaired by the writer, reviews the structural design of each base-isolated
building.

In other words, when a structural engineer wants to get approval on

the design of a base-isolated building, he must first go to the Research
Committee and have his base-isolation system and design method reviewed.

He

then goes to the Safety Evaluation Committee to have the individual building
design reviewed, each time using his base-isolation system which has already
been approved by the Research Committee.
The above-mentioned

review system was deemed appropriate for the initial

state of the development of base-isolated buildings.

But as the number of

such buildings and their designers increases, it was strongly felt that a
simpler review system was needed.

However, at the same time, it was also felt

that a simpler rev'lew, which could be achieved according to stiff regulatory
specifications, might interfere with free development of the state-of-the-art.
The Building Center of Japan established a third committee in 1986, an Ad
Hoc Committee to study the vibration control technology in general, including
the base isolation.

This committee was chaired by the writer.

The committee
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third year, the committee was expanded to form three subcommittees. The first
subcommittee was in charge of the gener
review of the state-of-the-art on
the vibration control capacity evaluation, and was chaired by Dr. T. Murota of
the Building Research Institute. The second subcommittee was in charge of
developing the base-isolation safety evaluation guideline, and was chaired by
the writer.
The third subcommittee was devoted to reviewing currently
available isolating devices, and was chaired by Professor M. Izumi.
A brief description of the works by the above-mentioned second subcommittee, although the works are still far from complete, follows. It is expected
that the base-isolation safety evaluation guideline will take its final form
at the end of the fiscal 1989; i.e., March 1990. When the guideline is
finally approved and effected by the Ministry of Construction, the following
changes are expected to occur as to the review and approval procedure.
First, a relatively conventional and conservative base-isolation design can
be reviewed directly by the building official of the local autonomy following
each specified item in the guideline.
This will great-., simplify the
designer's role in obtaining official approval, as compared to the current
review system.
However, to not restrict any development toward the new
technology which may not be covered by the guideline, a second possibility
exists; i.e., the current procedure to go through the Research and Safety
Evaluation Committees of the Building Center of Japan will remain available.
Scope of the Safety Evaluation Guideline
The guideline recognizes two types of soil of three types as specified in
the Building Standard Law and its Enforcement Order: Type I: hard soil; and
Type II: intermediate soil. The use of a base-isolation concept for a structure on soft soil would have to be investigated from advanced scientific and
engineering viewpoints. Hence, it was excluded from the guideline and was
left to the current review procedure.

-264To have variety in application of the guideline, it specifies classifications in the design of superstructures and the isolators. Under the action of
Level 2 earthquake motion,a the superstructure must satisfy one of the
following three conditions:
S-1: no yielding of members is permitted
S-2: yielding, but no story mechanism, is permitted
S-3: mechanism, but no excessive drift, is permitted.
Also under the action of Level 2 earthquake motion, the maximum displacement
of isolations must remain:
B-1: within stable (allowable) limits
B-2: within insured capacity limits.
Combination of the above classification produces a matrix as illustrated in
Table I. Notations A + , A", B + , B~, and C correspond to the safety evaluation
levels, where level A + design is supposed to be the most conservative, hence
inherently safe, and level C design takes the opposite side. Differences in
the safety evaluation levels will result in a different number of required
safety evaluation items. Level A + design will require the least number of
items, with level C design requiring the most.
Safety Evaluation Items
Following are the inclusive items for level C design. As the level goes up
toward level A + , fewer items will apply, as mentioned above.
1. Architectural Design
2. Soil Condition
Type of soil
Boring

a

Level 1 and Level 2 earthquakes refer to the levels as currently used in the
dynamic design of high-rise buildings. Level 1 earthquake corresponds to
"once-in-a-lifetime" event, and a Level 2 earthquake is regarded as much
higher than that, corresponding to "probable maximum" event. They are currently taken, for buildings in the Tokyo area, for example, to be 25 and 50
cm/s, respectively, in terms of maximum ground velocity of the earthquake
motion.

-2653. Structural Design
Design principles
Material and strength
Design load
Behavior under design load
Ultimate behavior
J|. Isolator Design
Specification for bearings
Specification for dampers
Arrangement and allowable values
5. Earthquake Response Analysis
Analysis principles
Method of analysis
Analytical models
Natural period
Earthquake motion
Evaluation for Level 1 earthquake
Evaluation for Level 2 earthquake
Evaluation for safety margin
6. Other Evaluations
Wind
Architectural details
Equipment design
Durability
Fire protection
Construction
Maintenance
Safety Margin of Base Isolation
There is "evaluation for safety margin" in the itemized list of Table I.
This item means a safety check for earthquake motion in excess of Level 2. It
is generally agreed that a base-isolated building should have similar seismic
safety as an ordinary high-rise building, in view of the similar fundamental
period of vibration. Nevertheless, no safety margin check is required for
ordinary high-rise buildings for any earthquake motion in excess of Level 2.
Figure 1 attempts to explain the difference between ordinary high-rise and
base-isolated buildings, from a rather personal point of view.

-266Figures 1(a) and (b) illustrate schematic lateral load-deflection curves
for ordinary high-rise and base-isolated buildings, respectively. In the case
of base-isolated buildings, it is meant to be the load-deflection relationship
for the isolating devices; i.e., the most critical layer of the structure.
Design points corresponding to design earthquakes of Levels 1 and 2 are shown
on the curves.
For ordinary high-rise buildings, current structural designs almost always
remain in the range as shown in Fig. 1{a). In the course of structural
design, engineers do not opt to explore the available deformation capacity
beyond Level 2, knowing there is ample reserve deformation capacity. This is
illustrated by the broken line in the figure.
For base-isolated buildings, on the other hand, the end of our world is
very clearly known, in terms of deformation capacity of base-isolation
devices. Hence, it is necessary that a safety margin should be quantitatively
explored beyond the Level 2 point. What kind of safety margin check should be
employed is left to the judgment of the designer. There is no explicit
requirement for the amount of factor of safety that should be provided. The
state-of-the-art for base isolation is still in its developing stage, and a
general social consensus for the seismic safety of this new kind of structure
is yet to be developed.

Table I
Safety Evaluation Levels
B-1
within stable lim.

B-2
within insured cap.

S-1
no yield

A-

B+

S-2
no mech.

A"

B"

S-3
mech.

C

C
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SEISMIC ISOLATION RUBBER BEARINGS FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Takafumi Fujita (Univ. of Tokyo-IS - Japan)

This paper describes results of biaxial breaking tests by compression
and shear and by tension and shear for seismic isolation rubber bearings
with bolted-type connections. The bearings used in the tests were lowdamping rubber bearings, high-damping rubber bearings, and lead-rubber
bearings.
Three modes of failure of the bolted-type bearings were
observed in the tests. They are the breaking failure by tension and
shear; the breaking failure by compression and shear; and the buckling
failure by compression and shear. The first and the second modes of
failures are almost independent of the types and the sizes of the
bearings. The breaking conditions of those failure modes are described
in the axial stress-shear strain plane. This expression is useful for
the evaluation of safety margins of the bearings.
The paper outlines the basic design of the nuclear-grade bearings
which were used for large-scale rubber bearing tests in a research
project for seismic isolation of fast breeder reactor (FBR) plants. The
paper also discusses the protection method against aging and the quality
control which are important for implementation.

Introduction
In Japan, the use of seismic isolation rubber bearings in buildings has
been progressing rapidly.
ings,

These include low-damping (natural) rubber bear-

high-damping rubber bearings,

' and lead-rubber bearings developed

Q

in New Zealand.
date, and about
residential, and

About 20 base-isolated buildings have been constructed to
10 are now under construction.
laboratory

buildings.

They are used as office,

This demonstrates that the rubber

bearings have become acceptable and are reliable enough for application to
less critical buildings of normal use.

For application to nuclear facilities,

however, more intensive research is necessary so that rubber bearings with
extraordinarily high reliability can be produced.
Since 1981, the author has engaged in the research and development of the
rubber bearings in collaboration with a major rubber manufacturer who is one
of the pioneer groups in research for rubber bearings in Japan.^»10

The low-

damping and high-damping rubber bearings developed by the author's group are
bolted-type bearings that use bolts for connection to the isolated superstructure and the foundation.

In the early stages of development, the reason

for adopting the bolted-type bearings was because they were believed to have

-269more consistent and more predictable dynamic behavior when subjected to threedimensional seismic ground motions. In the later stage of development, the
adoption was confirmed by the fact that for a given size of bearing and a
given vertical load, the bolted-type bearings could accept considerably larger
horizontal displacements than the doweled-type bearings.
Since 19S7, a seven-year test and research project for application of
seismic isolation to fast breeder reactor power plants, supported by the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), is being carried out by
the Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI). 11 In this
project, large-scale rubber bearings of three types (low-damping, highdamping, and lead type) are being tested.12
All of the bearings use the
bolted-type connection.
(Note: For lead-rubber bearings the doweled-type
connection has usually been used in Japan, New Zealand, and the United
States.)
For the bolted-type of bearing, the strength of bond between the rubber
sheets and the steel plates must be improved so the possible break position
occurs only in the rubber layers. Such rubber bearings obey simple breaking
conditions even under biaxial loads of compression and shear, and of tension
and shear. This behavior has been shown by various breaking tests. The
breaking conditions enable us to evaluate safety margins of the bearings
designed for given specifications.
This paper summarizes the results of the breaking tests for three types of
rubber bearings and depicts possible failure modes of the bolted-type bearings
from the results. The paper also discusses the basic design of the rubber
bearings for nuclear facilities, protection of the bearings against aging, and
quality control of the bearings.
Breaking Tests of Low-Damping Rubber Bearings
The low-damping rubber bearing is a natural rubber bearing with a normal
energy absorbing capacity, which provides the base-isolated buildings with
a damping ratio of about 2%. The rubber bearing needs additional energyabsorbing devices to form the appropriate seismic isolation systems with
effective damping ratios of 10 to 20?.

-2701. Rubber Bearing for Breaking Tests
The rubber bearing of a 980-kN rated load and its 0.4-scale model were used
to investigate the breaking conditions of the low-damping rubber b e a r i n g . ^
The full-scale bearing comprising 27 natural rubber sheets of 6-mm thickness
and 600-mm diam bonded to steel plates, was designed to provide the 100-ton
rated mass with a horizontal natural frequency of 0.51 Hz and a vertical
frequency of 21 H2 (Fig. 1). The design compressive stress for the rated load
was 3.^7 MPa.

The characteristic values of physical properties of the rubber

were as follows:
Hardness (IRHD) = M0, G 1 0 0 = 0.58 MPa, efi = 6.5,
where G 1 0 0 expresses the shear modulus at a 100% shear strain and e B is the
breaking tensile strain.
2. Biaxial Breaking Test by Compression and Shear
Biaxial breaking tests by compression and shear were carried out for the
0.4-scale models.

The tests were performed using a test apparatus that can

exert vertical loads and horizontal displacements on a pair of bearings in
which one bearing is placed on top of the other, while keeping the top surface
of the upper and the bottom surface of the lower bearing parallel to a link
mechanism.
Figure 2 shows the test results for six pairs of bearings under compressive
stresses up to two times the design stress.
almost

The breaking shear strains are

independent of the compressive stresses and are about 500? corre-

sponding to a shear deflection of 0.8 m in full size, which is larger than the
diameter of the bearing.

This result could be explained by the fact that, as

shown in Fig. 3, contact of the side of the bearing to the top and bottom
flanges effectively

increases the overlapping area of the top and bottom

surfaces to support the vertical load.
1.7

times

the design

compressive

The breaking shear stresses are 1.6 or

stress, which means

that a

horizontal

acceleration of 1.6 or 1.7 g is needed to break the bearing by an inertia
force of the rated mass.
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Biaxial breaking tests by tension and shear were carried out for nine pairs
of the 0.^-scale models, using test apparatus in which two bearings keeping a
shear deflection given by a horizontal jack between them were pulled up by a
vertical jack. Figure 4 shows a part of the results where (a) is the results
under no shear strain, (b) is the result under a 185% shear strain, and (c) is
the result under a 309% shear strain, and where the values in parentheses
represent full size. The test results showed that though the breaking tensile
forces decreased with increasing shear deflection, the breaking forces (0.80
to 0.91* times the rated load) are still large even under a shear deflection of
0.3 m in full size.
Breaking tests by simple tension without shear were also carried out for
the full-scale bearings, showing that the breaking tensile forces are larger
than the rated load (1.2 to 1.9 times).
4. Breaking Conditions
The breaking conditions under the biaxial loads are expressed in a plane
with a vertical axis representing the axial stresses of the bearing (the positive part of the axis was for the tensile stresses and the negative part for
the compressive stresses) and a horizontal axis representing the breaking
shear strains. From all of the test results, the conditions shown in Fig. 5
were obtained for the 980-kN bearing, where the dotted line connecting the
average values of the test results shows the boundary between areas with and
without occurrence of the breaking in the plane.
Breaking Tests of High-Daaping Rubber Bearings
The high-damping rubber bearings are those using rubber materials with
energy-absorbing capacities enhanced by mixing filler.
The high-damping
bearings can provide tne base-isolated buildings with proper damping for seismic isolation. This type of bearing was first used in the United States. 1 ^
2. Rubber Bearings for Breaking Tests
The bearings used for breaking tests were 0.5-scale models of the bearing
of a 784-kN rated load shown in Fig. 6 (Ref. 6 ) . The full-scale bearing was

-272designed to provide the 80-ton rated mass with a horizontal effective natural
frequency of about 0.5 Hz under an amplitude of ±0.15 m, a vertical natural
frequency of 20 Hz, and an effective damping ratio of about ^5% under the
amplitude. The design compressive stress was 4.93 MPa. The characteristic
values of the rubber are as follows:
Hardness (IRHD) = 60, G 1 0 0 = 0.85 MPa, e B = 7.2.
Figure 7 shows hysteretic restoring force characteristics of the full-scale
bearing obtained by cyclic deformation tests.
2. Biaxial Breaking Test by Compression and Shear
The tests were carried out for three pairs of the 0.5-scale models using
the same test rig as for the low-damping bearing tests mentioned above. The
test results given in Fig. 8 show that the breaking shear strain slightly
decreases with increased compressive stress, while the breaking shear stress
considerably decreases with increased compressive stress. Under the design
compressive stress, the breaking strain corresponded to a 0.66-m shear deflection in full size, which is larger than the diameter, and the breaking shear
stress is 1.1 times the design compressive stress. These values concerning
the breaking have enough safety margins for implementation to normal buildings, although the margins decrease compared with the low-damping bearing
because of the design sompressive stress increase.
However, for pairs B and D, the shear stress-strain relations have local
peaks and negative slopes in the ranges of shear strain smaller than the
breaking strains, although distortions in those ranges are conspicuous. These
distortions were caused by the fact that ram speed of the hydraulic actuator,
which exerts the vertical loads to bearings, could not follow the speeds of
height reduction of the pairs of the bearings. Consequently, frequent interruption of forcing and horizontal displacements was necessary to adjust the
vertical loads.
These results and facts suggest that buckling may have
occurred in the bearings. In such a case, the limit of acceptable deflection
of the bearing should be determined by the buckling, because the bearing will
not be able to restore the superstructure to its original position at deflections beyond this limit. For the bearing tested, the limit shear strain under
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deflection in full size which is large enough for implementation to normal
buildings.

3. Biaxial

Breaking Tests by Tension and Shear

The tests were performed by using the same test apparatus as that used
for the low-damping bearing.

Figure 9 shows the results obtained for three

pairs of the 0.5-scale models with shear strains of 0, 174, and 290>.

The

breaking tensile forces were 0.83, 0.64, and 0.59 times the rated load under
shear deflections of 0, 0.24, and 0.40 m in full size, respectively.

The

increased design compressive stress decreases safety margins in the breaking
tensile forces compared with the case of the low-damping bearing, although
relations between the breaking tensile stresses and the shear strains are
similar to those of the low-damping bearing.

4. Breaking Conditions
Bi raking conditions for the high-damping bearing are described in the axial
stress-shear strain plane as used for the low-damping bearing.
shows

the conditions obtained

for the low-damping bearing.
well with each other.

from

Figure 10

the test results together with

those

The conditions for both types of bearing agree

In the case of the high-damping bearing, however, the

acceptable shear strains under compressive stresses larger than the design
stress must be reduced because of the buckling, which is not included in Fig.
10.

4. Breaking Tests of Lead-Rubber Bearings
The lead-rubber bearing is the natural rubber bearing with a lead plug
inserted at its center hole, which works as an internal hysteretic damper for
seismic isolation.

1. Rubber Bearings for Breaking Tests
The bearings used for breaking tests and other tests were 0.1- and 0.27scale models of a 4900-kN rated load bearing shown in Fig. 11 (Ref. 14). The
full-scale bearing and its scale models were designed for preliminary study of
the bearings for nuclear facilities.

The full-scale bearing without the lead
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plug had

stiffnesses

to provide the 500-ton rated mass with a horizontal

natural frequency of 0.5 Hz and a vertical frequency of 20 Hz.
was designed

to provide

the restoring

force-displacement

The lead plug

relation of the

bearing with a hysteresis loop having a total width of 420-kN along the force
axis.

The design compressive stress was 2.44 MPa.

The rubber material of the

lead-rubber bearing was the same as that of the low-damping bearing.
Figure

12 shows restoring force characteristics of the bearing together

with those of the bearing without the lead plug for comparison, which were
obtained by cyclic deformation tests for the 0.27-scale model.

2. Durability Against Repeated Deformations
Durability

against

repeated

shear deformations

is important

to seismic

isolation rubber bearings, particularly the lead-rubber bearing, because it
utilizes elastoplastic deformation of the lead plug, of which the integrity is
unable to be inspected from outside the bearing.

To investigate the dura-

bility, 20 time-repetition tests of four-cycle deformation (the total cycle of
80) with a ten-minute interval between the times, were carried out for the
0.1-scale

models

under

the

design

compressive

stress.

The

tests

were

completed using a test rig of a different type from that used for the low- and
the high-damping bearings.
Figure 13 compares the shear stress-strain relation obtained by the 1st and
the 20th four-cycle deformation tests under a shear strain amplitude of ±227?
corresponding to a 0.5-m shear deflection in full size, where no significant
change is observed between the relations.

This means that both the rubber and

the lead plug could keep their integrity through the repetition test.

Figure

14 shows the relations by the 1st and the 20th tests under a strain amplitude
of ±445$

corresponding

to a 0.98-m displacement

carried out for another 0.1-scale model.

in full size which were

The relation by the first test was

unsteady because of likely formation of vacuoles in the rubber due to cavitation; nevertheless, the relation by the 20th tests maintained the specified
hysteresis loop.

This repetition test verified that the rubber and the lead

plug had the fatigue resistance even against repeated deformations of such a
large displacement.

-2753. Breaking Test by Compression and Shear
The test results are shown in Fig. 15, where the results denoted by A and
B are for the 0.1-scale models without the lead plug, and those denoted by E
and F are for the models under two times the de. tgn compressive stress.

The

results of C to F mean that the breaking shear deflections in full size were
1.1 to 1.2 m under vertical loads up to two times the rated load, and that the
breaking shear forces were 4.0 to 4.6 times the rated load.

These values

imply the large safety margins which resulted from the low design compressive
stress.
Comparing the results of A and B with those of C and D, it is obvious
that the lead plug scarcely affects the breaking by compression and shear.
Furthermore, it can also be assumed that the lead plug does not affect the
breaking by tension and shear.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the lead-

rubber bearings obey the breaking conditions similar to those of the lowdamping bearings and of the high-damping bearings as well.

Failure Modes of Rubber Bearings using Bolted-Type Connections
The results of the breaking tests mentioned above suggest three modes of
failure for the bolted-type bearings:

(1) breaking by tension and shear; (2)

breaking by compression and shear; and (3) buckling by compression and shear.
Figure 16 illustrates the occurrence conditions of the three modes of failure described in the axial stress-shear strain plane.

The boundaries AB, BC,

and DE are for the breaking by tension and shear, the breaking by compression
and shear, and the buckling by compression and shear, respectively.

Point D

corresponds to the minimum compressive stress with the possibility of inducing
the buckling, which makes a boundary for pattern change of the shear stressstrain relation, as shown in Fig. 16.
According to the test results, the boundaries AB and BC are almost independent of the types of the bearings including the low- and high-damping
types, and the lead type, and are also almost independent of the sizes of the
bearings.

They are determined mainly by the strength of the rubber materials,

which strongly depends on the vulcanization conditions.

For boundary DE,

however, useful knowledge and analytical methods to predict it have not been
obtained.

Future studies are required.
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In the CRIEPI test and research project for seismic isolation of FBR
plants, in which the author is involved, three types of bearings having a
49-OO-kN rated load have been designed for research purposes. In this paper,
the design of the low-damping bearing is outlined to show the basic design
concept applied to the bearings.
The low-damping bearing was designed according to the basic design specifications as follows:
1. horizontal stiffness to provide the 500-ton rated mass with a natural frequency of 0.5 Hz, which was adopted for the seismic isolation system to
perform sufficient reduction in seismic response accelerations for implementation and, at the same time, not to amplify the sloshing response of
the coolant in the reactor vessel;
2. vertical stiffness to provide the rated mass with a natural frequency of 20
Hz adopted to suppress the vertical response amplification to a minimum;
3. allowable horizontal deflection with the linear horizontal stiffness of 0.5
m, which was adopted for the system to maintain the isolation performance
against the design earthquakes with enhanced low-frequency components.
(Note, a tentative design response spectrum is being proposed for critical
facilities,1^ which requires a large safety margin.)
4. breaking horizontal deflection of about 1 m, which is provided by a shear
strain of about 450%.
The third specification mentioned above means that the breaking horizontal
deflection inevitably becomes larger than 1 m, because the linear stiffness is
maintained for shear strains up to about 250%, and the breaking occurs at a
shear strain of about 500% under a low design compressive stress (see Figs. 2
and 15).
In this project, to carry out the breaking tests for scale models which are
as large as possible, another specification was added as follows:
Figures 17 and 18 show the low-damping rubber bearing of full scale. The
design compressive stress is 2.48 MPa, which is low enough to provide the
bearing with large safety margins against breaking and buckling. The tests
were carried out for the full-scale bearing, the 0.633-scale models comprising
rubber sheets of 1.012-m diam, and the 0.316-scale models comprising rubber
sheets of O.5O6-m diam, using huge test apparatus equipped with a lateral load

-277actuator of a 5880-kN load capacity and a ±0.6-m (or 1.2-m) stroke, and an
axial load actuator of a 5880-kN load capacity and a ±0.35-m (or 0.7-m)
stroke. Through the tests, including the breaking tests by compression and
shear for both of the scale models, it was confirmed that the bearing met the
specifications well. 12
Protection Against Aging and Quality Control
Durability of the rubber bearings against aging is very important for
implementation. The rubber materials based on natural rubber are used not
only for the low-damping and the lead types, but also for the high-damping
type, because natural rubber has desirable performance against creep. However, its durability against aging is not always satisfactory when exposed to
ozone, oxygen, and ultraviolet rays. Therefore, the rubber manufacturer, collaborating with the author, developed a special structure of the bearing in
which, as nhown in Fig. 19, the inner rubber is protected by the surface
rubber of a synthetic rubber material with a high durability against aging.
The surface rubber is vulcanised together with the inner rubber in the mold.
Figures 20 and 21 show the difference between the durabilities of the inner
rubber and the surface rubber.
Furthermore, quality control of the bearings is important for implementation.
For the bearings applied to base-isolated buildings of normal use,
strict checks are already done at various stages of the manufacturing process,
as snown in Fig. 22. For the bearings applied to nuclear facilities, more
strict and detailed inspections are necessary to guarantee the performance
required by the design specifications. In the project for FBR plants, several
new inspections are being implemented for quality assurance, especially for
the assurance of the rubber and the bond strength. Even for the bearings used
in the tests, inspections under severe acceptance conditions are carried out
for their horizontal stiffness under deflections up to those allowable (0.5 m
in full size) and their vertical stiffnesses.
These experiences will
contribute to the establishment of quality control methods suitable for
nuclear facility bearings.

-278Conclusions
Performance and reliability of the rubber bearings in their present state
has convinced many engineers and researchers engaged in the nuclear industry
of the application of seismic isolation to nuclear facilities. Their application will become more practical as intensive research including static
breaking tests of large-scale bearings and degraded bearings, and excitation
tests of large-scale models of base-isolated reactor buildings, etc., confirms
the performance and the reliability of the bearings and establishes the design
and quality control methods. Such intensive research has already begun.
For application to nuclear facilities, however, it is necessary that
seismic isolation is accepted not only by the specialists, but also by the
public. Fortunately, the number of base-isolated buildings increases by the
year in Japan, and the situation is becoming real. Therefore, conditions for
the application of seismic isolation are being satisfied.
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Fig. 3. Low-Damping Bearings in Break Test
by Compression and Shear
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Fig. 18. Full-Scale Bearing for Tests
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CRIEPI TEST PROGRAM FOR SEISMIC ISOLATION OF THE FBR

Hiroo Shiojiri (CRIEPI-Abiko - Japan)

This paper describes the Central Research Institute of Electric Power
Industry's (CRIEPIs) seismic isolation program. The test and research
program on seismic isolation was started in 1987 by CRIEPI under contract
with the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (HITI) of Japan.
It was intended to establish a technical basis for the application of
seismic isolation to fast breeder reactors (FBRs). In this paper, some
details of the program and results of the preliminary study are
described.

Introduction
Seismic isolation is expected to be effective in raising the reliability
during earthquakes, reducing the cost, enlarging siting, and promoting design
standardization of the fast breeder reactor (FBR).
Although seismic isolation has been applied to several office buildings and
residences in Japan, more research and demonstrations are necessary to verify
the reliability and effectiveness of seismic isolation for such
structures as the FBR.

important

A test and research program was planned and started in

1987 by the Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI)
under contract with the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) so
the results could be reflected in the demonstration reactor (Fig. 1 and Table
I).

It was intended to select appropriate seismic isolation concepts, to

determine their effectiveness and feasibility, and to develop a rough draft of
design technical guideline within three years.
establish seismic

It was further intended to

isolation concepts, to verify their reliability, and to

prepare a design technical guideline (draft) within seven years.

In this

paper, some details of the program and results of a preliminary study are
described.

Test Program
On the basis of a survey of past research, designs, and seismic safety
reviews

of

nuclear

power

stations,
1

consisting of the following items

a

research

(Table II):

program

was

developed,

-2971. To prepare an FBR seismic isolation design technical guideline (draft) on
the basis of a survey of domestic and overseas standards and codes and the
results of the present research.
2. To evaluate slightly long period components of earthquake motion by
collecting and analyzing seismic observation records and by applying
analytical methods, and to propose a method for setting an appropriate
design earthquake motion.
3. To select appropriate seismic isolation systems and elements on the basis
of a survey of past cases and seismic response analyses, to develop
structural c cepts, and to investigate technical issues through analyses,
model experiments, etc., and to demonstrate the reliability of FBR seismic
isolation systems during a strong earthquake by use of a large-scale
shaking table.
4. To demonstrate the reliability of the seismic isolation elements by
conducting breaking tests with large-scale seismic isolation element
models.
5. To develop seismic PSA techniques for seismic isolation system. In this
paper, details of the program are described.
2. Proposal of Design Guideline for Seismic Isolation System
The program intends to propose a technical guideline which will be required
in designing seismic isolation for an FBR.
First, a comprehensive survey of aseisraic design standards, guidelines, and
actual designs of nuclear power stations and seismically isolated buildings in
and out of Japan was conducted.
On the basis of the survey findings, terms to be covered by the guideline
were selected, the basic philosophy and framework of the guideline were
formulated, and the remaining technical tasks were clarified.
Remaining tasks are to be investigated in this program, and by reflecting
the results of the program, the design guideline will be proposed.
The principal contents of the technical guideline (draft) are as follows:
Section I Safety design policy for seismic isolation systems
(a) Safety design policy for seismic isolation systems

-298Section
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
Section
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

II Seismic isolation design policy for seismic isolation systems
Basic policy
Classification of importance
Methods for evaluating seismic isolation design
Methods for calculating seismic forces
Methods for evaluating design earthquake motion
Methods for evaluating seismic isolation system
Combination of loads and tolerances
ill Engineering data
Evaluation of earthquake motion
Seismic isolation design methods
Seismic isolation elements design methods
Building design methods
Component design methods
Construction methods.

2. Study on Earthquake Load and Response
To design seismic isolation systems for an FBR, it is necessary to make
rational design earthquake ground motion which includes relatively long-period
components.
It is also important to confirm the performance of isolation
systems and to verify the response analysis method by observing the response
of actual seismically isolated structures.
We intend to propose a method to determine design earthquake ground motion
for a seismically isolated FBR, and to construct and observe the response of
the about 1/3-scale seismically isolated nuclear-island building model.
For investigation of design earthquake ground motion, seismic observation
records of large earthquakes (magnitude >6) are analyzed, and comparisons are
made with the results of evaluation methods such as the semiempirical formula
for Love wave, semi-empirical formula for body wave, and a method for
synthesizing strong ground motion using observed seismograms of small events.
3.

Development of Seismically

Isolated

Structure

We intend to select appropriate seismic isolation concepts for an FBR, to
develop an isolation structure, and to verify reliability of the structure.
This development is conducted according to the following procedure:
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(a) Several promising seismic isolation concepts and corresponding isolation
devices are picked up based on existing knowledge.
(b) Each plant

concept

is subjected

to seismic response analysis using a

tentative design spectrum for a seismically isolated FBR, and the applicability, cost reduction effects, and future research and development items
are evaluated

on

the basis of the results of their

findings, and an

isolation concept is selected.
(c) The design of an isolation system for an FBR is developed in some detail,
and tasks for further investigation are identified.
(d) Analytical studies and model tests are conducted for the identified tasks,
and the design of the isolation system is revised.
(e) Reliability of the isolation system is verified by large-scale model tests
using the shaking table of the Nuclear Power Engineering Test Center at
Tadotsu, Japan.

4. Seismic Isolation Element Demonstration Test
It is intended to conduct tests on large-scale seismic isolation elements
for an FBR to demonstrate safety against seismic load and durability of these
elements in service life of the plant.
Tests on the elements are conducted according to the following procedure:
(a) A survey of past tests on seismic isolation elements is made to select
necessary test items and to develop a test program.
(b) A specification of a laminated elastomer for base isolation of an FBR
building

is examined.

A full-scale (500-ton class) and

reduced-scale

(200- and 50-ton class) models are fabricated.
(c) A static biaxial load tester, which is capable of breaking large-scale
(200-ton class) isolation elements, is fabricated.
(d) Scale law is confirmed
models using

the load

by conducting tests on full- and

reduced-scale

tester and by testing cut-out samples from the

elastomers of different scales.
(e) The breaking loads and displacements are determined from the test results
of

reduced-scale

models

using

the

biaxial

load

tester,

while

load-

displacement relationships for design loads are determined using fullscale models.

-3005. PSA Methodology Development and Application on the Isolation System
It is intended to investigate the reliability of seismically isolated FBR
structures during earthquakes from the viewpoint of probabilistic safety
assessment.
The following methods are employed in the study:
(a) Estimation of the probabilistic factor of safety which consists of
capacity factor, response factor, and deterministic safety factor.
(b) Simulation and evaluation of safety margin measures based on second-moment
reliability for estimating the reliability index of both isolated and
nonisolated FBR structures.
(c) Development of a Monte Carlo simulation technique for more accurate
assessment and for investigation of the effect of randomness of isolation
devices on the response of seismically isolated FBRs.
Tentative Velocity Response Spectrum
The tentative velocity response spectra are formulated as input seismic
motion for development of a seismically isolated structure and for seismic
p
isolation demonstration tests.

J. Basic

Conditions

for Formulating

the Tentative

Velocity Response

Spectrum

The velocity response spectrum is not aimed at a specific point but is
based on a general design condition that a seismieally isolated FBR is constructed on the bedrock in any area of Japan. The following four conditions
are established to formulate the tentative velocity response spectrum.
(a) Regarding a slightly long-period seismic motion (T=2-10 s ) , the one which
gives an impact of the largest class possible in Japan shall be subjected
to evaluation. Limit values are not to be evaluated.
(b) The subject point shall satisfy the siting conditions for light-water
reactors (LWRs) in Japan as a general rule, provided that points which
have an accumulation layer of several thousand meters and cause a slightly
long-period seismic motion to be amplified extremely, shall be excluded.
(c) For short-period domain, the existing spectrum used in LWR-type power
reactors shall be respected.
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(d) The vertical motion established

with respect to the horizontal motion

shall be defined by the ratio of amplitude-to-the-horizontal motion.

2. Method for Formulating the Tentative Velocity Response Spectrum
(a) Seismic Scale Subject to Evaluation

From the distribution of seismic damages in Japan, it is observed that
earthquakes of M8 class occur off the coast of Sanriku and along the Nankai
trough, and many of them occur in the sea areas more than 50 km off the coast
of the Pacific Ocean. Also, from the seismotectonics map (Omote's map) for
extreme earthquakes (Fig. 2 ) , all M8 class earthquakes occur off the coast of
the Pacific Ocean, except for some parts in Central Japan. The velocity
response spectrum for tentative study, therefore, is aimed at an M8 earthquake
with an epicentral distance of 50 km.
fb) Estimation Using the Accelerogram on Bedrock
With respect to the accelerogram (88 components) of M6 or more, about 50 km
in epicentral distance and 60 km or less in hypocenter depth obtained on the
bedrock (Vs=700 to 1600 m/s), the spectrum amplitude of each observation
record was compensated into the equivalence of M8 using the coefficient y
expressed by Eq. (1).
Y = 10 A M .

(1)

Ec ^tion (1) considers only the term relating to amplitude and magnitude
froit .ne equation for determining the magnitude adopted by the Japan
Meteorological Agency (JMA), and an appropriate result can be obtained for the
spectrum amplitude in the neighborhood of five seconds in period. Regression
analysis was also made at M and +o on 88 pseudo-velocity response spectra
(h=5%) obtained from the above-mentioned observation record. Equation (2) was
used as the regression equation.
logSv(T) = a(T)M - [b(T)+mlogR] + c(T) + Ed^T) ,

(2)

-302Here, if the body wave is assumed, then m=1/2, and R refers to hypocentral
distance X; if the surface wave is assumed, then m=1/2 and R refers to
hypocentral distance A.
Also, for differential factor versus observation
point, E d ^ T ) , the difference in conditions at observation points was taken
into consideration. Sv is a velocity response spectrum.
(c) Estimation by the Seaiempirical Equation Based on Fault Model
Ishida proposed a method for calculating the seismic motion in bedrock by
using a low-pass filter which compensates the short-period spectrum because
the theoretical seismic motion spectrum based on a simple fault model (Haskell
model) underestimates the amplitude of the short-period seismic motion spectrum. The acceleration Fourier spectrum in seismic bedrock can be expressed
by the following equation:c
U(u»)~[(i8 x 10°'5M"2/X)/A(T)] • exp(-uX/2VsQ) ,

(3)

where Vs is shearing wave velocity, Q represents a decay drop in the propagation path, and A(T) is low-pass filter shown by the following equation:
A(T) = aT/(1 + aT) , where
(4)
a = 0.023AO + 0.22
The acceleration Fourier spectrum thus obtained is determined by a seismic
moment in the long-period domain and by a stress drop in the short-period
domain, as its characteristic.
Kudo assumed as d=10 km the midpoint depth of the underground structural
model and fault width obtained by a blasting test at Yumenoshima in Tokyo and
determined the semiempirical equation of acceleration spectrum intensity U(u)
(cm/s) on the ground surface against surface wave as shown below, with M and
epicentral distance A as parameters.
U(w) - 7.2 x 10°" 5 M ' 2 /A .

(5)
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However, considering

the fact that this empirical

equation relates to

Tokyo, which has a thick accumulation layer, and that the evaluation corresponds to the response spectrum of h=OJt, there is a strong possibility that
this evaluation is considerably large.

3. Tentative Velocity Response Spectrum
The results of these studies are summarized in Fig. 3.

Based on these

results, the tentative value is set at 100 kine within the range of two to ten
seconds in period, with engineering judgment considered.

As for short-period

domain, the spectrum including a short-period domain and slightly long-period
domain is shown in Fig. 4, which adopts existing light-water-type power reactor standards.

Since there is a large difference in the spectrum level at a

period of two seconds, both spectra will be tentatively used as shown by the
dotted line.

Meanwhile, for reference, eternal observation records of the

Japan Sea Central Earthquake (Mj=7.7), which occurred in 1983, and spectruras
of La Union records on the Mexican Earthquake (Ms=8.1), which occurred in
1985, are shown in the figure.

4. Estimation of Vertical Motion Velocity Response Spectrum
The vertical-motion velocity response spectrum (h=5J) is defined by its
ratio to the horizontal-motion velocity response spectrum (h=5?).

In Fig. 5,

the ratio (vertical-motion spectrum/horizontal-motion spectrum) and the value
±0 are shown.
Here, considering the fact that attention is paid to the spectrum amplitude
in a slightly long-period spectrum, the ratio of the vertical-motion spectrum
to the horizontal-motion spectrum was tentatively set at 0.6.

Evaluation of Isolation Concepts of an FBR
Various

isolation

concept was selected.

concepts for an FBR were evaluated

and

a

candidate

-304J. Preliminary Selection of Isolation Concepts
Possible seismic isolation concepts are classified by the scope of isolation as shown in Table III. Of these concepts, concepts (1) through (6)
correspond to component isolation, (7) and (10) to building isolation, and (8)
and (9) to combined isolation. Since horizontal ground motion has a dominant
effect on the design of buildings and components, concepts in which buildings
or some components are isolated only in vertical direction were excluded.
(a) Building Isolation
At present, there are no effective isolation systems which are capable of
supporting a load of about 150,000 tons, and at the same time achieving threedimensional seismic isolation. Development of such a system will require many
tasks such.as devising an effective anti-rocking measure.
As for the horizontal seismic isolation of buildings, LWR plants exist
(Cruas and Koeberg), which adopt such a system in addition to some experiences
with conventional buildings in and out of Japan. It is expected to allow
material reduction of building structure and many components. Hence, the
horizontal seismic isolation of buildings [(7) of Table I] was selected for
the present investigation.
(D) Component Isolation
It was considered inadequate to use three-dimensional "'.olation devices,
since it will be difficult to adjust them in such a way ~o avoid rocking,
because the isolation devices may have material or geometric nonlinearity. It
is also difficult to obtain the optimal horizontal and vertical isolation
properties since the horizontal and vertical vibrations are coupled together.
In the present investigation, concepts for seismically isolating the
primary system alone [(1) and (3) of Table III] were examined. Evaluation of
concepts in which seismic isolation covers both primary and secondary systems
was made by reflecting the findings of the combined isolation described in the
next subsection.
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(c) Combined Isolation
The building is given a horizonta1 isolation for the reason stated above.
Hence, components are given a vertical isolation.
As

the seismic

component

isolation

of the primary

isolation, a system

for vertical

system

is examined mainly

isolation of

the primary

in
and

secondary systems [(9) of Table III] is examined in combined isolation.
This system prevents any relative displacement of the sodium-system piping
[(9) of Table III].

2. Evaluation of Isolation Concepts
Response reduction, relative displacement, material reduction, and necessary technical development items were selected as the items for evaluating
applicability of a seismic-isolation system to FBR plants.
To make a comparative evaluation of various systems under the same conditions, the seismically-isolated FBR with respective isolation systems was set
according to the following rules, on the basis of a 100-MW(e) semiunderground
nonisolated

FBR system:

(a) each seismically-isolated FBR plant is to be

installed on the ground; and (b) the structure of the proposed FBR is to be
modified to allow introduction of the isolation system and to enhance its
effects.

However, no modification

of

the

structure

of any

sv5?tems or

components irrelevant to the introduction of the isolation system will be
made.
The resulting seismically isolated plants of the respective systems were
subjected

to response analysis to evaluate their response characteristics.

The results are shown in Table IV.
On the basis of these findings, each isolation system was examined in terms
of its material reduction effects, it applicability, and technical tasks to be
examined in the future.

A comparative evaluation is shown in Table V.

The findings may be summarized as follows:
(1) As for horizontal isolation, building, component, and combined isolation
are virtually identical in terms of material reduction of isolated portions and improving the reliability of such portions.
of

the

isolation, the greater

improving effects.

The wider the scope

the material reduction and

reliability

-306(2) The material reduction due to vertical isolation is relatively small.
Expected relative displacement of the core and control rods, prevention of
lifting of the core elements, and reduction of axial compression of
vessels is also small.
(3) Relative displacement is expected to be accommodated by elastic deformation of the piping in each isolation system. However, when only the
primary system components are isolated, it will be necessary to make a
detailed investigation of methods for accommodating relative displacements
of the secondary cooling system piping, which contains sodium and the fuel
handling systems.
(4) Required R&D items are relatively few for building isolation. Component
isolation requires some measures for shielding and air-conditioning of the
seismic isolation elements. The addition of vertical isolation will add
more R&D items, such as the reliability of vertical isolation elements,
and confirmation of performance of vertical isolation mechanisms.
Test on Large-Scale Seismic Isolation Elements
Static biaxial testing facilities for testing isolation elements were built
and several large-scale element tests were conducted.
1. Facilities for Testing Elements
A facility for testing seismic isolation elements was built in the Abiko
Research Laboratory of CRIEPI. Two actuators can apply both horizontal and
vertical loads on the element. The actuators are controlled in the loadcontrol and displacement-control modes.
Maximum available load of each actuator is ±600 tonf. Maximum achievable
horizontal displacement is ±600 or 1200 mm, and maximum achievable vertical
displacement is ±350 or 700 mm. Maximum velocity of loading of each actuator
is 0.5 cm/s. Figure 6 shows the facilities.
2. Seismic Isolation Element
In this program, the concept of base isolation of an FBR building was
selected as the most feasible system. In this concept, natural rubber, lead
rubber, and high-damping rubber bearings are regarded as the promising seismic
isolation elements of the FBR building. The natural rubber bearing was tested
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first (Fig. 7 ) .

One full-scale model and two kinds of reduced-scale models

were submitted for the test.
The full-scale model is designed to behave linearly up to a displacement of
500 mm and is designed to provide the 500-ton rated mass with a horizontal
natural

frequency

of 0.5

Hz and

a vertical

natural

frequency

of 20 Hz.

Parameters of the bearings are summarized in Table V.

3. Horizontal Stiffness Tests
The objectives of these tests are to estimate the horizontal stiffness and
to confirm the similarity between a full-scale and reduced-scale model. The
tests were performed under low-frequency cyclic loading conditions (under 0.01
Hz).
Four

cycles

of

sinusoidal

constant vertical load.

horizontal

displacement

were

applied

under

The amplitude of horizontal displacements are varied

from shear strain of rubber ±25% to ±'100%.

And the amplitude of vertical

loads is varied from -20% to +200% of design vertical load and the third-cycle
record was adopted as data.
Figure 8 shows the relationship

between horizontal load and horizontal

displacement of each model and Fig. 9 shows the relationship between normalized

horizontal

spring

constant

and shear strain of rubber.

From

these

results, horizontal stiffness of all of bearings turned out to behave almost
linearly within shear strains of 200%.
300%,

restoring

force

But, in the case of shear strains of

(horizontal load) increases sharply as shear strain

increases.
Equivalent horizontal spring constant obtained by the tests of the bearings
agree approximately with the design value within shear strain of 200%, but at
shear strain of 400% the equivalent horizontal spring constant increases about
30% of the design value owing to the hardening of rubber.

4. Vertical Stiffness Tests
The tests were performed under low-frequency cyclic leading conditions in
the same way as horizontal stiffness tests.

In the first test, four cycles of

sinusoidal vertical load were applied under initial static vertical load and
constant shear strain.
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Amplitude of sinusoidal vertical load was ±50% of design vertical load.
The initial vertical loads were varied from 50 to 150% of the design vertical
load, and the constant shear strain of the bearing was valid from 0 to 200%.
In the second test, the vertical load was increased gradually from 0 to 200%
of the design vertical load.
Figure

10 shows

the relationship

constant and shear strain of rubber.
around

between a normalized

The vertical stiffnesses of all bearings

design vertical load without shear strain turned out to be almost

linear.

It was also provided that the equivalent vertical spring constant

agreed approximately with the design value.
spring

vertical spring

However, the equivalent vertical

constants decreased as shear strain increased, and are 50% of the

design value at shear strain of 200%.

5. Breaking Tests
The objectives of these tests are to evaluate the strength of the bearings
and the deformation characteristics around the breaking point and to confirm
the similarity rule of two reduced-scale models around the breaking point.
Figure

11

shows

the

relationship

between

horizontal

displacement

horizontal load of each reduced-scale model up to the breaking point.

and
From

these results, breaking points of each model were between a shear strain of
-450 and 500%, and between shear stress of 50 and 75 kgf/cm2.

Selection of Input Parameter in Fragility Analysis
In the seismic PSA of a nonisolated structure, usually the probability of
failure is expressed as a function of peak ground acceleration, Ap, which is
considered

as the "best" parameter

response relationship.
natural

period

is

in describing ground motion intensity-

However, for the isolated structure of which the

1.0 to 2.0 s, and

behaves

inelastically

under

design

earthquake motion, Ap may no longer be the best parameter, and peak ground
velocity Vp might be the best parameter.

To verify this, response analyses of

an isolated FBR building (Fig. 12) using 12 observed earthquake records and 3
artificial earthquakes were conducted,^ where restoring characteristics of the
isolator is modeled with a bilinear model (Fig. 13). Natural periods of the
isolated building corresponding to the first and the second stiffness K1, K2
of the bilinear spring are 1.0 and 2.0 s, and the yield displacement of the
bilinear spring is 1.24 cm.
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original records so that the isolator will deform beyond its elastic limit and
the ductility factor (defined as the ratio of maximum displacement to the
yield displacement) will be considerably large. Maximum acceleration of the
artificial earthquake waves is scaled to several levels, and 35 earthquake
waves with different peak acceleration are used in all. The ratio of Ap to Vp
of the input motion range from H.1 to 25.6. For the artificial earthquakes
which a.*e rich in long period components, the ratio Ap/Vp is smaller than that
of observed earthquakes (Fig. 14).
Results of nonlinear response analyses show the maximum displacement of the
isolator has a stronger correlation witi Vp than with Ap (Figs. 15 and 16).
Linear relationship between the maximum acceleration at the support level of
the reactor vessel (Fig. 12) and the maximum displacement of the isolator
(Fig. 17) indicates that another response quantity, such as interstory shear
force, also has a strong correlation with the peak ground velocity Vp.
Conclusions
The CRIEPI test and research program, sponsored by MITI, began in 1987.
The purpose of this program is to verify the reliability and effectiveness of
seismic isolation for an FBR.

1.
2.

3.

4.

The main results obtained thus far are as follows:
The velocity response spectrum of a slightly long-period earthquake was
tentatively set at 100 kine in the range of about 2 to 20 s.
Isolation concepts of an FBR were evaluated, and hori2ontal building isolation was considered to be the most feasible concept for an FBR in the near
future.
A large biaxial loading facility was built. Using the facility, the horizontal and vertical stiffness and breaking strength of large-scale natural
rubber bearings were evaluated.
Response of the isolated reactor building has strong correlation with peak
ground velocity Vp, and it is proper to estimate the fragility of the
isolated building in terms of Vp rather than peak ground acceleration Ap.
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Table II
Seismic Isolation Study Program
18 8 7~1

98 9

Seismic Isolation
Element
Demonstration
Tost

Fabrication of Test Rlc
for Large
Scale
Isolation
Isolation
Element Test
Element

Development
of
Seismic
Isolat
Structure

Study on
Various
Systems

19 9 0~l

Q

Evaluation of Concept and
Determination
of Development
Target
Preliminary
Model Test

Isolation Element
Test
oDraft
Proposal
of
Design
Guideline
for
Seismic
Isolation
System

Preliminary Draft
of Design Method
Study on
Earthquake
Load and
Response

PSA Methodology
Development and
Application on
the Isolation
System

993

Design and
Fabrication of
Large Scale
Seismically Isolated
Structure Model

Large Scale
Seismically
Isolated
Model Test
at Tadostu

l

Proposal of
Design Method
Construction of Seismically
Isolated Nuclear Island
Building Model

° Proposal
of
Design
Guideline
for
Seismic
Isolation
System

Observation of Characteristics
Seismically Isolated Nuclear
Island Building Model

Examination of
Design-Base Earthquake

Proposal of
Desing-Base Earthquake

Establishment of Evaluation
Method

Evaluation using
Reliability Method
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Table III
Candidate Isolation Concepts
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Table IV
Response of Isolated Plants to S1 Earthquake
BUILDING ISOLATION

TEN

0.5Hz

NATURAL FREQUENCY

DEVICE

COMPONENT ISOLATION
HORIZONTAL
1. O H z

CHARACTERISTICS
DAMPING
YIELDING ACCEL.
SAX. RESPONSE ACCEL.
AT REACTOR SUPPORT
1AX. RELATIVE DISP.

5 OGAL

1 0 OGAL

2 1 6 GAL

3 3 OGAL

18a

6.lea

COMBINED ISOLATION

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
HORIZONTAL 1 . 0 Hz

HORIZONTAL 0 . 5 H z

VERTICAL

1 . 5 Hz

VERTICAL

1 . 5 Hi

VERTICAL

30%

VERTICAL

30%

HORIZONTAL 1 0 OGAL

HORIZONTAL 1 0 OGAL

HORIZONTAL 3 3 OGAL

HORIZONTAL 2 1 7 GAL

VERTICAL

VERTICAL

1 7 5 GAL

1 7 9 GAL

HORIZONTAL 6 . 1 ™

HORIZONTAL 1 8 a

VERTICAL

VERTICAL

X.7c«

1 . 7 CB

Table V
Material Reduction
BUILD DC
tSOUTIOH

SYSTEM
SCOPE
QF
BajTM

KRI2WTU,
"

KIUIK

conraioiT isouno*

cocniED isounm
BUILtDC

BUILDING

ntiuiy SYSTDI

mutiny srsTEii

PKIflUY •
nuMv *
SEOMIUV SYSTEHS SECONOIRV SYSTERS

PRIRARY SYSTER

30B

2 3 B

2 3B

30B

2 3 B

3 0a

23B

TO HOOT 1/2 - 1 / 4 OF »OKISOUTED r u n . V E I T l a L
ISOUTIOH EFFECT IS SKiLL.

50B

20B

20B

50B

20B

5 0B

20a

TO 60 I IV H0RIZ0RT1L
ISOUTIOR. TO 1 M T 1/4
WCN vnnciL isount* is
C M DCS.

12 5 B

25B

25B

40B

4 0 B

4 0 B

VERTICIL

PUDUJH SVSTO

PMKUt STSTEK

RIJCTOR VESSEL
(SHE MLU

•EJCtOI VESSEL
(•OTTOH)

Km'SUB

•ESQ. svmn

am

i m
LOVES
ITFSI
LOtn
BOO
LOVER
wacDB FOOHU- MIILDDC FOIMU- KODDC FOtKUTION
TIW
non
4I.0C0
t.SOO
49.100
t.SOO
4a.uo g.wo
7.200 1.300
7.SO0 1.4S0
7.SO0 1.430
>nu u)
2.400
2.300
2.U0
• STEEL FMIC ( t )
6
S
SFUM
eOTIBS
(MSLFMIC)
l.OOOt
SOO t 2H
soot ao
SOOt 264
miUMTS
mm
inns
ISOUTIDR SMML
K t 900
SO t M WITS
WITS
100 t 10 WITS
DEVICE
VtHIIUL
ISO < 67 WITS

oiunrv OF

WILD DC
UTBIILS
eCOKKTE ( r f )

tau*s

niiuiiv •
sEComuy SVSTEH

100B

25B

10 0B

25B

4 0 B

40B

4 0 B

4 0 B

urest BCILDIIC

LOVER FOUID*TI»

71.400
14. BM
2.300

200 t

31

win

200 t

31

WITS
20 t tOO WITS

urrra UILDTM

71.400
14.200
2,300
RSSS FLOOR
(STUL FUIC)
l.OOOt
tOO t
73
wire

EFFECTS OF VEJTIUl
ISOUTiai ME [ M i l .

TO 1MUT 1/3 OF NOkISOUTED FURI. V O i n c a
ISOUTIOH EFFECT IS SHALL.

LOVER roucinon
W1LDRG ISOUTIOR
**'^w L< CONCRETE R£ounseir TO MOUT

cai .an ma ro
UOUI SO ( . WT IT
nCRElSES STEEL FUME
Ojurrm.

200 t

UMER KMIRC WITH
73
UMTS LEWPLUC
20 t 400 WITS coasnnc.
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Table VI
Design Parameters of Bearings
Parameter
—-—-___
Diameter
(mm)
Height
(mm)
Thickness of Rubber
Sheet(mn)
Na of Rubber Sheet
Thickness of Steel
Plate(nn)
No. of Steel Plate
Rated Vertical Load
(tonf)
Horizontal Spring
Constant(tonf/en)
Horizontal natural
frequency (Hz)
Vertical Spring
Constant(tonf/cn)
Vertical natural
frequency(Hz)

full-scale
model

1/1.58 reduced
scale model

1/3.16 reduced
scale model

1600

1000

500

560

340

160

9.0

5.7

2.8

25

25

5.8

25
3.1

24

24

24-

500

200

50

5.036

1.6

3.19*

1.59*

5099*

2550*

0.5
8057
20
* : Value i s fixed fron s i i i l a l i t y
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Fig. 7. Natural Rubber Bearing
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DEHT EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES ON SEISMIC ISOLATION

F. Gantenbein, P. Buland (CEA-CEN Saclay - France)

This paper reviews the experimental and theoretical studies performed
at CEA/DEMT related to the overall behavior of isolated structures. The
experimental work consists of the seismic shaking-table tests of a
concrete cylinder isolated by neoprene sliding pads, and the vibrational
tests on the reaction mass of the TAMARIS seismic facility. The analytical work consists of the development of procedures for dynamic calculation methods:
for soil-structure interaction where pads are placed
between an upper raft and pedestals, for time-history calculations where
sliding plates are used, and for fluid-structure interaction where
coupled fluid and structure motions and sloshing modes are important.
Finally, this paper comments on the consequences of seismic isolation
for the analysis of fast breeder reactor (FBR) vessels. The modes can no
longer be considered independent (SRSS Method leads to important errors),
and the sloshing increases.

Introduction
Work on seismic isolation has been performed in France for many years, and
the

isolation

Electricity

device

de

pressurized-water

developed

France

(EDF)

reactor

by SPIE-BATIGNOLLES
has

been

(PWR) nuclear

in collaboration

incorporated

in

the

power plants.

^

Related

with

design

of

to the

development of isolation devices, experimental and analytical studies have
been performed in CEA/DEMT and will be reviewed in this paper.
were generally identified by the designer or the utility.

These studies

Thus, they were not

part of a general program.
In addition to the review, work that needs to be performed especially for
fast breeder reactors will be briefly presented.
As a preface to the detailed review of the studies, one must note that as
for

nonisolated

nuclear

power

plants, the

analysis is separated into two parts:

isolated

nuclear

power

plant

(a) study of the "building" for which

it is necessary to take into account the isolation device behavior; and (b)
study of the secondary system (equipment, etc.) for which it may be necessary
to take into account the particular shape of the floor response spectrum.

-323DEMT Experimental Studies
A few experimental studies related
structures

and

the

validation

of

to the dynamic behavior of isolated

analytical

methods

were

performed

at

CEA/DEMT.

1. Structure on Sliding Pads
First of all, seismic tests on a concrete cylinder (height = 4.4 m) isolated

by sliding

cylinder

pads were performed

table.

The

(mass = 13.6 T) represents a 1/10-scale reactor building and is

placed on four bearings (Fig. 1).
2.3 Hz.

on the VESUVE shaking

The natural frequency of the structure is

Horizontal seismic motions (TAFT 1952 and EL CENTRO 1940) are applied

to the shaking table.

Taking into account a scale factor (frequency shift

with a coefficient equal to 2.5), the maximum acceleration of the shaking
table is 0.6 g.
Calculations nerformed by SPIE-BATIGNOLLES have shown good agreement with
1 P
test results foi ne slippage and the cylinder accelerations. I | C

2. Structure on Springs
Another isolated structure studied by DEMT is the reaction mass of the new
CEA/DEMT seismic facility TAMARIS*1

(Fig. 2 ) .

The four shaking tables are

grouped in a unique 2500-T reaction mass (16 x 16 x 7.25 m) which is suspended
by helicoidal springs and viscous dampers to prevent vibration transmission.
Tests were performed before installation of dampers to check calculations.
The measured frequencies of the reaction mass are as follows:
1.0 Hz for horizontal translation
1.3 Hz for rotation about vertical axis
-

1.4 Hz for vertical translation
1.5 Hz for rotation about horizontal axis.
Experimental results for frequencies are slightly higher than calculated.

This discrepancy is related to the calculation model because, during these
tests, the reaction mass was not equipped with all its components (shaking
tables, etc.) while they were taken into account in the calculation.

-324DEHT - Analytical Studies
The analytical studies performed are mainly related to the development of
methods for the analysis of: the soil structure interaction in case of many
pedestals; the behavior of sliding structures; and the fluid structure
interaction.
1. Soil Structure Interaction
In the case of seismic isolation using sliding (or nonsliding) elastomer
bearing pads, the foundation includes an upper raft and pedestals. The pads
are placed between this upper raft and the pedestals which are connected to a
lower raft.
The horizontal flexibility is due mainly to the horizontal flexibility of
the pads (if the soil is sufficiently stiff). The influence of soil-structure
interaction and of the pedestal flexibility is then very small.
For the vertical motion, the influence of the pedestals and, consequently,
of the soil deformation in the vicinity of the pedestals was studied. The
stiffness for the lower raft was taken to be the same as that for the soil.
The impedance calculation was performed by the computer code SOPHONIE, which
uses the Deleuze formulation' for calculating the motion in any place on the
surface of a homogeneous soil when a force is applied on a circular foundation.
Such a calculation could have been performed by using the ATC
Q

methodology.
A hexagonal raft was considered and the pedestals were placed in a
hexagonal net. The influence of the size of the upper raft on the impedance
was studied while maintaining the distance between the pedestals and the
cross-sectional area of the pedestals constant. Thus, the number of pedestals
is closely related to the size of the raft.
The calculations show that (Fig. 3 ) :
(a) vertical stiffness of the isolated raft foundation is similar to the
impedance of a conventional raft foundation with the same surface area,
since the number of pedestals is significant (or the surface is great);
(b) damping of the isolated raft foundation is equal to 0.75 n, n is the
damping of the conventional raft foundation, with the same surface area.

-325In conclusion, for base-isolated nuclear power plants where the number of
pedestals is very important, vertical impedance can be estimated from the
usual formula since damping is often limited (vertical damping is always very
important for a raft of this size).
2. Calculation of Sliding Structures

The usual linear method with oscillator spectrum is no more applicable for
structures isolated by sliding bearing devices.
history

In this case, nonlinear time-

calculations must be performed to determine the slippage and the

response of the building (stresses - floor response spectrum, etc.).
An interesting procedure to perform such nonlinear calculations is based on
Q 10
the modal analysis technique:7'
(a) a

modal

description

of

the free-free

structure

(without

boundary

conditions between the raft and the foundation) is considered;
(b) the nonlinear response is calculated from the solution of uncoupled equations (modal amplitude equations) in which external forces associated with
the sliding or nonsliding phases are added to the seismic forces.
Simple structures have been studied by this method:
(a) The floor response spectra calculated for a sliding mass (friction coefficient = 0.1) and a nonsliding mass are presented in Fig. H.

For the

nonsliding mass, this spectrum is the spectrum of the support motion; it
is a filtered U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) spectrum.

The

filter is equivalent to an oscillator with a frequency of 3 Hz and 5%
damping.

One can notice that the sliding leads to a decrease of the

spectrum equal to 4 for frequencies around the peak and to 2 for higher
frequencies.
(b) A two-degrees-of-freedom system has also been studied (an oscillator fixed
on a sliding mass) for various values of the masses and of the friction
coefficient.

The maximum acceleration of the masses in case of a sliding

mass equal to half of the oscillator mass (r = 0.5) is presented in Figs.
5 and 6 for a support motion represented
accelerogram.

by the San Francisco 1957

These results show that as the sliding

increases, the

acceleration of the oscillator mass decreases, and that the effect of
sliding on the sliding mass motion is more complex.

-326The influence of the ratio, r (Ref. 11), is similar to what was observed in
Ref. 12:
the oscillator acceleration for a given friction coefficient
decreases generally as the ratio, r, decreases, whatever may be the oscillator
frequency.
Additional information on the complexity of the sliding mass
motion is given from its floor response spectrum (Fig. 7 ) . It shows that for
a low friction coefficient, the spectrum is much lower than the support
spectrum except around the second mode of the free system (the first mode is a
body motion mode, the second mode corresponds to out-of-phase motion of the
two masses), f = f /(1+r)/r, which is, in this case, equal to 10.4 Hz.
2
o
This nonlinear dynamic analysis method can, of course, be applied for
elastomer sliding pads. In the grip phase, the pads act like springs with a
noninfinite stiffness. For nonlinear structures, it is necessary to perform
time-history calculations. To date, it does not seem evident to define some
general equivalent linear model which could avoid these nonlinear time-history
calculations; additional damping ^ does not allow us to reproduce the shape of
the Fig. 7 spectrum.
3. Fluid Structure Interaction
The modal characteristics of structures in air are modified
immersed in a dense fluid; the fluid modifies the mass matrix of
by added masses and mass coupling. In addition, when there is a
the gravity effect on this surface introduces some additional
sloshing modes.

when they are
the structure
free surface,
modes called

For FBRs, it is necessary to precisely estimate these modes as they are in
the frequency range of the isolated building: lower than 1 Hz for the sloshing
modes and for the first modes with fluid structure coupling.1^'1^
A general method to compute fluid-structure interaction has been developed
and implemented in the computer codes of the CASTEM system^ and was validated
by analytical and experimental results on simple » ' and on more complex "
structures.
It solves the fluid and the solid (shells, etc.) equations
simultaneously; variables related to the fluid pressures are the additional
unknowns for fluid. An example of the results obtained for a tank filled with
water is given in Fig. 8.

-327Influence of Base Isolation on FBR Seismic Analysis
SuperPhenix 2 (SPX2) has been studied with isolation devices for both horizontal and vertical motions because an FBR primary coolant system is very
sensitive to seismic loads.1^ During the preliminary phase of the design, it
was pointed out that additional work had to be done to validate the seismic
analysis methods.
Of course, the effects of isolation on the design of the vessels and components will strongly depend on the choice of the first natural frequency of the
isolate^ structure (that is to say, on the pad stiffness and on their number)
and on the damping of the isolation device. Nevertheless, general comments on
what should be done to improve the design methodology can be provided and the
required research programs are discussed in the framework of the European
agreement.

Oft ji
U>CI

J. Sloshing
For nonisolated reactors, the sloshing modes have a small contribution
because the associated spectrum contains relatively small amplitudes at low
frequencies. In case of isolation, the spectrum at the base of the building
is greater than the soil spectrum at low frequency, and the wave height is
increased. Therefore, it seems necessary to:
(a) make a calculation of the wave motion taking into account the detailed
three-dimensional (3-D) geometry of the fluid contained in the internal
vessel (methods similar to that mentioned in the previous chapter can be
applied);
(b) determine by tests the damping of such modes. Studies on the influence of
the mockup .scale on the measured damping should be performed;
(c) verify that the wave motion does not introduce nonlinearities, for
example, by impacting on walls, and eventually to develop methods to take
the nonlinearities into account.
2. Modal Analysis of the Reactor Block
Usually, the modal analysis of the reactor block is performed using
axisymmetric models.
The components are represented by equivalent
axisymmetric structures.

-328The seismic response calculated by this two-dimensional (2-D) model has
been compared to 3-D calculations (Fig. 9) for nonisolated reactors.^ While
the modal basis calculated on the two models is different, the discrepancies
between the seismic responses do not exceed 30£. In the case of isolated
reactors, the contributions of the various modes in the global responses of
two models are different. The lowest modes which correspond to a strong
coupling between the fluid and the vessels have a higher contribution in the
3-D calculations. Since the dynamic pressures on the shells are important for
the design of these shells (buckling), the validity of the 2-D calculations
must be verified.
3. Core Behavior
An iterative procedure is performed to study the seismic behavior of the
core.
First, a linear model of the core is introduced in the reactor block
model. The seismic analysis of the reactor block gives the diagrid motion. A
nonlinear analysis of the core is then performed for the nonlinear behavior of
the core. This analysis defines a new equivalent linear model of the core.
This procedure has been tested extensively for nonisolated reactors. It
should be validated for the isolated reactors, because the peak spectrum frequency will be lower than the frequency of the fuel element, contrary to the
condition that prevails in a nonisolated reactor.
4. Seismic Calculation of the Reactor Block
Two methods are generally used for seismic analysis of linear structures
such as the reactor block of FBRs. The first is the time-history method.
This can be performed on the finite-element model or by modal synthesis. (The
modal amplitudes are calculated for each time step.) This method requires
knowledge of the soil motion (or at least the raft motion), and it is recommended practice to use several time histories. However, the time-history
method is expensive. The second method is the modal combination method with
oscillator spectrum. This well-known method is easy to apply and not expensive, so it is the most common method. Improvements to the SRSS combination
55 Oil

are available ->'
and are necessary when the modes have closely spaced
frequencies so that the mode coupling cannot be neglected.

-329It is necessary to recall that in application of the spectrum method to
buildings, the spectrum has a large frequency bandwidth [f e (0.5, 20 Hz)],
the main frequencies of the building are in the amplified part of the spectrum, and the higher mode contribution is estimated from a "static" calculation. These higher modes have a forced response to the acceleration.
In the case of an isolated FBR, the floor spectrum at the base of the raft
is the input for the reactor block analysis. It has a predominant peak around
1 Hz, and there are small amplifications around 4 Kz (in the frequency range
of the reactor block important modes). 2 ^ The first problem to solve before
using the spectrum method is •"he value of the "truncation frequency," a frequency above which the modal contribution is static so all the modes are in
phase. The second problem is validity of the spectrum method applied to a
structure whose frequencies are out of the resonant part of the spectrum.
A modification of the CQC method has been proposed in the case of a filtered excitation2^ when the filter is an oscillator. For general cases where
the input motion is more complex, some improvement of the spectrum method must
be studied, starting from the basic refinement equations of the oscillator
response to random process.
Conclusion
Seismic isolation offers an effective way to reduce the seismic loads on
the primary coolant structures.
Development and validation of numerical
methods have already been performed, but some work is still needed for the
FBR.
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Fig. 1. Seismic Test on a Concrete Cylinder Isolated by Sliding Bearing Pads
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-311DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF SEISMICALLY ISOLATED STRUCTURES
R.F. Kulak, C.Y. Wang (ANL - USA)
This paper describes developing methodology for performing threedimensional (3-D) analysis of individual seismic bearings and for
simulating the 3-D system response of isolated reactor structures
(superstructure, isolators, basemats, etc.) including the surrounding
soil under earthquake excitation. In addition, programs for elastomer
research and quality control are discussed. Several sample problems
are presented to illustrate the 3-D capability.

Introduction
Seismic base isolation of structures has attracted considerable attention
in recent years1 due to its significant capability of protecting structures
from earthquake damage. One main concept in base isolation is to reduce the
fundamental frequency of structural vibration to a value lower than the
energy-containing frequencies of earthquake ground motions. The other purpose
of an isolation system is to provide a mechanism for energy dissipation and to
reduce the transmitted accelerations to the superstructure. In other words,
by using base-isolation devices at the foundation of a structure, the structure is essentially decoupled from ground motion during earthquakes.
One type of seismic isolation system currently being considered for nuclear
facilities is the laminated elastomer bearing that uses high-damping elastomer
layered between metallic plates (shims). This design is attractive because it
combines the restoring and dissipating functions of an isolator into one
compact, maintenance-free unit.
To design these bearings to produce an effective seismic isolation system,
it is necessary first to determine the desired global response characteristics
(horizontal stiffness, vertical stiffness, damping, stability, etc.) of the
isolator based on a global seismic analysis of the nuclear facility that is to
be isolated. The second step is to design the laminated elastomeric bearing
to those response specifications.
The course pursued at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) to generate a data
base for the design and analysis of laminated isolation bearings is as
follows:

-342(a) to develop finite element methods for modeling the bearing when subjected
to static and dynamic (seismic) loads;
(b) to develop a three-dimensional (3-D) seismic isolation system evaluation
code including soil-structure interaction;
(c) to develop a materials research program to characterize the large strain
viscoelastic response of selected elastomers;
(d) to develop a quality control program to assure that the manufactured
bearings meet the design specifications.
Finite-element methodology for the detailed analysis of an individual
bearing is being developed. Currently, a "discrete" approach aimed at the
analysis of low-to-medium shape factor bearings is being pursued.
This
approach considers only one material per element; thus, each steel and
elastomer layer would be modeled with several elements through their
thickness.
In the future, an approach that uses a "composite" finite
2
element '^ to represent several layers of steel and elastomer in each element
may be considered. This composite method may be more tractable for high shape
factor bearings. The above methodology is being implemented into the 3-D
nonlinear computer program NEPTUNE.
Several illustrative problems are
presented in the section on Sample Problems.
In a parallel development, a 3-D computer program, Seismic Isolation System
Evaluation Code (SISEC), is being developed at Argonne National Laboratory
(AND to analyze the global response of the isolators and isolated structures,
including the effect of soil-structure interaction. Presently, three elements
are available in the code for simulating the structural components of nuclear
facilities, i.e., beam (or linear spring), nonlinear spring, and plate (or
shell). In the numerical analysis, a mixed implicit-explicit time-integration
scheme is utilized. This scheme not only removes the restriction on the size
of integration time step but also ensures the numerical stability. Several
sample problems are presented to illustrate the modeling and analysis techniques for the isolated structures. Results of the responses of the isolated
and nonisolated structures are compared.
Advantages of base-isolated
structures are discussed.

-3M3Three-Dimensional Modeling of Individual Bearings
The capabilities of the NEPTUNE finite element code system are being
expanded to analyze the response of laminated seismic isolation bearings
subjected to static and dynamic loads. Since many of the features of the code
system were described by Kulak and Fiala, only the new developments are
addressed here. These include the large deformation measure, strain energy
density function, and stress measure.
The isolation bearings that we are concerned with consist of steel plates
imbedded within high damping rubber. To perform realistic simulations, it is
necessary to model both of these structural components.
An eight-node hexahedral element (Fig. 1) was chosen to model the
elastomeric material. Trilinear interpolation functions, <t>j, were used within
each element, thus
X. = 4) X. ,

(1)

where X i is the ith coordinate of a material point in the undeformed configuration, Xjj is the ith coordinate of the Ith node of the element, and *j is
defined by
•i = g

(1 +

«l}

(1 +

™l}

(1 +

«i>»

(2>

in which t, n, and c are the natural coordinates of the element.
In our formulation we use a one-point integration rule. Thus, the deformation gradient, F {1 , is defined by
(3)
where x. is the Jth coordinate of a material point in the deformed configuration. Using the trilinear interpolation functions, Eq. (3) is reduced to
F.j -

BjI

xn

.

The coefficients, B i T , were first obtained by Kulalr* and are given by

(i»)
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kKM " XkNL* " XJKM

(X

kPF
(5)

* XJNL

(X

kPJ "

X

^

where, for example, Xjpj is defined to be
X

jPJ " X jP " XJJ '

Here X, p is the jth component of the coordinate of node P in the undeformed
configuration. The appropriate numbers are given in the permutation table
(Table I ) . The right stretch tensor, C y , is now determined from
c

ij = F ki F kj •

»)

Thus, the use of relations (4) and (5) in (7) yield a large deformation strain
measure for an eight-node hexahedral element.
In nonlinear elasticity, several stress measures are commonly used: the
Cauchy stress tensor (true stress), the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
(nonsymmetric), and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (symmetric). For
computational convenience, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (2nd PK),
Sj*, is chosen for the stress measure.
Our next task is to define the stress-strain relationship for the
elastomer. It is noted that the elastomeric component of the bearing is a
nonlinear viscoelastic material and requires an appropriate constitutive
model. However, since we have only recently begun to develop 3-D methodology
and are initially interested in static response, we will initially treat the
elastomer as a nonlinear elastic material defined by a strain energy function. The 2nd PK stress tensor is computed from the strain energy density
function, W, according to
S

ij = 2 i ^ '

A compressible form of a Mooney-Rivilin type strain energy function" is
used to represent the elastomer under static loading conditions. The form
chosen is given by
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(9)

where
J, = i, I 3 " 1 / 3

do)

J2 = I 2 I 3 " 2 / 3

(11)

J3 = I 3 1 / 2

(12)

and G is the small strain shear modulus, B is the small strain bulk modulus,
u<l and u 2 are material constants, and 1^, I 2 , and Iq are the three stretch
invariants. With the use of the above energy function, the 2nd PK stress is
given by
S

ij = K 1 «ij * K 2 <6ij C kk " Cij> + K 3 Cl] •

where
K 1 = V} G I" 1 ' 3 • 2 v2 GI" 1 / 3 (J1 - 3)
) G I^ 2 7 3

3

3

]

(15)

|
(16)

- ! »1

G J

1 - ! "2 G J 1 2 +

2

"2 G J 1 •

The 2nd PK stress tensor is transformed into the Cauchy stress tensor, OJJ,
according to the transformation law between these stress measures; namely,
OlJ

= (det F.j)- 1 F i m S o k F j k .

(17)

With the Cauchy stress determined, the internal forces can be computed in the
usual manner.
Hourglass control for the eight-noded hexahedral element is accomplished by
the method proposed by Liu et al.'

-346For our first pass at modeling the steel shims (plates) located within the
laminated bearings, we have decided to use the quadrilateral plate element
(Fig. 2) which is available in the NEPTUNE code. It is a bilinear four-node
quadrilateral element based on a one-point quadrature rule with element level
hourglass control. The element is based on Mindlin plate theory and uses a
velocity strain formulation that permits large strains. The use of corotational coordinates eliminates the need for Jaumann rate corrective terms. A
unit vector triad affixed to each node permits arbitrarily large rotations.
The constitutive algorithm models elastoplastic response. Thus, this element
can treat the nonlinear behavior of the steel laminates. However, it should
be pointed out that since the hexahedral continuum element has three degreesof-freedom per node and the quadrilateral plate element has six degrees-offreedom per node, there is a certain degree of incompatibility at the steelrubber interface. The pure bending modes of the plates are not resisted by
the continuum element.
We have monitored these modes in the computation
performed to date and have encountered no significant problems. Research
efforts are currently under way to eliminate this incompatibility.
The resulting finite-element form of the equilibrium equation is currently
being solved with method of dynamic relaxation, which was introduced by
Q

Otter.
The advantage of the method is that it is explicit and thus does not
require a stiffness matrix. However, we are currently studying several other
solution strategies to identify the most efficient method for solving
laminated bearing problems. Results will be reported at a later date.
Description of Systen Response Analysis Program, SISEC
As part of the analytical development, the preliminary version of a 3-D
computer program, Seismic Isolation System Evaluation Code (SISEC), is being
developed at ANL. The aim of this code is to determine the desired global
response characteristics of the isolators and isolated structures with
surrounding soil under earthquake conditions.
In the numerical modeling,
finite elements are used to simulate the reactor components and containment
structure. Presently, the element library consists of only three elements:
beam (or linear spring), nonlinear spring, and plate (or shell). They can be
used to model the superstructure, seismic isolators, as well as basemats.

-347A mixed time integration scheme is used in the SISCC code where the time
integration for the superstructure is performed implicitly, whereas the time
integration for the isolators, which respond nonlinearly, is performed explicitly. This mixed integration scheme has been proven to be computationally
efficient.
The formulation of elements is based on an efficient finiteelement method developed by Hughes and Liu.'
Note that at the present time
only the bilinear elastic-plastic constitutive equation is available in the
nonlinear spring element for simulating the horizontal response of the isolator. However, in a parallel effort, development of a constitutive equation
for characterizing the response of the laminated elastomer bearing is underway. Once it is experimentally validated, it will be incorporated into the
SISEC code.
Materials Research Program
The above numerical modeling approaches are based on the assumption that
the material property data are available for all the structural materials.
Usually, information is available for the steel and concrete components. In
contrast, material property data for the elastomer are oftentimes missing or
in a form that is not usable for seismic types of excitations.
To assure that the required material response data are available, a
materials research program was initiated:
(a) to develop high damping
elastomers; (b) to develop representative viscoelastic constitutive models;
and (c) to obtain the material constants appearing in the constitutive model
for each of the elastomers consider for use in a laminated isolation bearing.
Quality Control Program
After a seismic isolation bearing is designed, the final and perhaps most
important step is to assure that the manufactured bearing meets the design
specifications and is defect free. This will be accomplished by developing
process procedures, process documentation, and defining appropriate acceptance
tests for the manufactured bearing. Finally, packaging methods and installation procedures will be developed to prevent shipping and installation damage
to the isolator.
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Saaple Problems
Sample problems, described below, illustrate the application of the above
developing methodology to seismic analysis.

Two sample problems are presented

that illustrate the application of 3-D modeling to seismic isolation bearings.
Next,

several

unisolated

and

sample

problems

isolated

numerical modeling.

dealing

with

seismic

response analysis

nuclear power plants are given

to illustrate

of
the

Results are discussed in detail.

1. Compression of a "Strip" Bearing
The first sample problem is the axial compression of a "strip" bearing.
The finite-element model is shown in Fig. 3 and it represents a central strip
cut from an infinitely long rectangular bearing.

The height of the strip was

0.5 in. (1.27 cm) and the width was 4.0 in. (10.16 cm).
symmetry, only one-half of the width was modeled.

Note, because of

The bulk modulus of the

elastomer was taken to be 154 ksi (1.0 GPa), the shear modulus was taken as
115 psi (790 kPa), the constant u
taken to be 0.3.

was set to zero, and the constant v

was

Figure 4 shows the deformed configuration of the model at

13% axial compression.

Figure 5 illustrates the variation in shear strain at

the interface between the upper plate and the elastomer.

It is seen that a

shear strain of 113% occurs at the outside edge when the bearing is only
compressed 13%.

2. Preliminary Analysis of a Solid Cylindrical Bearing
A coarse finite element mesh of a solid cylindrical bearing is shown in
Fig. 6.

Because of symmetry the mesh only included one-half of the bearing.

The diameter of the bearing

is 20 in. (51 cm) and the height

is 11 in.

(28 cm). The material properties of the previous problem are used.

The upper

surface is assumed fixed to a movable rigid upper plate, and the lower surface
is completely fixed.

Note, the upper plate can translate but cannot rotate.

Appropriate

conditions

boundary

were

enforced

along

the

symmetry

plane.

Prescribed horizontal displacements are applied to the movable rigid upper
plate.
Figure 7 shows the deformed mesh at a horizontal placement of 7.2 in.
(18.3 cm) and Fig. 8 shows the vertical displacement of the upper plate with
the horizontal motion.

Note, since we did not consider viscoelastic material

response, there are no hysteresis effects manifested on the plot.
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Excitation
The finite-element model of a nuclear
lumped-mass

sticks are used

building, respectively.

island is shown in Fig. 9.

to model the reactor containment

and

Two

reactor

In this model, the reactor containment is approxi-

mated by twelve (12) nodes interconnected by eleven (11) beam elements.

The

reactor building is discretized into eleven (11) nodes connected by ten (10)
beam elements.

The mass of the major components such as the reactor vessel is

appropriately added to its associated nodes.

Two calculations are performed

dealing with unisolated and isolated plants, respectively.
plant, one foundation mat is utilized.

For the unisolated

On the other hand, the isolated plant

has two concrete foundation mats, and the isolators are placed between these
two mats.
The

The design fundamental frequency of the isolators is 0.75 Hz.

dynamic

structure

contributions

interaction

(impedances).

are

of

the foundation

represented

in the modeling

by equivalent

of soil-

springs and

dashpots

Here, we assume that the soil has a shear wave velocity of 1500

ft/s (457 m/s) and a ZPA of 0.2 g.

The spring and damping

coefficients

corresponding to the horizontal and rocking degree of freedom are:

Horizontal

K h = 5.485 x 10 8 lb/in.

C h = 2.9487 x 10 7 lb-s/in.

(9.605 x 10 1 0 N/m)

(5.1641 x 10 9 N-s/m)

K^ = 1.450 x 10 1 3 in.-lb/Rad

Rocking

C^ = 0.384 x 10iJ* in.-lb-s/Rad .

(1.637 x 10 1 2 m-N/Rad)

(4.335 x 10 1 2 m-N-s/Rad).

For calculation of the base-isolation structure, certain modeling techniques
are required.
structures.
spring

In this calculation, beam elements are used for the superThe isolators are modeled by two spring elements, one linear

for simulating

the large vertical stiffness and one nonlinear

modeling the relatively low stiffness in the horizontal direction.
vertical

load-carrying

appropriately modeled.

capacity

and

necessary

horizontal

for

Thus, the

flexibility

are

Note that the implicit integration scheme is used in

the vertical linear spring element, whereas explicit-time integration is utilized for the horizontal nonlinear spring element.

Such a mixed time integra-

tion scheme is chosen to ensure the proper convergence of the solution.

The

-350shear load-deflection curve for the isolation bearing is simulated by a bilinear relation. It approximates force versus displacement of bearings that have
been installed under actual base-isolated structures.
For simplification of the analysis, only one composite isolator is used.
This isolator represents the global effect of the estimated 450 isolators
required for the frequency of 0.75 Hz. Also, since only one isolator is used,
we assume that both upper and lower basemats have the same rocking motion.
Figures 10-12 present the horizontal acceleration time histories and their
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of node 1 (basemat), 23 (top of containment),
and 43 (top of the reactor building), respectively, for the case of the unisolated structure. Without the isolators, large amplification of accelerations
is clearly shown. The maximum accelerations at these three locations have
values of 0.22, 0.43, and 0.33 g, respectively. The amplification factors at
both the top of the containment and reactor building are quite large.
For the case of isolated structures, the accelerations at nodes 1 (upper
basemat), 23 (top of containment), and 43 (top of reactor building) have the
similar response shape but smaller peak values.
The maximum response
accelerations at these three locations are about 0.13, 0.16, and 0.15 g,
respectively. For illustration, the acceleration history at node 43 (top of
the reactor building) is given in Fig. 13 where the dominant frequency is
about 0.75 Hz.
For the purpose of comparing the results, the computed accelerations at
different elevations above the basemat for both unisolated and isolated plants
are presented in Fig. 14. Large amplification for the unisolated structure is
clearly shown there. Also, for the isolated structures, both the containment
structure and the reactor building move more or less like a rigid body
together with the upper basemat. The acceleration amplifications are small.
4. Modeling of Isolated Structure with Multi-Isolators
Excitation

Under

Horizontal

A complex analysis of a structure with multi-isolators has been performed.
In this calculation, a total of fifteen (15) isolators was used.
Each
isolator represents approximately a cluster of thirty (30) isolators required
in the design. Figure 15 presents a mathematical model of the isolation
system.
The upper basemat and lower basemat are considered as rigid and

-351modeled by beam elements. Again, each isolator is modeled by a linear spring
element in the vertical direction and a nonlinear spring element in the horizontal direction. Moment induced by the rotation at the lower basemat is
transmitted to the upper basemat through the tension and compression forces of
the vertical springs. Thus, the upper and lower basemats can rotate independently during the course of the seismic excitation.
To simplify the
analysis, only the horizontal isolation system is considered.
The spring
constant and damping coefficient are exactly the same as those given in the
previous example.
Computed accelerations at nodes 1 (upper basemat), 23 (top of containment),
and 43 (top of reactor building) of the superstructure are quite similar to
those obtained from the simple analysis. The maximum acceleration at node 23
(top of containment) is about 58 in./s2 (147 cm/s 2 ), or 0.15 g. At all of
these locations, the dominant frequency is about 0.75 Hz, a value used in the
design. For the purpose of comparing results between different modelings of
isolators, Fig. 16 presents the acceleration at node 43 (top of reactor
building).
As can be seen from Figs. 13 and 16, the difference of two
acceleration histories is small.
Because of the rocking motion of the upper and lower basemats generated
from the horizontal excitation, vertical displacements at the edges of the
upper and lower basemats are observed.
Results show that the vertical
displacements at nodes 49 and 53 of the upper basemat have the same values but
opposite signs. The maximum value is about 0.0127 in. (0.0323 cm). Vertical
displacements at nodes 77 and 81 of the lower basemats have the similar
characteristic. The maximum displacement is about 0.0111 in. (0.0282 cm),
again a very small value. The dominant frequency of the upper and lower
basemats is 0.75 Hz.
The horizontal displacements at the right-hand side of the lower basemat is
given in Fig. 17. Maximum displacement is about 6.5 in (16.5 cm). Figure 18
shows the force-displacement relationship of the isolator.
The maximum
relative displacement between the upper and lower basemats is about 3.00 in.
(7.62 cm). Note that the horizontal response of the isolator is simulated by
the bilinear elastic-plastic relationship, which is clearly illustrated in
this figure.

-352The advantage of using the complex model over the simple one mentioned in
the previous sample problem is it can analyze in more detail the response of
the upper and lower basemats which generally have different rocking motions.
However, the difference on the response solutions of the superstructure based
on the simple and complex models is found to be small.
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Fig. i. Eight-Node Hexahedral Element for Modeling Elastomer

Fig. 2. Quadrilateral Plate Element for Modeling Shims
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Fig. 3.

Finite Element Model of Strip Bearing

Fig. 4.

Strip Bearing under 13.2% Compression
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Finite-Element Model of Solid Cylindrical Bearing

Deformed Configuration of Bearing at a Horizontal
Displacement of 7.2 in. (18.3 cm)
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